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THE FOUNDATION

The Rockefeller Foundation is a philanthropic organization endowed by John D.
Rockefeller and chartered in 1913 for the well-being of people throughout the
world. It is one of America's oldest private foundations and one of the few with
strong international interests. From its beginning, the Foundation has sought to
identify, and address at their source, the causes of human suffering and need.
Foundation programs are organized around nine core strategies listed on the
following page. Together, these strategies constitute the Foundation's
commitment to help define and pursue a path toward environmentally
sustainable development consistent with individual rights and a more equitable
sharing of the world's resources.
The Foundation's work is divided among the following program areas: the arts
and humanities, equal opportunity and school reform, agricultural sciences,
health sciences, population sciences, global environment, and African
initiatives including female education. While concentrating its efforts in these
areas, the Foundation adjusts its course to reflect needs as they arise.
The balance of the Foundation's grant and fellowship programs supports work
in international security, international philanthropy, and smaller, one-time
"special" initiatives. The Foundation maintains the Bellagio Study and
Conference Center in northern Italy for conferences of international scope and
for residencies for artists, scholars and policymakers, and other professionals
from around the world.
The Foundation is administered by its president through a staff drawn from
scholarly, scientific and professional disciplines. An independent board of
trustees, which meets four times a year, sets program guidelines and financial
policy, and approves all appropriations.
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This chart depicts by program area the grants and fellowships totaling $107,420,637 appropriated from the 1996
budget.
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CORE PROGRAM STRATEGIES

The following are the nine core strategies around which Foundation program work is organized, along with
corresponding appropriations from the 1996 budget.
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Core Program

Expenditure
$4,842,000

AFRICAN INITIATIVES

STRATEGY: Build human capacity and
institutional infrastructure in Africa with an
emphasis on closing the gender gap in
school enrollment and achievement.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

$15,795,136

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

$12,519,984

HEALTH SCIENCES

$12,512,700

STRATEGY:Increase crop yields of
smallholder farmers in developing countries
profitably and without degrading natural
resources.

STRATEGY:Understand and engage
difference across changing societies through
the arts and humanities.

STRATEGY:Build human capacity for
population-based health care in developing
nations.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY / SCHOOL $16,698,333
REFORM
STRATEGY:Create job opportunities and
community support that will enable all those
who can work to join the mainstream
economy.
STRATEGY:Improve public education
systems in urban communities to help young
people succeed in school and society.

$6,200,000

$12,632,000

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
STRATEGY:Build international leadership
capacity capable of initiating and carrying out
innovative approaches to sustainable
development.
STRATEGY:Facilitate the transition to a new
energy paradigm based on sustainability,
renewable resources, efficient use, economic
viability and equity in access.

POPULATION SCIENCES

$10,498,333

$6,370,000

$6,262,000

$14,878,809

STRATEGY:Mobilize resources to satisfy
unmet demand for family planning and
reproductive health services.
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THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Philanthropy -- the practice of applying assets of knowledge, passion and wealth
to bring about constructive change -- is vital to human efforts to survive and
prosper with freedom in a fragile, dangerous and interdependent world.
In the past three decades philanthropy has played a major role in helping the
nations of Asia feed themselves, protecting billions of people from disease and
building a durable inner--city renewal movement in America.
These and dozens of other successes were not the accomplishments of
foundations alone. They resulted from the work of scientists, neighborhood
groups, nonprofit corporations and public agencies that attracted the support of
philanthropy. These philanthropic partnerships served as wellsprings of social
venture capital. They took risks and invested in new directions toward which the
private and public sectors were sometimes indifferent and occasionally hostile.
During the past few decades, the importance of the nonprofit sector -- and its
vital engine, philanthropy -- has increased dramatically, in both financial impact
and influence around the globe. The nonprofit sector has functioned as a source of
new ideas, as a locus of research and experimentation, and as a seedbed of
entrepreneurial activity. As we approach a new century, we find that our reliance
upon the entrepreneurial spirit of the nonprofit sector has grown. At critical
junctions in the past, the technological or organizational achievements of the
commercial sector were vital to the emergence of new patterns of human
behavior. At other moments, the forces of the state or of religious institutions
were decisive. But the transition we must all now undertake to a global pattern of
interdependent, sustainable development will depend more than at any earlier
moment in history upon innovations pioneered in the nonprofit sector.
We see the seminal impact of the nonprofit sector initiatives mounted by the
environmental movement around the world. We see that the beachheads of
progress gained on the resistant terrain of urban deterioration have almost all
been based on the work of community groups and movements. The human rights
movement has altered the terms of debate between the individual and the state.
And entrepreneurial organizations like the Ashoka Society, the Grameen Bank and
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee in Bangladesh, Acción in South
America, and the Forum for African Women Educationalists have been powerful
forces for change that have sparked imitation and replication.
What do these efforts have in common? They are all initiatives that arose in the
independent, nonprofit sector. Often scorned by the state and shunned by the
private sector, they have wound up improving the living conditions of individuals,
affecting the actions of governments and changing the policies of multilateral
institutions.
Cooperation among all three sectors -- public, private and nonprofit -- is both
needed and unavoidable. Nowhere is this more clearly demonstrated than in two
areas that are the subjects of public reports released by the Rockefeller
Foundation early this year.
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The first is called "Stories of Renewal: Community Building and the Future of
Urban America." This report on the status of the fight for equality and opportunity
in America's cities compiles two decades of lessons drawn from the
accomplishments, scale and sophistication of community building around the
country. This is an area where progress has been most striking when cooperation
among community nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), business and
government has been strongest. The challenge is immense and daunting. The
encouraging news is that, after many years of uncertain efforts and some
dispiriting results, there is now in place in the central city neighborhoods of urban
America a real base of knowledge and achievement in the process of community
renewal.
In the 1990s a clear choice has emerged for America: whether to throw the power
of her faith and the might of her resources behind the success stories being
written by a generation of enterprising and increasingly effective community
organizations tested in the cauldron of America's inner cities; or, instead, to turn
her head and her heart away, blindly slashing domestic expenditures and placing
punitive limits on communities finally beginning to make progress, against steep
odds, in renewing themselves.
There are more than 2,000 community development corporations (CDCs) in
America's cities -- a success story surprisingly unknown to many of those who
seem ready to write off our urban centers. The National Community Building
Network (NCBN) embraces not only the world of CDCs, but also scores of
experienced, effective, local antipoverty planning and action organizations around
the country who have come together to learn from each other's experience in
agenda setting, organizing research and forming coalitions for action. It marks the
beginning in this country of something we have desperately needed for a long
time: a national alliance of serious, seasoned and professional community
organizations that can bring a concerted voice to bear on shaping the urban
agenda.
The sector of society in the United States that devotes the most intense energy,
the most persistent ingenuity and the most sustained resources -- human as well
as financial -- to this exercise in identifying, applying and disseminating successful
community--building techniques is the nonprofit sector. Foundations play a vital
role in that work.
But just as the community--renewal effort is growing and succeeding, legislatures
in Washington and in state capitals are cutting funds on which these communities
rely. The budget reductions imposed nationwide in 1996 fell in an overwhelmingly
disproportionate way on the poor. The pressure on community organizations from
crime and the ravages of drug dealing was already immense. Cuts blithely
imposed on the have--nots by the haves, such as slashing food stamps for people
with no jobs and cutting vital services to immigrants, will further lengthen the
odds faced by poor communities and the promising organizations that serve them.
The Foundation will work with the NCBN and its members to encourage their
growth, steady their resolve and support their increasing capacity for progress
and renewal in our country's urban heartlands.
A second case in which a mindless desire to cut funds was reinforced by
ideological fervor is the issue of American governmental assistance to the
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international family planning movement.
For three decades a partnership consisting of the U.S. government, American
foundations and NGOs around the world has played an important leadership role
in one of the great, unsung success stories of international development: the
growth in availability and quality of family planning and reproductive health
services for women in poor countries. This has led directly to improved health for
women and has reduced disease and abortions; it has led also to families with
healthier, wanted children, and to a slowing in the fertility rate among women of
child--bearing age in the developing world.
At one point, congressional action on the federal budget, taken with limited public
debate, threatened to gut funding for this remarkably successful program. There
are signs that the severity of these cuts may be tempered, but the fact that made
them possible in the first place must be addressed, and that is lack of public
knowledge of how effective family--planning programs have been and how
important U.S. leadership has been to this very humane dimension of foreign
assistance. "High Stakes: The United States, Global Population and Our Common
Future" is a report from the Foundation to the American people on the history and
importance of the international family planning movement, and the issues
surrounding the critical choice the country faces on whether to continue or
abandon support for that movement.
And still a new set of challenges arises. To address them will stretch the capacities
of all three sectors.
Our planet is now the setting for a series of human--made "migrations" that move
in global currents around, over, under or right through the quaint borders
established by the system of nation states. These are movements of capital,
people (migrants and refugees), drugs, diseases, weapons, information and
entertainment, and waste and pollution.
Our national and international institutions are pitifully unprepared to deal with
these flows. Whose job is it to prepare the way for the new international
arrangements they will require?
It will take the skills of all three sectors -- private, public and nonprofit. The
multinational corporation is, for the moment, the most integrated and powerful
global actor. Governments are experimenting, with modest success, in areas such
as peacekeeping, climate change and the determination of international monetary
policy. And the nonprofit sector, comprising hundreds of thousands of NGOs
around the world, is a seedbed of experiments, adaptations and innovations out of
which are slowly emerging the new attitudes and patterns of cooperation
necessary for sustainable development.
It is not too much to say that the "life chances" of the human experiment taken
as a whole will depend in significant part on the creativity and reform that can be
marshaled by the nonprofit sector to address the challenges hurtling toward us.
The private sector focuses on increasingly narrow calculations of profit and
advantage in a fiercely competitive global market. Government's scope is
systematically cut back in almost all countries, often with negative impact on
health, science, education and opportunity for the poor. As the 20th century
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draws to a close, the "habits of the heart," in de Tocqueville's phrase, are most
visibly at work building community, cooperation and responsibility in the nonprofit
sector. The agent of that process is increasingly the NGO or the committed social
entrepreneur, and the funding base for this broad, transnational network consists
of individual donations, in--kind contributions, sweat equity and grants from
foundations.
At this moment, when it is more essential than ever, will the nonprofit sector itself
come under attack in the United States?
As I write these words, hearings on the nonprofit sector are being considered by
the Congress. This is cause for concern. It would not be in keeping with the
normal custom of the Congress to hold hearings in order either to compliment or
to strengthen the nonprofit sector. Neither the spirit nor the purpose of such
hearings is yet clear. The nonprofit sector -- precisely because it is so creative, so
diverse, and thus necessarily controversial -- possesses neither the internal
coherence nor the established power base in Washington to defend itself easily
against organized political attack. There are political forces reflected in the new
Congress that find the activities of some nonprofits and foundations objectionable,
and seek as part of their political agenda to narrow the broad writ that
organizations of the independent sector presently enjoy in American life. It would
be ironic if those whose rhetoric celebrates individual initiative and risk--taking
should attack some of the most entrepreneurial, independent and innovative
forces in American society.
There is work to be done by all of us -- the hard, essential, patient work of
consolidating and strengthening the base of our past successes and learning; and
the pioneering, more hazardous work of building the new framework of attitudes
and institutions that will allow our traditional freedoms and values to adapt and
prosper in the face of new challenge and adversity. Foundations and nonprofits
should be free to invent, to experiment and to explore the untested, even the
unpopular. They should be criticized freely, challenged by critics and colleagues,
and held to high standards of accountability. But the powers of the state should
not be used to limit their scope, to harass their activities or to hobble them with
irresponsible restrictions. What a barren, inhumane and constricted society might
result if our choices and initiatives were limited just to those permitted by the test
of the marketplace or endorsed by the calculations of the state.
The following pages of this annual report lay out the directions this Foundation is
supporting in the broad work under way around the world and in the United
States to meet the challenge of the future. To make progress, we will need to
have every sector and every partner in our diverse, talented society working
together. We will need to find the wisdom to acknowledge that each sector is
distinct, and to see that from these distinct characteristics arise the special
contributions each can make to our common future.
Peter C. Goldmark Jr
March 1997
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ABOUT THE FOUNDATION –

FINANCIAL REPORT

The Rockefeller Foundation was created in 1913 and endowed by John D.
Rockefeller in several installments totaling about $250 million over the next 16
years. This original endowment has essentially been the Foundation's sole
source of funds for both its grantmaking program and its operating expenses.
The value of the endowment today is $2.7 billion.
As a private foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation must spend each year at
least 5 percent of the market value of its investment portfolio on grant
programs and supporting activities. The endowment must have sufficient
growth to support spending and to offset the effect of inflation. The overall
goal of the Foundation's investment program, therefore, is to maintain the
purchasing power of the endowment after both spending and inflation.
Achieving this objective will ensure that future grantmaking programs can
continue at current levels in real, after-inflation dollars.
Over the Foundation's history the real value of its endowment has undergone
periods of growth and periods of erosion depending on the relative impact of
investment earnings, spending and inflation. The following graph shows that
over the full history of the Foundation, the goal of maintaining purchasing
power has been achieved.

The Foundation's Board of Trustees is responsible for adopting investment and
spending policies that can be expected to achieve the long-term goal of
maintaining purchasing power and supporting the Foundation's programs. The
current guidelines call for annual spending of 5.8 percent of the market value
of the endowment. Since spending levels are related to the portfolio's market
value, the Foundation's investment program focuses on total returns. Both
cash yields on securities and their appreciation or depreciation in value impact
long-term spending levels. Strong financial markets in the 1980s and 1990s
have enabled the Foundation to increase spending on grants and
administrative expenses from $48 million in 1979 to $112 million in 1996.
Since asset allocation has proven over time to be a primary determinant of
investment performance, the Finance Committee of the Board periodically
reviews the portfolio's commitment to each category of investments and
establishes a policy portfolio, which sets target percentages for each asset
class. The Foundation does not make frequent tactical shifts in asset allocation.
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Asset allocation targets, i.e., the policy portfolio, are adjusted only when there
appears to be a persistent strategic shift in market valuations, or when there is
a change in the Foundation's assessment of the relative risk associated with
asset classes.
The following chart illustrates the changes in the Foundation's allocations to
various asset classes since 1983.

The Foundation's target percentage in international equities was increased to
25 percent in 1992. Although international equity markets have
underperformed the U.S. equity market in recent years, the Foundation's
Board has maintained this commitment, with the view that a significant
position in both developed and emerging markets equities is appropriate for
the Foundation and will benefit performance over the long term.
Day-to-day investment of the Foundation's portfolio is handled by a number of
outside firms with experienced personnel, strong historical track records and
effective operational controls. Each firm is hired to address a particular asset
class; some focus on specialized market niches within asset classes. A
knowledgeable internal investments staff, led by the treasurer, develops
overall investment strategy and oversees the activities of outside managers to
ensure adherence to strategy and guidelines, and to monitor portfolio risks.
Marketable equity and fixed income securities - stocks and bonds traded and
priced daily in public markets throughout the world - are invested both in index
funds, which track the performance of a market sector, and in actively
managed portfolios, whose managers are expected to add value or enhance
performance by making informed judgments about which securities to hold.
The Foundation also makes investments in private markets such as venture
capital and real estate. These areas offer the institutional investor with a long
time horizon the opportunity to benefit from markets that are less efficient and
offer greater opportunities for managers to add value in selecting, structuring
and managing investments.
The need to monitor portfolio risk has become increasingly important in recent
years. The global markets' sophisticated technology and communications along
with the rapid emergence of new securities and investment strategies,
including derivative securities, have made the process of managing risk more
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complex. Derivative securities require extensive knowledge and oversight, and
are used only when the attendant risks are identified and managed.
Understanding and controlling portfolio risk involves every participant in the
investment process: internal staff, Finance Committee of the Board, outside
investment managers, auditors and bank custodians. The Foundation strives to
be a leader in applying the analytic and management tools now becoming
available for this task. The Foundation is also concerned about the significant
impact of investment expenses on overall results and thus is committed to
using inside staff and outside resources efficiently.
The Foundation's investments are well diversified and include a significant
allocation to international equities, including some exposure to emerging
markets. The Foundation's total investment return in 1996 was 17.6 percent
(17.1 percent after fees). Total return was in excess of the policy portfolio
return of 15.2 percent and benefited from strong U.S. equity markets, positive
returns in the U.S. bond market and good results in most international equities
markets. The U.S. equity markets continued to perform well, fueled by
relatively stable economic conditions and by huge capital inflows, especially
into equity mutual funds which attracted over $200 billion of new cash flow
during 1996. Very large, multinational companies dominated market
performance; the S&P 500 was up 23.1 percent in comparison to an increase in
the Dow Jones Industrial Average of 29.1 percent; the performance of smaller
stocks lagged, as evidenced by the Russell 2000, which was up 16.5 percent.
International equities of developed countries, as measured by EAFE, were up
6.1 percent. Equity returns in emerging markets were positive, after two years
of losses.
The Foundation's performance for each asset class is measured against a
benchmark or market index return for that class. In 1996 the Foundation's U.S.
equity portfolio returned 21.7 percent compared to 23.1 percent for the S&P
500. International equities, which are partially hedged for currency
fluctuations, returned 16.1 percent compared to 11.8 percent for a 50 percent
currency hedged EAFE benchmark. Bonds returned 4.6 percent compared to
3.6 percent for the Salomon Broad index.
During the past year, the Treasurer's Office reviewed strategies for each asset
class with the Finance Committee and strengthened the Foundation's team of
outside managers. The consolidation of accounting, data management and
performance measurement systems was completed. Further improvements in
risk-management techniques were made across the portfolio including revising
manager guidelines, conducting operational reviews with managers, and
developing reports and other controls for derivatives exposure and securities
pricing exceptions.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

The Board of Trustees
The Rockefeller Foundation
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial position of the
Rockefeller Foundation as of December 31, 1996 and 1995, and the related
statements of activities and cash flows for the years then ended. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Rockefeller Foundation's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Rockefeller Foundation at
December 31, 1996 and 1995, and the changes in its net assets and its cash
flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
As discussed in Note 5 to the accompanying financial statements, in 1995 The
Rockefeller Foundation changed its method of accounting for post-retirement
benefits other than pensions.

New York, New York
February 19, 1997
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AFRICAN INITIATIVES

Strategy:
"Build human and institutional infrastructure in Africa with an emphasis on closing the
gender gap in school enrollment and achievement."

Africa has yet to realize fully the substantial benefits of rapid global scientific
advancement. Only a steady reinforcement of human resources will enable the
countries of the continent to adapt to changes in technology and expand their
participation in the global economy. Closing the gender gap in education will
help to empower more than half the population. Improving the teaching of
science and technology, training of more and better natural and social
scientists, and enhancing electronic communication are vital to Africa's longterm well-being. The continent's acute need for enhanced training of
professional economists presents yet another important challenge.
The Rockefeller Foundation leads a working group on female education created
under the auspices of the Association for the Development of Education in
Africa (ADEA). The working group's goal is to close the gender gap in
enrollment and performance, especially at the primary- and secondary-school
levels, through a comprehensive package of measures that lower per-unit costs
throughout the education system, as well as reduce the direct and indirect
costs to parents. One activity is a capacity building, competitive regionwide
program of research grants sponsored jointly with the African Academy of
Sciences to document determinants of female enrollment and identify
meaningful interventions. The 71 grantees engaged in research projects in 23
countries have produced a wealth of publications. More than 150 researchers
have attended research methodology courses held at African universities.
Another focus is the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE), a
Kenya-based international nongovernmental organization (NGO) that brings
together high-level African women policymakers from 27 countries to facilitate
both action and national public policy debate on female education within Africa
and between African countries and the international assistance community.
FAWE's membership is comprised of 44 females, mainly national education
ministers and university vice chancellors and 18 male ministers (associate
members). There are 21 national chapters.
FAWE's work program, supported by 14 donor agencies, consists of five
elements: (1) country grants for strategic resource planning and education
finance reform; (2) seed grants for local experiments, selected by national
chapters, which include the provision of school-fee subsidies, support programs
for girls in math and science, alternative-education programs for girls who drop
out of school, and teacher sensitization; (3) innovation prizes, awarded by
national chapters, to individuals and organizations whose programs are models
of "good practice"; (4) support for strengthening female leadership at the
university level, including collaborative work with a continentwide Gender
Institute at the University of Cape Town and with the Association of African
Universities; and (5) advocacy through multimedia approaches, such as the
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award-winning documentary film, "These Girls Are Missing," and the production
in 17 languages of the audiocassette, "Send Your Girl Child to School."

FAWE is collaborating with three subcommittees of the ADEA working group on
female education:
•
•
•

the Female Education in Mathematics and Science in Africa (FEMSA)
project, which focuses on improving the performance of girls in math
and science;
an alliance to strengthen the role of NGOs in promoting and providing
education for girls; and
the Partnership for Strategic Resource Planning in Africa, an effort to
take FAWE's work on strategic resource planning and education finance
reform to scale.

The Foundation's core program on female education is augmented by the
efforts of the African Forum for Children's Literacy in Science and Technology
to fund innovative curricular and extracurricular approaches to the teaching of
science using popular culture. For science to have any relevance, it must be
taught within the African milieu with demonstrations of technology's direct
application to the problem-solving needs of daily life. Through the competitive
disbursement of small grants in 21 countries, the Foundation has supported
science teaching through a broad range of innovative approaches using radio,
video, comics, low-cost publications, street theater, and science fairs and
camps.
At the university level, the Foundation supports the African Economic Research
Consortium (AERC), which seeks to improve the design and management of
national economic policies by enhancing economic research and providing incountry training to build a critical mass of locally based professional
economists who can help affect the policy reforms necessary for sustainable
economic development. The AERC now draws on economists from 25 African
countries for peer review, teaching, research, participation in seminars and
contributions to professional publications.
African Initiatives also supports the African Science--Based Development
Professional Preparation Program to enhance the home--based relevance,
quality and utilization of doctoral training for African students enrolled in North
American universities, particularly in science and technology. The African
Dissertation Internship Awards (ADIA) component has cultivated, since its
initiation in 1987, an influential pool of 241 natural and social scientists and
humanists trained to work in Africa. The program's second component, a North
American chain of dissertation workshops for African doctoral students
coordinated by the University of California, Berkeley, is intended to improve
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the quality of research design and to enhance methodological and theoretical
training.
The African Career Awards, the third component of the program, provide two-year support for Africa--based research and policy and program analysis for
alumni of ADIA and other Foundation fellowship programs. The aim is to
ensure maximum utilization of their training and the building of career paths
immediately upon return home. Recipients are encouraged to maintain
research momentum by establishing links between their local institutions and
global and regional research/policy networks.
To develop professional talent in science and engineering, the Foundation also
supports the University Science, Humanities, Engineering Program in Africa,
based at the University of Cape Town in South Africa. This collaborative
program seeks to foster the development of partnerships in university science,
the humanities and engineering throughout Africa. Its approach toward
capacity building focuses on staff development grants, equipment transfers and
visiting faculty at partner African universities.
Finally, the Rockefeller Foundation, together with the Ford Foundation, is
seeking cost--effective ways to improve and expand the access of grantees -both individuals and institutions -- to global information and communication
systems.
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AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Strategy:
"Increase crop yields of smallholder farmers in developing countries profitably and without
degrading natural resources."

In many developing countries where a single crop provides the lion's share of
nutritional sustenance for their people, agriculture often depends on small,
resource--poor farms and traditional modes of cultivation. With the pressures
to increase agricultural production growing stronger year by year, these
smallholder farms have little chance of satisfying food needs.
In Asia rapidly growing populations have compelled farmers to utilize all
available cultivatable land in order to keep up with food demand, raising the
question of how further to increase food production in the 21st century. In
African countries rainfall limits the arable land and lack of fertilizer use
depletes precious nutrients from cultivated soil. With current demand already
outreaching the capabilities of African farmers, it is urgent to find ways of
getting more from existing resources as soon as possible. Adding to the
challenge of increasing yields in both Asia and Africa is the need to assure that
productive lands will remain fertile in years to come.
Resolving these dilemmas is the motivation behind the Rockefeller
Foundation's work in Agricultural Sciences. The key to increasing the yield of
staple crops in Asia is advances in genetic technology that allow farmers to
reap bigger harvests from currently cultivated land, while preserving the land's
capacity to support continued agricultural activity. The key in Africa is to devise
and implement improved management practices that increase nutrients to
crops and sustain soil productivity.

In Asia the Foundation's goal is to increase rice yields 20 percent by the year
2005 using biotechnology, without degrading the resource base or reducing
farm incomes. An integral part of the process is to enhance research capacity
in rice--dependent countries so that they will be able to sustain their work
beyond the support of the Foundation. In the African countries of Kenya,
Uganda, Malawi and Zimbabwe, the goal is to double yields of smallholder
farmers' primary food crops by 2015 while sustaining farm incomes and
without degrading the resource base. In selected marginal areas of Mexico,
where agriculture has threatened natural resources, the goal is to document
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and evaluate model systems of production that reverse resource degradation
while increasing crop yields and farm incomes.
The Foundation's International Rice Biotechnology Program began in 1984,
focusing on Asia. The program first concentrated on developing such tools of
rice biotechnology as molecular genetic maps of rice and its major pathogens,
gene--tagging, and genetic engineering. As these tools have been developed
and become more available, greater emphasis has been placed on training,
technology transfer and building the capacity within Asian countries to continue
and expand the work into the future.

This year has proven to be a watershed for the program with the discovery
that all eight cereals -- providing 70 percent of the food consumed by humans
-- share many nearly identical chromosome segments with rice. With rice now
designated the "pivotal" cereal genome for research purposes, the tools and
knowledge developed through the International Rice Biotechnology Program
can be utilized for genetic research on all cereals. It also means that many of
the future research discoveries on other single cereals will likely be applicable
to the entire group. Further, it assures that funding for this type of research
will continue after the Foundation concludes its support.

In another discovery, Cornell University researchers identified genes from wild
species of rice that, when introduced to elite varieties, have increased yields by
some 20 percent. It was believed formerly that wild species of rice had genes
that were useful for pest resistance, but this project indicates that they also
can be a valuable source of yield--enhancing genes. Through new molecular
techniques these genes can be identified and made widely available to
breeders.
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In China researchers used a process called anther culture (anthers are pollen-producing organs) to reduce the length of time required for developing high-yield rice varieties. With this process true--breeding plants are produced in two
generations by regenerating whole plants from anther--derived tissue cultures,
rather than the several generations required by conventional self--pollination
processes. In one case researchers combined traits of a rice that is resistant to
pests and pathogens, and tolerant of cold and drought, with a high--yielding
cultivated rice. Called "Lai Fen Rockefeller" to acknowledge the Foundation's
long--standing support for crop research, the new variety produced 6 to 24
percent higher yields and is ready for distribution and sale to farmers.
Building technological and human capacity for rice biotechnology -- a critical
factor for the successful future of this research -- has progressed rapidly in
Asian countries. China and India especially have taken advantage of new
technologies, and Vietnam, which joined the program just two years ago, has
moved forward quickly. More than 100 young scientists selected for study
abroad already have returned home to continue their work.
In Africa the Foundation's current agricultural work began in 1988,
concenrating on Kenya, Malawi, Uganda and Zimbabwe. Seventy to 90 percent
of the population in these countries live in rural areas on small farms that will
have to generate most of the increase in food production if the nations' needs
are to be served.
In order to reach the goal of doubling smallholder yields by the year 2015, it is
essential that new technology be widely accepted among African farmers.
High--yield crop varieties are already available, but plant nutrients are limited
and fertilizer is not widely used. As a result, the Foundation has placed priority
on research and technology that address the problems of soil--nutrient
depletion and yield losses caused by pests and diseases. Critical to the
program's success, however, is a cohesive strategy linking research, the
strengthening of existing institutions and enlightened policymaking for
improving smallholder agriculture.
The Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility program, based in Kenya, has made
significant progress in understanding biological processes in tropical soils that
affect maize production. In Malawi, as part of a national effort to enhance
maize production, some 2,000 demonstrations have been planted to determine
the best use of fertilizers for smallholder farmers.
As of this year, 21 graduates of a research project designed to strengthen
African graduate education in agricultural sciences have completed their
master's degrees at five different African universities, with support through the
Forum on Agricultural Resource Husbandry. Another 23 graduate students are
currently being supported.
In Uganda, where bananas are the staple crop, the challenge is to identify the
nature and seriousness of constraints to production, and to evaluate
alternative soil--, crop-- and insect--management practices. At the same time,
the work should increase the ability of locally--based researchers to contribute
to agricultural--sector decisions.
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Advances made in rice research in Asia have also had a valuable impact on rice
work in Africa. The indigenous African species of rice, oryza glaberrima, differs
radically from Asian rice, Oryza sativa. While the Asian rice has a greater
inherent yield capacity, it performs poorly under African farming conditions.
Recently, however, researchers at the West African Rice Development
Association have successfully crossed the two types to produce a new plant
that is well suited to conditions in west Africa and holds great promise for
higher yields and greater resistance to drought, weeds and pathogens.
Work begun in Mexico in 1992 targets areas with inadequate or declining farm
production caused by agricultural practices that have resulted in soil erosion,
deforestation and disruption of watersheds.
The Foundation supports 13 case studies of projects by teams of Mexican
researchers, smallholder farmers and nongovernmental organizations. These
partnerships are developing innovations in technology to solve the natural
resource management problems of small farmers, and are developing empirical
methods for verifying their sustainability.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Strategy:
"Understand and engage difference across changing societies through the arts and
humanities."

The arts and humanities help us define our ideas and values, our inspirations
and hopes. They are the lenses through which we distinguish one culture from
another and see the historic connections and potential areas of collaboration
between seemingly distinct cultures. This is why throughout its history the
Rockefeller Foundation has supported artists and humanists, and this is what
connects the work of the Arts and Humanities division to the mission of the
Foundation today.
Our humanity finds expression through culture in different ways, be it in a
choreographer's raw expression of the despair of homelessness through
modern dance, or in a sculptor's integration of ancestral traditions from Latin
America, Europe and indigenous America into a new, American art form. It can
be seen in the transfer of ancient dance forms from the few survivors of the Pol
Pot regime in Cambodia to dancers for whom that tradition might have been
lost forever, and in a project at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
where artists and scholars are reflecting on social rupture, reconciling loss and
rebuilding.
The vision of artists and scholars enables us to see and try to comprehend our
rapidly changing world, and what those changes mean in our lives and our
communities. Project Row Houses in Houston, Texas, illustrates this relation of
art and community. Conceived as a way to preserve a neighborhood of old
"shotgun" style houses in one of the city's poorest African--American
communities, the project brought together artist Rick Lowe and a team of
artists and individual volunteers who transformed 10 of the 22 small houses
into spaces for revolving art exhibits and the remainder for family homes and
the provision of services such as child care. Says Lowe, "You have to revitalize
the souls and spirits of people if neighborhood revitalization is to have real
meaning."

Through the Partnerships Affirming Community Transformation (PACT)
program, diverse groups around the United States employ the arts and
humanities to wrestle with questions of identity in changing communities.
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"Transforming Barbed Wire," funded through the Arizona Humanities Council,
explores the legacy of the internment of Japanese--Americans during World
War II. The Gila River and Poston Camps, both located on Native American
reservations, serve as the basis for dialogue around the historical, legal and
cultural issues of the camp experience. The Neighborhood Arts and History
Partnership in Cleveland, Ohio, aims to build a bridge between the racially-divided Broadway and Union Miles neighborhoods by exploring their shared
history and interpreting their culture and values through painting,
photography, ceramics and sculpture.
A significant effort to understand cultures across borders and to probe the
definition of transnationalism is the U.S./Mexico Fund for Culture, a
collaborative project of the Foundation, the Bancomer Cultural Foundation and
Mexico's National Fund for Culture and the Arts. Awarding nearly $1 million
annually, the Fund supports projects that promote understanding of the
differences and similarities between the two neighboring countries. Projects
supported in 1996 include public art projects on border issues between Tijuana
and San Diego by Mexican and U.S. artists; the translation of contemporary
Mexican novels into English followed by reading tours; and a collaboration by
puppeteers from both countries in the Chiapas region of Mexico.
In exhibitions funded through the Museums Program, artists, scholars and
curators explore questions of identity, national culture, and how the arts both
maintain and transform traditions. Often native curators and representatives of
the multiple communities involved participate in documenting and interpreting
the material and its social context. "Plains Indian Drawings 1865--1935: Pages
from a Visual History" at the Drawing Center in New York City shows drawings
done in business ledgers and sketchbooks as complex works of art rather than
merely ethnographic documents. "Traditions/Tensions," at the Asia Society, the
Grey Art Gallery and the Queens Museum, is an exhibition of contemporary art
from India, Indonesia, the Philippines, South Korea and Thailand that shows
how theories about contemporary art have been repositioned in Asia, and
explores the convergence and divergence from current art practices in the
West.
The International Film/Video/Multimedia Fellowships encourage the
development of artists working in film, video and multimedia as a way to
expand our understanding of difference. Working in film, computerized imagery
and video, these artists interpret definitions of difference in multiple societies.
Among the projects honored this year are an interactive installation that
explores the Iroquois "Prayer of Thanksgiving" through traditional beadwork, in
combination with contemporary computer animation, by multimedia artist
Melanie Printup Hope; a documentary portrait of war and friendship entitled
"Comrades" in which director Mitko Panov returns to the former Yugoslavia to
discover what war has done to men in the diverse but tightly knit army unit
who were the friends of his youth; and an experimental documentary by
Mexican filmmaker Claudia Barceló Castillo about emigration and the drastic
changes that result for the women left behind.
The Multi-Arts Production Fund similarly offers performing artists in theater,
dance and music an opportunity to explore issues of identity and culture in
their work. This year 45 organizations across the United States were given
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support to commission, develop and present new works by artists from around
the globe. "Ancient Land: Sacred Whale," an opera by Alaskan composer John
Luther Adams, depicts the ritual year of the Inupiat Eskimo people and
combines traditional Western musical structures with Inupiat chants, dances
and drumming. "Perayaan/The Celebration," a music and dance performance
project led by composer Keith Terry and choreographer I Wayan Dibia, is a
collaboration between U.S. and Indonesian artists. "The Press and the
Presidency," by writer/performer Anna Deavere Smith, is a theatrical
exploration of the American presidency as portrayed by the print and electronic
media and the effects of that portrayal on the American character.
In Africa the Foundation supports the African Publishers' Network, APNET,
which this year advanced its program of training, exchange and distribution
support for indigenous publishers and their efforts to move ideas through
African societies. As part of the Foundation's programming in the Muslim world,
grants were made this year to research centers in Morocco, Turkey, Jordan and
Lebanon for comparative studies of the changing role of nongovernmental
organizations and other civic associations in urban centers of the Muslim world.
To further understanding of contemporary social and cultural issues, the
Resident Humanities Fellowship program offers residencies at 29 institutions
for scholars and writers whose work explores non--Western cultures and the
diverse cultural heritage of the United States. Themes at sites chosen this year
include the exploration of relationships among culture, aesthetics and society
in Chile's transition to democracy; the cultural adaptation of diaspora religious
communities in North America; and the city in a pluralized world. With these
fellowships, the Foundation hopes to inspire the interdisciplinary dialogue that
is the hallmark of new scholarship in these fields, and to offer resources and
encouragement to innovative humanists and the institutions that support
them.
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HEALTH SCIENCES

Strategy:
"Build human capacity for population-based health care in developing nations."

Since its earliest days, the Rockefeller Foundation has supported projects
designed to slow the spread of deadly illness and improve the quality of health
worldwide by helping developing nations deliver good-quality health services
equitably. The Health Sciences division continued this tradition into 1996 with
its work on several of the more pressing public health problems facing the
world: the AIDS pandemic, controlling reproductive tract infections and dengue
fever, as well as supporting the development of better tools and better-trained
health practitioners.
To accomplish its goals the division forges partnerships and collaborations,
funds research, and creates new organizations where they are needed. In 1996
great effort has gone into developing more effective partnerships with the
private and public sectors to attack critical health problems.
HIV/AIDS remains high on the list of concerns, for it continues to spread at an
alarming rate. There are more than 8,500 new HIV infections daily, of which
more than 90 percent occur in the developing world. Although new drug
therapies in industrialized countries are promising, they are too expensive and
complicated for use by most HIV-infected people in developing nations.
Moreover, resistance to these drugs is likely to spread.
The best hope for stopping the epidemic rests with an effective and appropriate
vaccine, and the capability to develop vaccines resides with industry. While
many scientists feel that a vaccine is possible, market forces are not adequate
to create the private-sector investments necessary for its development. Thus,
a new effort is necessary to create workable incentives for industry
participation.
Early in 1996, the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) was launched by
the Foundation, with support from the Until There's a Cure Foundation, the
Alfred P. Sloan and Mérieux Foundations, United Nations Joint Program for
HIV/AIDS, and the World Bank. IAVI's mission is straightforward: to ensure
development of safe, effective, preventive HIV vaccines for use throughout the
world. IAVI will seek to do this through advocacy for the development of a
vaccine, and through implementation of a "push/pull" strategy - "pushing" the
development of a vaccine through a directed scientific program aimed at filling
critical gaps that are currently underfunded or not funded, and "pulling" by
creating a more enabling environment for industry participation in HIV-vaccine
production.
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During the year, Foundation staff and a small, core IAVI planning team worked
to promote support for a vaccine -- and the feasibility of vaccines -- among a
variety of constituents: AIDS activists, policymakers, drug and biotech industry
decision makers, international media, scientists, health professionals, and
developing-country influentials.
The Initiative was more formally introduced to the world community during the
XI International AIDS Conference in Vancouver, British Columbia (July 1996),
where supporters helped place vaccines higher up on the international public
health agenda.
Never in history has a serious viral public health threat been eliminated without
the use of a vaccine. The Foundation was a founding member of the Task Force
for Child Survival and the Children's Vaccine Initiative, and vaccines in general
remain a major focus of the division. It was with Foundation support that a
vaccine against yellow fever was found. Measles and polio have essentially
been eradicated from the United States, and smallpox from the world, thanks
to vaccines.
Unfortunately, AIDS is not the only viral disease that has emerged as a global
public health problem. Dengue fever continues to spread in Asia, Latin America
and the Caribbean, and now is responsible for hundreds of thousands of
infections. Although this infection was easily controlled in the past with
insecticides targeted at the mosquito that carries the virus, concern about the
widespread environmental use of such products as well as increasing
resistance has made control more difficult.
The improvement of health requires both an excellent public health
infrastructure and appropriate health-care services. The Foundation has
programs directed at improving both these capacities in developing countries.
In sub-Saharan Africa, communicable diseases, reproductive health problems
and malnutrition -- all conditions amenable to cost-effective public health
interventions -- still account for most deaths. Unfortunately, there are not
enough trained public health workers on the continent. Prior to the
Foundation's involvement, there were fewer than 100 persons trained in public
health at the graduate level in Africa each year.
With Foundation support, new public health training programs were started in
Zimbabwe in 1993, in Uganda in 1994 and in Ghana in 1995. Much of the
impetus behind the development of these new programs has come from
ministries of health, who have found their programs constrained by the
shortage of public health practitioners, the high cost of sending students
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abroad for training, and the recognition that foreign training programs are not
designed to build the skills and competencies required to practice public health
locally. These programs are jointly designed and run by the local ministry of
health and a local university.
This year the public health training program included Vietnam. With a
population of 70 million, Vietnam was one of the largest countries without a
modern graduate public health training institution. Collaborating with the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control, Vietnam designed a practical field-oriented,
competency-based public health training program that will admit its first class
in 1997. To improve the practice and relevance of clinical care, the Foundation
created the International Clinical Epidemiology Network (INCLEN), which
during its first decade of existence provided research and critical-appraisal
training to more than 450 health-care practitioners from 16 countries. In its
second phase, INCLEN, Inc., was spun off as an independent entity and moved
into developing countries where 10 new training centers were established. In
1996 INCLEN, Inc., underwent its third phase -- a leadership transition that
shifted focus from training to research.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Strategy:
"Create job opportunities and community support that will enable all those who can work to
join the mainstream economy."

Jobs are the key to eliminating persistent poverty in the United States. A
community's residents benefit not only from the income jobs provide, but also
from the organizing framework employment offers the entire community.
Without jobs, urban neighborhoods rapidly decline.
The Equal Opportunity division supports the development of healthy urban
communities by promoting access to fundamental elements of opportunity -employment, education and full participation in American society. The
division's goals are to increase opportunities for inner-city residents to find and
keep jobs that pay a living wage; build stronger communities that support
individual development and work effort; and support efforts to protect the
basic rights of the country's racial minorities.
The strategy involves the private and public sectors along with community
residents in programs designed to increase the number of residents in innercity communities who work. Programs, each tailored to local conditions, consist
of testing employment practices that combine proven job-placement
strategies, financial incentives to reward work and community support for
work.
The Rockefeller Foundation and its partners are implementing three
demonstrations. Jobs-Plus -- a partnership among the Foundation, the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, other foundations, state and local governments, and
community-based organizations -- will test whether saturating a public housing
development with job opportunities, while simultaneously tailoring welfare and
housing policies to encourage work and boosting peer support for work, can
significantly increase employment rates of its residents.

The Neighborhood Jobs Initiative will test whether it is possible to increase
employment rates by using job-placement strategies designed to meet the
labor needs of local and regional employers; by expanding the financial and
management capacity of private enterprises rooted in these communities; and
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by building the assets of residents and community organizations. We are joined
initially in this effort by Chase Bank in an unusual partnership between a major
corporation and a foundation.
In partnership with the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, the third
demonstration project will test whether a performance-based employment and
training system that encourages competition and pays only for positive
outcomes (participants getting and keeping jobs) will improve effectiveness
and encourage innovation. Along these lines, the Foundation has supported the
Indianapolis Independence Initiative, which has begun its pilot in two
neighborhoods and hopes to expand citywide in 1997.
The jobs program also explores how new and better jobs can be generated. A
July conference at the Foundation's Bellagio Study and Conference Center in
Italy on "The Future of Work" invited prominent policy analysts, economists
and social scientists to debate what lessons economic theory and evidence
offer for boosting employment levels in pockets of chronically high
unemployment. The Foundation commissioned research exploring ways that
businesses can retool their organizational structures in ways that produce
better jobs for traditionally low-income workers, while enhancing the
competitiveness of industry and improving economically and socially stressed
communities.
Several of the Foundation's grantees have demonstrated successful ways to
create jobs by crossing the traditional boundaries dividing social service and
private enterprise. Thresholds, a Chicago-based partner of Foundation grantee
the Corporation for Supportive Housing, has established a laser-cartridge
recycling service to provide work experience and job skills to Thresholds
program residents. Such nonprofit enterprises can provide critical
steppingstones to private-sector employment for long-term welfare recipients
and others who have been out of work for extended periods of time. The
Foundation also has begun to work directly with private-sector initiatives. With
Foundation funding, the Housing Partnership Development Corporation, in
collaboration with the City of New York and local community-based
organizations, has helped neighborhood entrepreneurs assume ownership of
city-owned housing and, in turn, provide employment to their tenants.
It is well known, however, that limited access to transportation, quality child
care and affordable health care often adversely affect the ability of inner-city
residents to retain jobs. One solution is to increase the availability of jobs that
pay a living wage. Another is strengthening communities in ways that support
working families -- by mobilizing neighborhood and external resources,
securing needed services, developing solutions to local needs, and fostering
policies and programs that support employment.
The Foundation's community-building program funds policy-centered research
and action. On the research side, the Foundation is supporting the National
Community Development Policy Analysis Network, based at the Brookings
Institution. That network links veteran and junior scholars from around the
country who are creating an analytical framework for community development
using the same rigorous methods that scholars have brought to other fields.
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A second research project, funded jointly with the Arts and Humanities division
and conducted by the Urban Institute, will develop measures reflecting the
social, cultural, physical, financial and economic health of neighborhoods.
Research and community-based organizations in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, Denver, Kansas City, Oakland and Providence are involved in
helping residents, policymakers, foundations and researchers improve the
conditions in those communities.
Parallel to these research efforts is the Community Development Human
Capital Initiative, a partnership between National Community Development
Initiative funders and the Ford Foundation to build human capacity and
leadership. Working through established community-development funding
collaboratives in up to 10 cities, the Initiative will recruit talent from
community development corporation neighborhoods, local programs, colleges
and graduate schools, as well as professionals from business and the nonprofit
sector, to provide training and internships to expand the pool of leaders in the
field of community development.
Similarly, the National Community Building Network, an alliance of local urban
initiatives, works in communities to reduce poverty and create social and
economic opportunity. The Network provides a forum for community
practitioners, researchers and funders to share lessons from their work in
building stronger, more resilient communities.
Reinforcing the Foundation's efforts to expand access to jobs and revitalize
inner cities is its historic support for organizations that protect the basic rights
of the country's racial minorities. The Equal Opportunity division provides
support to national civil-rights organizations, buttressing their capacity to
respond to civil-rights challenges. This work is especially important at a time
when the nation is struggling to articulate a vision for a just society in a
context where demographic changes continually redefine the concept of
minority status.
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SCHOOL REFORM

Strategy:
"Improve public education systems in urban communities to help young people succeed in
school and society."

What the best and wisest parent wants for his own child, that must the
community want for all of its children," said education philosopher John Dewey.
The goal of the School Reform program is to improve the ability of children in
urban schools to learn by promoting school environments that nurture their full
development. At the core of this work is the Rockefeller Foundation's support
for the School Development Program (SDP), pioneered by child psychiatrist
James P. Comer and based at the Yale Child Study Center. The program
recognizes the importance of adult relationships and the role of parents and
community in urban schools, while placing children and their needs at the
center of all school decisions. The collaboration of teachers, administrators,
staff, families and community residents, all of whom have a stake in the
education of the community's children, is key to the process.
The number and variety of school reform efforts in the United States has
mushroomed over the past decade, with the methodologies and aims of many
programs fluctuating to reflect the trend of the moment. Schools implementing
the SDP have resisted this ebb and flow, a quality that has been crucial in the
turbulent political, economic and social climate surrounding education in the
United States in recent years.
Current efforts have been geared toward expanding the SDP practices beyond
individual schools to systemwide or districtwide levels. As part of an ongoing
critique to improve the SDP model, practices and results, the SDP produced
"Rallying the Whole Village: The Comer Process for Change in Education," a
compilation of essays by SDP staff chronicling the lessons of the program and
the experiences of educators and communities.

In one essay, Edna Negron, former principal of the Betances Elementary
School in Hartford, Connecticut, says, "A successful SDP school develops the
ability to renew itself, heal, maintain a high degree of engagement at all levels
and in all relationships, and keeps the focus on children and their needs while
maintaining an unwavering vision for the future."
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The SDP increasingly engages in partnerships and shares lessons with other
organizations working to improve urban schools for children. Several
partnerships have strengthened the impact of the SDP in many schools.
Founded in 1991, CoZi -- an initiative that merges the school reform models
designed by Dr. Comer and psychologist Dr. Edward Zigler -- addresses the
needs of children from the prenatal stage until age 12 in a way that redefines
what a school is and how it can function as a base of family support.
Recently a new partnership came to life with the California-based
Developmental Studies Center in Oakland. This joint effort has already placed
the Center's elementary literature-based reading and language arts programs
in several SDP schools and gained funding support from the DeWitt Wallace
Reader's Digest Fund for plans to expand to 90 programs in 1997. The
partnership is an effort to build an instructional focus into the child-centered
governance structure provided through the Comer process.
Critical to the success of the SDP, and any other comprehensive school-based
reform effort, is the ability of educators to learn new practices and apply them
in their daily work. Yet teachers and administrators are often plagued by a lack
of time and resources, limited access to knowledge in their fields, and political
tensions within districts and communities, making it difficult to introduce and
sustain learning opportunities for teachers.
The Foundation is approaching this problem with the "Building Infrastructures
for Professional Development" initiative being piloted in four urban school
districts: Albuquerque, New Mexico; Flint, Michigan; San Antonio, Texas; and
San Diego, California. Each community is designing and testing district-level
approaches to professional development that equip educators to restructure
schools, are comprehensive in their content and reach large numbers of
practitioners.
Assisting these four communities is the Learning Communities Network,
launched and funded by the Foundation to provide technical support to reform
efforts in each district, including research, evaluation and capacity building.
The Network is capturing the work and lessons of each community through
several new means in addition to more traditional data collection efforts. For
example, the Network publishes "Uncommon Sense," a newsletter designed to
challenge conventional wisdom about professional development, and is
compiling individual stories in "The Learning Communities Narratives" to reflect
the impact the work is having on people involved in these efforts.
The National Commission on Teaching and America's Future, created two years
ago and supported by the Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, released its report in September 1996 to much attention from
policymakers, the media and the general public. The Commission's simple
premise is that the reform of education depends first and foremost on its
foundation - teaching. By increasing teacher knowledge, and recognizing and
using teachers' expertise in schools, we can achieve high-quality teaching and
learning.
The launch of the report was covered in more than 1,200 articles nationwide,
and the report was distributed to more than 13,000 educators and members of
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the general public. Ten states - Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
Missouri, Montana, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Ohio - were selected for
partnerships to implement the report's recommendations. The first stage of
that work will be completion of an education audit in each state to identify,
quantify and evaluate teaching resources and needs.
Key Recommendations of the National Commission on Teaching and America's
Future by the year 2006:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All children will be taught by teachers who have the knowledge, skills
and commitments
teach children well.
All teacher education programs will meet professional standards, or
they will be closed.
All teachers will have access to high-quality professional development
and regular time for collegial work and planning.
Both teachers and principals will be hired and retained based on their
ability to meet professional standards of practice.
Teacher's salaries will be based on their knowledge and skills.
Quality teaching will be the central investment of schools. Most
education dollars will be spent on classroom teaching.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

Strategy:
·"Build international leadership capacity capable of initiating and carrying out innovative
approaches to sustainable development."
·"Facilitate the transition to a new energy paradigm based on sustainability, renewable
resources, efficient use, economic viability and equity in access."
The earth's regenerative capacity is imperiled. The present paradigm
characterizing humankind's relationship with the environment places at risk the
ecosystem's ability to sustain life itself. Aggressive, shortsighted development
practices are endangering the world which future generations will inherit. The
planet's inhabitants can no longer count on easy availability of potable water,
fresh air and arable land. As individual environmental problems proliferate, so,
too, does the potential for local and global interactions.
Traditional indicators of economic development do not account for aggregate
declines in global environmental well-being. Clean water and air, biodiversity,
forests, oceans, land use, agriculture and soils, natural-resource management,
desertification, consumption, and global warming are primary indicators of
sustainability that exhibit deterioration, with few promising signs of abatement
and improvement. To move from today's spiraling dynamic of environmental
degradation to sustainability demands visionary leaders capable of dramatically
redirecting current thinking on transition strategies.
The Rockefeller Foundation created the Leadership for Environment and
Development (LEAD) program to cultivate a network of talented midcareer
professionals from diverse disciplines and sectors committed to sustainable
development. During a two-year period, LEAD associates, drawn from
business, academia, media, government and nongovernmental organizations,
take part in 16 weeks of multidisciplinary and multisectoral training in
sustainable-development problem diagnosis and integrated problem-solving at
the national, regional and international levels. Graduates are equipped with an
expanded understanding and appreciation of the complex interactions and
interdependencies of social, legal, economic, ecological, political, technical and
cultural issues concerning global and local stewardship of the earth's
resources.

Since recruiting its first cohort of associates in 1992, the LEAD network has
grown to more than 500 associates and members. The program now includes
representatives from national and regional programs in Brazil, Canada, China,
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the Commonwealth of Independent States (former republics of the Soviet
Union), Europe, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan and southern
Africa. The United States and Japan are currently engaged with LEAD
International, Inc., the program's independent nonprofit management
organization, in an intensive planning process for 1997-1998.
LEAD's joint international training sessions draw cohorts together in a global
forum to tackle specific sustainable-development issues. Sessions this year
were held in Costa Rica to focus on eco-development and sustainability; at a
new site in Okinawa to address rural-urban dynamics and human settlements;
and in Zimbabwe to examine land use, agriculture and rural development.
Some LEAD members and associates are deeply engaged in their respective
country or region's policymaking process. Many have moved into key positions
in government, industry, media and academia. A LEAD associate's nationally
recognized study examining land use and conservation issues in the city of
Nanking prompted the government of China's Guangxi Zhuang region to invite
his participation in preparing a regional sustainable-development plan. A
former LEAD faculty member has become Mexico's secretary for Environment,
Natural Resources and Fisheries. Several of her key staff are graduates of the
LEAD program.
In Indonesia LEAD associates are effectively employing the media to build
environmental awareness. One associate, an instructor at the Open University,
has developed a public information campaign to sensitize targeted local and
provincial Ministry of Interior officials to the links between developmental and
environmental issues. Another Indonesian associate's weekly column on
political affairs and sustainable development appears in the country's largestcirculation daily newspaper.
Associates and members maintain an ongoing dialogue via LEADnet, a global
electronic information network. LEADnet provides members with the collegial
insight and critical analysis so essential to energy transition.
Economic advancement and human development are predicated on sufficient
supplies of energy. Yet the byproducts of fossil-fuel energy production also
pose many of humankind's gravest threats. Carbon dioxide released from fossil
fuels, if allowed to build up in the earth's atmosphere, has the potential to seal
in excess heat that could LEAD to global warming. An increasing global
demand for energy sources provides the impetus for even greater fossil-fuel
exploration, extraction and consumption.
Developed and developing countries alike base their growth strategies on the
existing fossil fuel-based energy paradigm. The Global Environment division
focuses on the transition toward a new global sustainable-energy paradigm, for
which much of the know-how already exists, including technologies to produce
electricity and heat from the sun, wind, water and biomass. These smallerscale, decentralized energy-generating technologies are feasible, economically
viable, proven in a range of conditions andappropriate to local needs. The
Foundation seeks to catalyze renewable-energy enterprise development, and
identify, demonstrate and implement new techniques.
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The Foundation created E&Co. in 1994 to provide grants, technical assistance,
intermediary services and direct investment to developing-country energy
enterprises that support the new energy paradigm. In 1996 this nonprofit
international energy-investment service received a $2.3 million Foundation
grant to continue gauging the investment worthiness and environmental,
technical and social soundness of new energy enterprises. E&Co.'s grants are
intended to encourage similar private and public investment in entrepreneurial
energy enterprises. The International Finance Corporation and the Multilateral
Investment Fund of the Inter-American Development Bank this year joined
E&Co. in managing an international renewable-energy financing fund.
This year E&Co. made small loans and provided technical assistance,
intermediary services and direct investment in 27 projects in 15 countries. In
Guatemala, E&Co., in partnership with a local utility company, established a
revolving-loan facility (RLF) to finance installation of photovoltaic (PV) power
generating units. This environmentally benign technology converts the sun's
energy to electricity and is appropriately scaled for family dwellings. Through
the successful implementation of the RLF, it is expected that PV systems can
be offered to at least 400 households. The broader project goals are to
demonstrate that an effectively implemented RLF for affordable, appropriate,
renewable-energy technology can be financially self-supporting.
In Mexico a loan from E&Co. was used to finance a California company's 4.178
megawatt (mw) biphase turbine demonstration project at the Cerro Prieto
Geothermal Fields. The biphase turbine, which utilizes the energy available
during the centrifugal separation of the steam and geothermal water mixture
that flows from each well, will directly generate 1.1 mw of power. The
remaining 3.078 mw of power is produced by passing the separated steam
through a small turbine attached to the biphase unit, before it flows to the
existing main steam turbine in the power plant. This results in a nearly 45
percent increase in energy, providing a strong economic argument for
replicating the technology elsewhere.
E&Co. provided a follow-up grant to support Morocco's Noor Holding Company,
a rural energy-development and service company. Noor's mission is to provide
the financing necessary to create small energy enterprises capable of offering
PV electricity to unelectrified and underelectrified rural villages. By promoting
and supporting a network of local entrepreneurs, Noor hopes to deliver
villagers affordable, reliable energy services while providing the entrepreneurs
with a source of income. Noor's village solar-energy shops offer products and
services including battery charging, battery-powered light kits, household PV
systems and minigrids capable of supplying existing but poorly performing
diesel-based local grids.
To assist in completion of a biomass plant in Bolivia, E&Co. provided a loan to
the Riberalta Electricity Cooperative. The plant uses Brazil nut husks as a fuel
stock and will provide one megawatt of electricity into Riberalta's small grid
serving 50,000 inhabitants. The use of the husks eliminates their dumping into
the adjacent river and offsets the use of diesel fuel for electricity generation.
In the United States the Global Environment program supports the Energy
Foundation's innovative efforts toward a sustainable-energy future by
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encouraging greater efficiency in automobiles and buildings, promoting
regional transportation reform and advocating accelerated commercialization of
renewable energy.
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POPULATION SCIENCES

Strategy:
"Mobilize resources to satisfy unmet demand for family planning and reproductive health
services."

In 1996 the Population Sciences division saw significant progress as well as a
major setback in its core strategy: resource mobilization to meet unmet
demand for family planning. Despite significant increases in population
program funding by several of the major donor countries and agencies, severe
cuts in U.S. assistance more than offset the advances. The U.S. Congress
slashed funding for international population assistance in fiscal year 1996 by
35 percent, and then imposed a complex payout formula that cut actual
expenditures by more than 85 percent. Similar cuts and restrictions were
imposed for fiscal 1997 as well.
This retreat by the United States more than offset significant increases on the
part of the World Bank, the European Union, Denmark, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom, all of which followed the lead set a couple of years earlier
by Germany and Japan. By 1995 funding for international population and
reproductive health programs from donor countries had increased from around
$500 million per year before the International Conference on Population and
Development at Cairo, Egypt, to more than $1.5 billion. Of this total, the
United States contributed nearly $600 million per year. The dramatic increases,
reflecting a goal of $5.7 billion by the year 2000, are now probably stalled, if
not set back, by the U.S. action. Greatly concerned by this pattern, the
Rockefeller Foundation late in the year departed from its long-standing
exclusive focus on resource mobilization outside the United States to support
public education activities in America.

The Foundation helped establish and supports the activities of Partners in
Population and Development, a 10-country South-to-South collaborative
initiative designed to improve delivery of family planning and reproductive
health services. In September 1996 the Partners opened a permanent
secretariat in Dhaka, Bangladesh, with a small, full-time staff. The Partners
countries -- Bangladesh, Colombia, Egypt, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, Morocco,
Thailand, Tunisia and Zimbabwe -- are collaborating on ways to increase
South-to-South cooperation. Such sharing of technical expertise and resources
among developing countries capitalizes on the fact that much of the expertise
that once came from donor countries now resides in the South. The European
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Union has reserved $1.2 million for use in 1997 for South-to-South projects
that will be prepared under the Partners' auspices. The United Kingdom is also
supporting these efforts.
To raise awareness in donor countries of the need for increased resources to
implement the program of action that resulted from the 1994 Cairo population
conference, the Foundation supports nongovernmental organizations in Europe,
Australia, New Zealand and the United States. These groups make information
available to policymakers and other key stakeholders about the need for
additional resources in order to implement the Cairo program.
Late in 1996 the Foundation broadened its policy dialogue to include
communications in the United States, appropriating $1 million to educate and
inform American audiences about international population assistance. The
Foundation funded the public education efforts of four organizations: Alan
Guttmacher Institute, National Audubon Society, National Family Planning and
Reproductive Health Association, and World Vision.
The centerpiece of American policy dialogue activities was the publication in
January 1997 and dissemination of "High Stakes: The United States, Global
Population and Our Common Future," a report on the continuing need for, and
effectiveness of, U.S. support for international population assistance. This
report provides a broad analysis of the principal issues and choices involved in
population assistance.
Policy dialogue has been buttressed by Foundation-funded research aimed at
understanding why fertility change is taking place in a wide variety of places
and patterns. Grantees completed, or are engaged in, research at more than
20 field sites, mostly in sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia.
Jointly with the Health Sciences division, Population Sciences supports research
on three neglected aspects of the delivery of reproductive health services:
services for adolescents; reduction of unsafe abortion; and prevention and
treatment of sexually transmitted diseases and other reproductive-tract
infections. The task is to identify the best practices where few services now
exist. Working chiefly in south Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, this research
program aims to stimulate new models and attract needed government and
donor financing.
Experience has shown that both the demand for research on these topics and
the capacity to do it well need strengthening. To be an effective catalyst for
expanded service delivery, research on sensitive topics must meet certain
criteria of local ownership, technical quality and testing interventions that can
be sustained in large-scale use.
Descriptive research using qualitative methods is often the essential first stage
before promising interventions can be designed. In India the Foundation
supports studies to understand better the health-seeking behaviors and norms
surrounding sexually transmitted diseases and reproductive-tract infections,
unsafe abortion, and adolescent sexuality and fertility. Early results indicate
that the prevalence of sexual activity before and outside of marriage is more
common in India than has generally been assumed.
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Several African research studies are actually testing interventions. The
Zimbabwe National Family Planning Council and the Family Planning
Association of Kenya, funded by the Foundation, are testing models for
expansion of reproductive-health services for youth. In Kenya a parentcentered approach is being tried near the rural town of Nyeri. An urban model
is being tested in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, and another rural model near Magunje
Growth Point. Existing youth centers in both countries also are being evaluated
to determine why they are not fully utilized.
The Foundation expanded its geographic focus this year, funding research
projects in Burkina Faso, Senegal and Uganda in Africa -- and to new states in
India. The Foundation is building links with developing-country governments
and nongovernmental organIzations to create demand for research supportive
of the program's focal topics.
A second contraceptive technology revolution is needed to satisfy women's
unmet demand for new products. The focus here is geared to establishing
useful public/private collaborations to encourage industry to return to the field.
A Foundation grant helped establish the Consortium for Industrial Collaboration
in Contraceptive Research and Development at the Eastern Virginia Medical
School. The Consortium, in turn, has funded a number of collaborative projects
aimed at developing male methods of fertility regulation and novel vaginal
preparations designed to protect both against pregnancy and sexually
transmitted infections.
With a $1.3 million grant from the Foundation and a matching grant from the
Mellon Foundation, the Consortium is promoting projects that link public-sector
research institutions to pharmaceutical companies in an effort to encourage
private-sector investment in products for poor women in developing countries.
So far, drug companies based in Australia, Canada, China, Germany, India and
the United States are working with nonindustry researchers through the
Consortium.
With Foundation support, the Concept Foundation of Thailand is partnering
with industry to develop emergency-contraception products. This technology is
underutilized by women in developing nations. By taking a special regimen of
oral contraceptives following unprotected sex, women should be able to reduce
the number of unwanted pregnancies and avoid recourse to abortion. The
Concept Foundation has an agreement with at least one Europe-based
company to make the product available to poor women at an affordable price.
A Foundation grant to Albert Szent-Gyorgyi Medical University in Hungary is
supporting another emergency--contraception project in conjunction with a
local drug company.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM/ASSETS

&

CAPACITIES

Bellagio
International Security Program
Special Interests
New Explorations

Bellagio
With opportunities for contemplation and creativity becoming increasingly
scarce in contemporary life, the Bellagio Study and Conference Center in
northern Italy offers a welcome refuge. Here at this unique institution, in a
setting that lends itself to inspiration, scholars and artists from around the
world have a rare chance to focus solely on their work and share it with
colleagues from a variety of different fields and cultures.
Since it acquired the site in 1959, the Rockefeller Foundation has invited
international experts from a wide range of disciplines to work there either
individually or in groups. They come to complete works of scholarly
research, to write or translate, to collaborate on resolving scientific or social
issues, and to compose music or complete works of art. This past year the
center was host to more than 800 people from nearly 80 countries, who
studied such diverse topics as Buddhist legends, the politics of biological
and chemical warfare, and new models for women's health-care delivery.
Bellagio offers three types of opportunities -- independent, individual
residencies for one month; team residencies for seven to 10 days; and
international conferences. Each year applicants are selected for a variety of
criteria. In some cases the applicant's work corresponds to, or expands
upon, the work of the Foundation. Others are chosen for the importance of
the work to their own field of interest. In addition, Foundation divisions
organize conferences and teams in support of their ongoing work or in
development of new initiatives.
Among the conferences and team residencies that worked at the Bellagio
Center this year was a group of scientists from the universities of Berlin and
Milan who analyzed the effects of dioxin on the human immune system. The
Council for Basic Education in Washington, D.C., held a conference on the
"Criteria for a World-Class Education," out of which came a worldwide
model-school consortium that will develop rigorous academic standards.
In early summer a group of communications experts from the United
States, the Caribbean and the South Pacific worked on a project that utilized
the arts of storytelling, theater, film and video to dramatize the task of
sustainable development. Part of this group was a young director of a
community theater in the Solomon Islands who brought home the issue of
deforestation to small, poor island communities through dramatization and
folk tales.
The Second Conference of International Book Fair Directors gathered
representatives from India, Mexico, Cuba, Romania, China, Kenya, Israel
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and 10 other countries to confer on the role that book fairs play in literacy,
in providing access to information and in building civil societies. A group
that included scientists from Russia, Canada and the United States assessed
the risks and environmental dangers of the hundreds of thousands of tons
of toxic chemical weapons that were dumped in international waters after
World War II.

Paralleling the work of the Foundation were conferences that joined
members of the Population Sciences division with the United Nations Fund
for Population (UNFPA) to discuss organizational and operational reforms in
their field. In conjunction with the Muslim initiatives of the Arts and
Humanities division, senior Western journalists gathered along with opinion
leaders, intellectuals and journalists from Muslim countries to explore how
the American media cover the complicated issues of change in
contemporary Muslim societies. As part of an exploration of the
Foundation's investment strategies, the Treasurer's Office held an
international conference on "Global Investing for the 21st Century."
Academicians and international money managers analyzed the problems of
employing institutional capital effectively in the global context.

International Security Program
This year's emphasis has been on broadening the accepted parameters of
the arms control and nonproliferation debate to encompass abolition of
weapons of mass destruction as a realistic medium-term goal. The program
also explored ways to facilitate specific cooperative solutions to the security
problems that stimulate proliferation in North Korea, South Asia and Iran.
The International Security program's main Korea initiatives -- the NAPSNet
electronic communication network, Nautilus Institute and the Seton Hall
Project on Korea - are focused on improving communication about and with
North Korea, both on security issues and broader issues related to
cooperation in the area of agriculture and energy. The program also has
provided grants intended to expand sources of information on North Korea
and facilitate the country's involvement in international security-related
conferences.
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In the Middle East, the program provides grants to analyze Track II
diplomacy in relation to the regional peace process and to draw Iran back
into the international community. In south Asia the Foundation seeks to
facilitate nongovernmental U.S.-Indian discussions regarding global
abolition of weapons of mass destruction.
Initiatives in the United States included an evaluation by the Social Science
Research Council of the views of American opinion leaders regarding the
long-term future of nuclear weapons; an assessment by the Center for War,
Peace and the News Media on influential journalists' perceptions on nuclear
abolition; and the drafting, circulation and release by the State of the World
Forum and the Atlantic Council of statements by leading retired military
officers from the United States and abroad on the desirability and feasibility
of abolition of weapons of mass destruction. The Foundation continues to
support efforts by the Federation of American Scientists to strengthen the
Biological Weapons Convention, and the Arms Project of Human Rights
Watch.

Special Interests
The Special Interests fund supports a variety of important projects that do
not otherwise qualify for assistance based on the nine core strategies.
Among the 1996 recipients in the United States are the New York
Foundation for the Arts, to enable it to conduct a competitive awards
program for small, community-based arts organizations in New York City,
and the Crime and Justice Foundation for a program in community-based
crime-reduction strategies.
Outside the United States, the Foundation gave support to the International
Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research in Dhaka, and to the Bangladesh
Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) for a new nongovernmental
organization leadership course in the skills of administering independent
organizations.
The Foundation also supports the development of philanthropy through
grants to such organizations as the the Council on Foundations, the
Independent Sector, the International Institute for the Advancement of
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Philanthropy and other organizations specializing in the nonprofit sector.

New Explorations
During 1996, in an effort to respond to challenges posed by changing
demographics, feelings of economic insecurity, and a declining sense of
national and local community, the Rockefeller Foundation began exploring
ways to engage the American people in reinvigorating democracy. Under
the rubric "Building Democracy for the 21st Century," these explorations
have focused on: developing 21st-century leadership committed to
democratic principles, enabling people to engage in honest dialogue on race
and ethnicity, and linking urban reformers into a national alliance that can
strengthen community-building efforts.
Programs are being developed to help inspire future generations of leaders
to value participation, broad community well-being and advocacy for the
whole. An equally important focus is helping these future leaders to acquire
the skills that will enable them to work across differences and divisions in
society, so they can collectively craft solutions to the country's toughest
problems. One emerging programb seeks to find, link and support these
leaders as they engage others in building a more equitable and inclusive
American society.
To achieve a truly inclusive society, Americans must overcome their
discomfort with discussions about race and ethnicity. This past year the
Foundation examined initiatives aimed at deepening and informing
conversations on race. The purpose of these initiatives is to strengthen our
commitment to equity and inclusion, improve communication across racial
and ethnic lines, and align public policy with the goals of equity and
fairness.
For democracy to thrive, Americans must have a sense of connection to one
another. Much is being learned within urban areas about what is necessary
to rebuild communities and social cooperation. The Foundation is supporting
inquiries about expanding the reach of community building beyond the inner
city.
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1996 Grants and Fellowships

"4

he Foundation makes awards in several ways:
• Appropriations, which are major initiatives approved by the Board of Trustees.
An appropriation may be made directly to a grantee organization or it may be
T made for allocation by the officers of the Foundation to many different grantees.
• Grants in aid, which are grants generally of $150,000 or less per year available
for a period of no more than three years and approved by the Foundation's officers without the need for advance approval by the Board.
• Advanced Training Fellowships, which are awarded primarily to individuals
who are affiliated with developing-country institutions with whom the Foundation has a
working relationship, and to which the fellow will return in a teaching or research capacity upon completing doctoral or postdoctoral training.
In 1996 the Board of Trustees held four meetings at which it reviewed and
approved a total of 67 funding proposals. Sixty percent of these appropriations were made
for allocation by the Foundation's officers. During the year, the officers made more than
697 grants from these and earlier years' appropriations.
In addition, from a board-approved budget of $12 million, the officers
approved some 240 grants in aid during the year.
In the listings that follow, grants are grouped according to the initiating program area and then in one of three categories: Major Initiatives, which are board-approved
appropriations — distinguished by italics — that will continue next year, along with officer-approved allocations made from those appropriations; Other Grants, which are officer approved grants in aid, as well as board-approved appropriations that are no longer
current initiatives; and Advanced Training Fellowships.
A series of three dots (•••) separate appropriations.
AFRICAN INITIATIVES
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
ARTS AND HUMANITIES
BELLAGIO STUDY AND CONFERENCE CENTER
BUILDING DEMOCRACY
HEALTH SCIENCES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
SCHOOL REFORM
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
POPULATION SCIENCES
SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES
SPECIAL INTERESTS
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79
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AFRICAN INITIATIVES
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Female Participation in African Education
1996 appropriation of$3,117,000 in addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
improve understanding ofsex differencial school
participation m sub-Sahara* Afnca and help
African countries design and test policies to close
thegendergapmenrollmentandeducation
„_£„_
performance
Cambridge Female Education Trust,
Cambridge England
finance
$8,700 toward the costs of seminars in
Zimbabwe and Ghana entitled, "The Case for
Girls' Education in Sub-Saharan Africa "

United Nations Children's Fund,
New York, New York
$20,000 for costs associated with its leadership
of the Subcommittee on NGOs of the Working
Group on Female Participation of the Associa
tion for the Development of African Education.
"IU?fSIT'^1°™°'
Rondebosch, South Africa
«50,ooo toward the costs of the start-up and
testmS Phase of lts *£«** Gender Instltute
World Bank, Washington, D C
r / aitrust
j ifund
_ iestablished
i _ j i by_ the
L
$150,000 for
Bank>s Economic Development Institute to
a joint initiative by several funding
a8encles m strategic resource pk™mg for girls'
education in Africa
...

Camerini-Robertson Inc.,
New York, New York
$150,000 toward the costs of a shorter version
of its documentary film on girls' education
in Africa
Stella Erinosho Nigeria
$3,293 toward the costs of an analysis of secondary school curriculum materials in Nigeria

African Science-Based Development:
Professional Preparation
1996 appropriation of$1,500,000 in addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
enhance the home-based relevance, quality and
utilization of doctoral trainingfor African studmts enrolkd m North AmenMn universities,
particularly in the Foundation's key international
developmentfields

David N. Ezeh, Nigeria
$11,000forhis research project on sociocultural and school-related determinants of
achievement in and attitude toward integrated
science among junior secondary school girls in
Enugu State Nigeria
'
Forum for African Women Educationalists,
Nairobi, Kenya
$525,000 for general support
Forum for African Women Educationalists,
Nairobi, Kenya
$80,000 for its project, Female Education in
Mathematics and Science in Africa

'''
AFRICAN DISSERTATION INTERNSHIP
AWARDS
„, . ., f _.
Tefen Abate, Ethiopia
$24,345 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia,
on the topic "Land Policy Discourse and the
Micro-Dynamics of Land Tenure in Ethiopia "
Addis Ababa University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Elem Gabre-Madhm's dissertation research

Foundation-administered project
$15,000 for costs associated with compiling a
directory of intervention research in Africa
_
,. ...
, . „
foundation-administered project
$300,000 for administrative expenses of the
program
Foundation-administered project
$150,000 for expenses associated with the
transition of a project on research priorities for
the education of girls and women in Africa to a
new research mechanism
Abraham Husain, Ethiopia
$10,656 for his research project on societal
perspectives on the status of women and its
relationship to educational opportunities for
women in Ethiopia.
Institute of Development Studies,
Brighton England
„
, its project on gender
, and, primary
$281,300
for
schooling m sub-Saharan Africa
Eunice L Kyomueisha Uganda
$9,860 for her research project on achievement
and perceptions in economic numeracy among
femaleumversitystudentsmUganda
... . . of,_.
ri Accra,
.
.,,
Ministry
Education,
Ghana
$38,008 for a research project, "Causes of
Dropout From Basic Education in Ghana "
Siddig El Tayeb Muneer, Sudan
$10,450 for his research project on the
magnitude and determinants of gender
disparity m basic education in Northern
Kordofan State, Sudan

Addis Ababa University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Tank Kassaye's dissertation research
Addis Ababa University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
$2'5°° for admimstratlve costs associated with
e e uS"as lsse aionresearc
Addis Ababa University,
AddisAbaba, Ethiopia
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Teferl Abate>s dissertation research
Michael Ugen Adrogu, Uganda
$25,480 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at Namulonge Agricultural and
Animal Production Research Institute in
Uganda, on the topic "Analysis of Competition
and Nutnent Management m Dry Bean
(Phaseolus Vulgans
6 L) Weed Association"
Abebe Adugna, Ethiopia
$22,000 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at AddlS Ababa Un;verfy> Ethiopia,
°" ^°?IC I"™™?1 Trade and
Smallholder Agriculture
Agricultural
Research Corporation,
f^
v
Wad Medam, Sudan
$2'5°° for administra"ve costs associated with
All Idris s dissertation research

Ibrahim Boukary Baoua, Niger
$12,105 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the Niger National Institute of
Agronomic Research in Niamey, on the topic
"Trophic Relationships of Forficula senegalensis
Serville (Dermaptera, Forficuhdae) on Bulrush
Millet Evaluation of the Earwig as a Predator of
Phytophagous Insects"
.,,„,.,„,,
Botanical and Zoological Park of
Tsimbazaza, Antananarivo, Madagascar
$2,500 for admimstrative costs assoaated with
Armand Randnanasolo s dissertation research
Mebbiens Chabatama, Zambia
$20,980 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Zambia on the
topic "Peasant Farming, the State and Food
Secunty m the Northwestern Province of
Zambia, 1899-1996 "
„,.,!., ™- TT • • ^ i o
i
Cheikh Anta Drop University, Dakar, Senegal
$2>5°o f°r adraln'stratlve costs associated with
Abdou Mb^e s dlssertatlon research
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia
$3,165 to enable Leonard Kamwanja, supervisor
to Aggrey Ambali at Bunda College of Agnculture, University of Malawi, to attend Mr Ambah's dissertation defense at Dalhousie University
Foundation-administered project
$525,000 for expenses associated with the design
and implementation of a North American chain
of dissertation workshops for African doctoral
students at United States and Canadian
universities
Foundation-administered project
$7°'000 for administrative costs associated with
implementing the program
Hem Gabre-Madhin, Ethiopia
S22'47°to enaWe her to conduct dissertation
research at Addis Ababa University on the
topic Ethiopian Grain Markets Across Space
and Time"
Coumba Mar Gadio, Senegal
$25,500 to enable her to conduct dissertation
research at the Senegalese Institute for Agricultural Research in Dakar, on the topic "Women's
Changing Roles, Issues and Decision-Making
The Case of Lebou-Wolof Farmers m Thiedem "
Njeri Gakonyo, Zimfcafcwe
$24,320 to enable her to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Zimbabwe on the
topic "Information and Market Structure m
Zimbabwean Wholesale Vegetable Markets "
Bertha Gana, Ghana
$23,860 to enable her to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Science and
Technology, Kumasi, Ghana, on the topic
"Evaluating the Effects of Land Use Changes
on Soil Quality in Northeastern Ghana "
Francis Gonese, Zimbabwe
$21,300 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Zimbabwe m
Harare, on the topic "The Contnbution of
Indigenous Fruit Trees to Household Food
Security Among Smallholder Farmers
in Zimbabwe"
Ali Idris, Sudan
$24>575 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the Agricultural Research Corporatlon on me topic "Characterization of Three
Whltefly-Transmitted Viruses Affecting
Tomatoes From Sudan "
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International Centre of Insect Physiology
and Ecology, Nairobi, Kenya
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Charles Gichana Manyara's dissertation
research
InternationalCentreforResearchin
Agroforestry, Lilongwe, Malawi
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Susan Kaana's dissertation research
„
„ . Ma/aw
,. ,
Susan
Kaaria,
$25,480 to enable her to conduct dissertation
research at the International Centre for
Research in Agroforestry in Lilongwe, Malawi,
, topic,,°EconomicT,Role
i ofrrIndigenous
j
on
the
_Fruits
,
,
„
,
,
.
,
ji
,
f\, ,
. _ .inrthe. Miombo
, 1 T T Woodlands
, , of Malawi
.
AStudyofMasukuUapacakirkianaand
Masawo Ziziphus mauntania "
„
. ,Kambewa,
,, , Ma/aw
..,
Patrick
...
, ,dissertation
$24,500 to enable him to conduct
research at the University of Malawi on the
topic "Constraints and Opportunities to
Expanding Legume Production in Malawi
An Institutional Analysis of the Legume
Seed Sector"
v
. I T . .„ „ .
r
KwsasStoteVwersV Manhattan,Kansas
$3,815 in conjunction with the African
Dissertation Award to Millie Abaru, to allow
her supervisor at the Uganda Cooperative
AH
T,-Kampala,
i TTUganda,
j
ji- her
Alhance,
attend
,
i r at
VKansasto
rState
TT
dissertation
defense
University
Issoufou Kapran, Niger
$25,470,to enable
him to,.conduct dissertation
...
,.Agronomic
research
at ,-.,
the
National
Institute
of
„
,
,
,,_
Research of
,Niger
° on the„topic
r Genetic„
'
'
8"
Tarik Kassaya, Ethiopia
$23,465 to enable her to conduct dissertation
research at Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia,
, topic «^cc
/-IT
,/ i
on the
r Effect
,, , of, Vitamin
, T A Suppler„
mentation on Morbidity
„
'from Lower Respirar
torynecbons
LouisianaStateUmversHy,
Baton Rouge,
* Louisianawith, the
. African
.,
$2,270 in conjunction
Dissertation Award to Joseph Rugutt, to allow
his
supervisor
of
mTropical
i Agriculture,
A ati the International
j his
L Institute
j
to
attend
dissertation
. rr
5
., TT
defense at Louisiana State University
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Nansozi Muwanga's dissertation research
_, , „.
. Manyara,
.,
„
Charles
Gichana
... ' ,Kenya
*
$25,500 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the International Centre of Insect
Physiology and Ecology, Nairobi, Kenya, on the
topic "Assessing the Impact of the Tsetse Fly on
Land Use and Human Welfare A Case Study of
Lambwe Valley, Kenya "
,, ,
.
$25,500 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at Cheikh Anta Diop University,
Dakar, Senegal, on the topic "Pepper Vernal
Mottle Potyvirus in Capsicum in Senegal —
VanabihtyandSourcesofResistance"
Moi University, Eldoret, Kenya
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Simon Ole Seno's dissertation research

Maanda Mulaudzi, South Africa
$21,680 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of the Witwatersrand,
South Africa, on the topic "Agrarian Transfermation in Rural South Africa Limpopo Valley,
Zoutpansberg District, 1900-1990s "
WapulumukaMulwafu,Ma/awj
$24,660 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Malawi on the
topic
~r "The,.State, Conservatiomsm, and .
1860' 1964
'
Nansozi Muwanea, Uganda
ui iher to conduct
j jdissertation
$25,500
to»,
enable
,
,
,T
i
research
Makerere
Universityi inT-Kampala,
TT
j at
, topic«T^
Uganda,
on the
Decentralizing „Primary
Education in Uganda Implications for Access
and Political Participation"
.,Namulonge
.
.Agricultural
. v. . and
. Animal
.. .
Production Research Institute,
Kampala, Uganda
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Michael Ugen Adrogu's dissertation research
,.,,.. ., ... . r,
.„
,
Nauonal Institute of Agronormc Research
of Nlger, Niamey, N,ger
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Issoufou Kapran's dissertation research
XT. ... ,. ...
,,
.
Niger
_ °National
... Institute
,, of Agronomic
°^
Research,Niamey,Niger
c administrative
i
...; costs. associatedjwithu
$2,500 for
Ibrahim Boukary Baoua's dissertation research
„. Nyambara,
VT , „
,,
Pius
., to
'enable
,, Zimbabwe
, to conduct
, dissertation
,
$23,860
him
,
u
,
T
r
^
u
u in
research at the University of Zimbabwe
Harare, on the topic "A History of Land
Acquisition, Land Tenure, and Socio-Economic Differentiation Among Cotton Farmers
in a Frontier Region The Gokwe District of
VT
i_
r?
,,
!<««,»
Northwestern
Zimbabwe,
c,/,/•/»
1960-1990
•,,
c r\
• *rKenya
Keta
Obso,
$23,945 to enable h,m to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Na.robi, Kenya,
on the topicj The
„,
, , Voluntary
oService Provision
r, Sector ininUrban
XNairobi
T L
Planning
and Basic
City, Kenya "
„
, . State
„. University,
IT . .^
Pennsylvania
'
,
,
'
University Park, Pennsylvania
^^ m con)unct]On wth ^ ^^
Dissertation Award to Parfait EloundouEnyegue, to allow his supervisor at the
University of Dschang, Cameroon, to
attend his dissertation defense at Pennsylvania
'
State University
Armand Randrianasolo, Madagascar
$20,375 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the Botanical and Zoological Park of
Tsimbazaza, Madagascar, on the topic "Systematics and Evolution of Three Genera of
Malagasy Anacardiaceae (Sumac family)"
Senegalese Institute for Agricultural
Research, Da/car, Senegal
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Coumba Mar Gadio's dissertation research
Simon Ole Seno, &ny«
$24,700 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at Moi University, Kenya, on the topic
"Strategies for Enhancing Local Support for
Conservation in Maasai Land, Kenya "
University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast, Ghana
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Kwaku Yeboah's dissertation research

University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada
$2,683 in conjunction with the African
Dissertation Award to Charles Nasmyama to
allow his supervisor at Makerere University,
Uganda, to attend his dissertation defense at the
University of Guelph
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Patrick Kambewa's dissertation research
... •*. off\*
i • r,Zomba,
i itMalawi
,
University
Malawi,
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Wapulumuka Mulwafu's dissertation research
.. . . ,„. . .... , „
University
of.Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya , ,
,administrative
$2,500
for
costs associated with
„ ,Otiso
-.. s, dissertation
,
Keta
research,
University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya
$2,500 for
administrative
costs associated
.Asostmo
_Zambena
, , s,dissertation
, with
research
°
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada
$3,025 in conjunction with the African
Dissertation Award to Bwire Ojiambo, to allow
WanderaW Ogana, Mr Ojiambo's supervisor
at the Kenya Power Company Limited, Nairobi,
Kenya, to attend Mr Ojiambo's dissertation
defense at the University of Nevada, Reno
'
University of Science and Technology,
Kumasi, Ghana
c for,administrative costs
. associated
. , .,with
$2,500
_Bertha
, „
,
Gana,s ,dissertation research
University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg,
,
fSouth Africa costs associated
j with
,
$2,500
for
administrative
.
.
,
,,
,
,
,
.
,
Maanda Mulaudzi s dissertation research
University of Zambia, Lusaifl, Zambia
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Mebbiens Chabatama's dissertation research
T T . •-_*.»• i. i. TT
T I I
University
of Zimbabwe,
Harare, Zimbabwe
, administrative
'
,
, .,
$2,500 for
costs associated .with
TFrancis
- Gonese
^ > sJdissertation
^
i.
research
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Z^ab^e
for
administrative cost, associated with
.. Gakonyo
„ . s, dissertation
,
Njen
research,
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$2,500
costs associated
with
_ Nyambara
.. for,administrative
,s dissertation
,
,
Pius
research
Kwaku Yeboah, Ghana
$22,800 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Cape Coast,
Ghana, on the topic "Correlates of Child
Survival
Health of
, . andinReproductive
*
Adolescents
Ghana
Agostino Matano Zamberia, Kenya
$22,863 to enable him to conduct dissertation
research at the University of Nairobi, Kenya, on
the topic "The State-Civil Society Partnership
in the Provision of Water and Sanitation for the
Urban Poor The Case of Kibena, Nairobi"
Zimbabwe Research Organization,
Harare, Zimbabwe
$2,500 for administrative costs associated with
Robson Mutandi's dissertation research
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AggreyJ.D.Ambali.Mfl/flivi
$30,000 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
researchattheUmversityofMalawionthe
topic "Genetic Improvement and Conservation
of Biodiversity Relevant to Aquaculture
in Malawi "
OmuA.Anzala.JCenya
$29,935 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the University of Nairobi, Kenya,
on the topic "Long-term Nonprogressive
HIV- 1 Infection "
, . ...
. .
Foundahon-admimsteredproject
$100,000 for administrative costs assoaated
with implementing the African Career Awards
Richard
Hasler, Zimbabwe
iuuicuuua9ici,^."ii/ui/.vt
$28>oootoenablehimtoconductpostdoctoral
researchattheUnivers,tyofCapeTown,South
Africa, on the topic Regional Lessons
Concerning Community-based Natural
Resource Management A Comparative
Analysis of Approaches to Common Property
Resource Utilization in Zimbabwe and the New
South Africa"
„,
, Kenya
Chagema
Kedera,
$29,975 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute on me topic "Variation and
MycotoxmProductionbyPopulationsof
Fusanum Pathogens of Maize m Kenya "
T
„
Jerry Magutu, Kenya
$30,000 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the University of Nairobi, Kenya, on
the topic "Popularization
of Low Cost House...
r , m „,
building Materials
Kenya „
Charles H. K. Muchoki, Kenya
$30,000 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the Ministry of Planning and
National Development in Nairobi, Kenya, on
the topic "Vegetation Dynamics and Land Use
m Ewaso Nyiro Basin, Kenya A Basis for
Natural Resource Management "
Aboubakar Njoya, Cameroon
$30,000 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the Institute of Animal and
Veterinary Research, Garoua, Cameroon, on
the topic "Cattle Productivity in a Sustainable
Agriculture on Smallholder Farms in Sahehan
ameroon
Joseph K. Rugutt, Kenya
$24,000 to enable him to conduct postdoctoral
research at the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria, on the
Non-Host Plants "
•••
African ForumforChildren's Literacy in
Science and Technology
7996 appropriation of $950,000 m addition to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
generate popular understanding in Africa among
children and young adults ofthe principles and
practical applications ofscience and technology
Foundation-administered project
$150,000 for administrative expenses of the
program
HandspringTrust for Puppetry in
EduvOionJohannesburg, South Afnca
$14,280 to develop and produce a teaching
video for science teachers of primary school
children in South Africa

Ministryof Education of Zanzibar,
Zanzibar, Tanzania
$18,590 for its project to develop a model to
redress the imbalance of girls' partiapation and
performance in science aS mathematics in
Zaimbar's schools
National Museums of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya
$26,070 for a project to mount an interactive
exhibition of toys that demonstrates their
^^^ ^ te[hnol ^ value
•*
Paper Making Education Trust,
Blantyre, Malawi
$6,680 for the costs of a feasibility study for a
smaU-scale paper recycling unit and resource
center to serve schools and low-income groups
°
VijayReddy,
South
A/hoi
$3,715 for her project to examine how to redress
fe underrepresentation of black South
Africans in research m science education
University of Durban-Westville,
Durban Westville, South Africa
$85,000 for the costs of producing and
distributing the proceedings of the 1995 allAfrica conference on science and technology
education
r and for follow-up activities to the
University of Swaziland,
Kwaluseni, Swaziland
$48,500 for its project linking science education
in schools with local industry and indigenous
technology in Swaziland
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia
$20,000 for its project to link health science and
technology
with
,
. basic education in a rural
district ofF~Zambia
•••
OTHER GRANTS
African Studies Association, Atlanta, Georgia
$25,000 for an international conference
"Africana Librananship in the 2 1st Century
Treasuring the Past and Buildmg the Future "
Association for Women in Development,
Washington, D C
$10,000 toward the costs of participants from
sub Saharan Africa in the Association's seventh
international forum, "Beyond Beijing From
Words to Action "
Association of African Universities,
Accra, Ghana
$20,000 toward the costs of its general
conference on the African university in a
rapidly changing global environment
CenterforGlobalEducationand
_,
.
_ , , ,, ,
Development, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$25,000 for its project to map private initiatives
in higher education in developing countries,
^ * focus on sub-Saharan ^^ ^d
South Asia
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
$39,600 toward the costs of a seminar,
"Economic Reform and Investment m
Education m Francophone Africa Assessment
of the Current State and Strategies for an
Effe*ve ResPonSe l° ^ ChaUen8es of me
Century
Foundation-administered project
$30,000 for the cost of brochures, a research
network directory, and advertising fonts
Profam' A^n Science-Based Development
Professional Preparation

Foundation-administered project
$225,000 for its project on global
information/communication systems in Africa
_
. „
. ... . . ^
Foundation-administered project
$83,420 toward the costs of a conference on
capacity-building in Africa to be held at the
Bellagio Study and Conference Center in
July 1997
T
. .., . t.
....
International Federation of Women
Lawyers, Nairobi, Kenya
$15,000 for its project, "The Coalition on
Violence Against Women "
,. .
IT . . .,
, ,. ,
MakerereVmversy Kampala, Uganda
$54,i8o for a methodology research workshop
on sexual harassment and abuse
Organization
of African Unity,
,,° ... „,
"
Add* Ababa, Ethiopia
$26,600 toward *e costs of its African
Conference on the Empowerment of Women
through Functional Literacy and Education of
the Girl-Child, held in Kampala, Uganda, in
September 1996
Social Science Research Council
New York New York
'
, costs ot,a conference
,
$50,000 toward ,the
on
capacity-building in Africa at the Bellagio Study
and Conference Center, to be held in July 1997
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, Pans, Fra«Ce
^^
natlonal.levei
.,
,
,
. r
workshops on guidance and counseling for
African school-age girls
University of Cape Town
_ . , ?.P,,v
'
Ronaevoscn,
bourn^
Ajnca
$]50)0oo ^^
^ ^ coUaboratlve
program to foster the development of partnerships in university science, the humanities
^ eng,neenng throughout Africa
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch South Africa
$
to ^ a lecturesh)p/research
exchang£ program m ^^p,^ between
South African and other African countries to be
earned out m collaboration with the PanAfrican Anthropology Association and the
Anthropology Association of Southern Africa
University of Swaziland
Kwalusem Swaziland
$30,000 toward the costs of a workshop to
promote research networks among women
scientists in Southern Africa
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GAMBIA, Canberra, Australia
Cuu Long Delta Rice Research Institute,
DIVISION
$230,780 toward the costs of dissemination of
Oman, Vietnam
techniques for rice transgenesis and molecular
$10,500 to enable staff member Bui Chi Buu,
biology within the international rice
selected by the Institute to receive training in
biotechnology network
nee biotechnology at Texas A&M University,
rop o noogy
Can Tho University, Can Ao City, Vietnam
College Station
MAJOR INITIATIVES
$49,500 for research on the application of
Department of Agriculture of Sri Lanka,
Biotechnology for Marginal-Land
molecular genetics to nee improvement in the
Perademya, Sri Lanka
Food Crops
Mekong Delta
$76,750 for use by its Rice Research Develop1996 appropriation of$600,000 m addition to
CenterforResearch and Advanced Studies of
ment Institute for research on the utdizabon of
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
the National Polytechnic Institute,
biotechnoogical approaches for the developcontmue building and strengthening biotechMexico City, Mexico
ment °f gaU mldse resistant "Ce Vaneties
nology research networks working on tropical food
$80,000 for research on a biochemical and
Foundation-administered project
crops grown on marginal lands
molecular approach to increase nee production
$100,000 toward the costs associated with
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
by manipulating sucrose metabolism
implementing the Foundation's program for
Beijing, China
Central Research InstituteforFood Crops,
*e genetic .mprovement of developing$25,000 for use by its Institute of Crop GermBogor, Indonesia
country cereals
plasm Resources toward the costs of collabo$67,375 toward the cost of strengthening its
Foundation-administered project
rative research on sorghum genome analysis
research program in nee biotechnology
$50,000 toward the costs associated with
with the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
.
implementing the Foundation's program for
China National Rice Research Institute,
,¥
°
,, \ °
Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India
Hangzhou, China
Ae genetlc lmProvement of developmg$10,000 toward the costs of establishing a
$15,000 toward the costs of the regional meeting
countlT cereals
sorghum biotechnology laboratory
of the International Rice Biotechnology
Foundation-administered project
International Center for Tropical
Program held at the China National Rice
$50,000 toward administrative costs associated
Agriculture Call, Colombia
Research Institute, November 5-8, 1996
with a regional meeting of the International
$20,000 toward the costs of the third
china National Rice Research Institute,
^
^
f
^ ""TToof '" ^
international meeting of the Cassava
Hangzhou, China
DeUl1' Indm> m November 1996
Biotechnology Network III held in Kampala,
$18,208 to enable staff member Xiao Han to
Foundation-administered project
Uganda, m August 1 996
receive training in rice biotechnology at the
$10,000 toward the costs associated with
International Center for Tropical
International Laboratory for Tropical Agnimplementing the Foundation's program for
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
cultural Biotechnology/Scnpps Research
the genetic improvement of developmg$210,000 for'research on the molecular
Instltute' ^ J°Ua> California
country cereals
mapping of genes conferring resistance to the
China National Rice Research Institute,
Foundation-administered project
cassava mosaic disease
Hangzhou, China
$34,44O for administrative support of the
International Institute of Tropical
$5°>oo°forresearchleading to the application of
Rockefeller Foundation biotechnology
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria
novel strategies to rice improvement in China
program in India
$240,000 for research on the molecular
China National Rice Research Institute,
Foundation for the Investigation of Applied
mapping of genes conferring resistance to the
Hangzhou, China
Biology, Mar del Plata, Argentina
cassava mosaic disease
$35,000 toward the costs of a regional meeting
$30,000 for research on a biochemical and
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
of me International Rice Biotechnology
molecular approach to increasing nee
$60,000 for research on achieving sorghum
Program held in Hangzhou, China,
production by manipulating sucrose
stemborer and root and stalk rot resistance
November 5-8, 1996
metabolism
through genetic transformation
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
French Institute of Scientific Research for
fmn
Beijing, China
Cooperative Development, Pans, France
$78,000 for use by its Center for Chinese
$22,575 toward the costs of establishing a nee
Rice Biotechnology
Agncultural Policy for research on China's
transformation training center
1996 appropriation of$5,775,000 in addition to
seed industry, constraints on agncultural
„ , IT . .,,,..,-.,.
earlierfundmgforallocationbytheofficersto
development prospects and possibilities for
Fudan University.Shanghai China
continue supportfor the Foundation's
ruturereform
$33,300 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
international program in nee biotechnology
w Agricultural Sciences to enable Tang Kexuan
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
to undertake a study of particle gun-mediated
Agricultural Genetics Institute,
Beijing, China
rice transformation techniques, under the
Hanoi, Vietnam
$30,000 for use by its Biotechnology Research
direction of Paul Chnstou, John Innes Centre,
$12,700 to enable staff member Luu Thi Ngoc
Q^^ for research to protect nee plants against
Norwich, England
Huyen, selected by the Institute, to receive
lepidopteran insects
training m rice biotechnology at Texas A&M
Fudan University, Shanghai, China
University, College Station
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
$2,000 for research on the physical mapping of
$18,208 for use by its Institute of Genetics to
the rice genome
Agricultural Genetics Institute,,
enable staff member Dai Shunhong to receivee
„
. . .. 1TT . .. „
Bangkok, Thailand
trammg in rice biotechnology at the InternaHaryana Agncultural Un,verS,ty,^ar,
$18,250
Oonal ^borator
forTrop.cal
Tro.calAgncultural
Ancultural
$1°° f°r a B' d™1 Career Fdlowshlp
, to enable staff member Phan To
Oonal
boratory for
Phuong, selected by the Institute, to receive
B.otechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
m Agricultural Sciences to enable Vijay
training in nee biotechnology at the
i^ joua, California
Chowdhury to undertake a study of
International Laboratory for Tropical
agrobactenum-mediated transfer of useful
Agricultural Biotechnology/Scnpps Research
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
genes in Basmati nee, under the direction of
Institute, La Jolla, California
$45,000 for use by its Institute of Genetics for
Thomas K Hodges, Department of Botany and
research on male sterility in nee
Plant Pathology, Purdue University, West
Bose Institute, Calcutta, India
Lafayette Indiana
$40,300fora Biotechnology Career Fellowship
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
in Agncultural Sciences to enable A N Lahin
Research Organization, Canberra, Australia
Huazhong Agricultural University,
Majumder to undertake a study of mositol
$296,224 for research on synthetic nee ragged
Wuhan, China
metabolism in relation to environmental stress
stunt nms resistance genes
$18,208 to enable staffmember Jin Demmg to
m nee (Oryza sativa), under the direction of
0,^ University, Ithaca, New York
fecelvettaln'ng'n nce b'°5ed™logy at the
HansJ Bohnert, Department of B.oehemistry,
$200,000 for research on cloning,
International Laboratory for Troplcd
University of Arizona, Tucson
charactenzrng and transferring genes m nce
Agricultural B.otechnology/Scnpps Research
5
°°
Institute, La Jolla, California
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Huazhong Agricultural University,
Wuhan, China
$100,000 for research on the application of
molecular markers to hybrid rice breeding
.
. . . ,,, . .
Huazhong Agricultural University,
Wuhan, China
$7,125 to enable staff member JmDemmg,
selected by the University to receive training in
rice biotechnology at the International
Laboratory for Tropical Agricultural
Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California
Huazhong Agricultural University,
Wuhan, China
$17,200 to enable staff member Cao Mengliang,
selected by the University, to receive training m
rice biotechnology at GAMBIA, Canberra,
Indian Council of Agricultural Research,
New Delhi, India
$17,000
bv,;the Directorate
Rice
' for
,touse
. „Pof.
Research
enable
start,,member
Am,
selected by the Institute to receive training in
rice biotechnology at Texas A&M University,
College Station
TIndian
.. Council
„ .. of,.Agricultural
. ,^ ._Research,
,
New Delhi, India
, useuby itsiIndian
j AAgricultural
1 1
$10,000 for
Research Institute for research on the
application of biotechnology to the
improvement
of nee
r
......
, .
Indian
Institute
of,_,
Technology,
„
,
,
,
Bombay, India
$40,300 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
in Agricultural Sciences to enable Narayan S
Punekar to undertake a study of molecular
mechanism of pathogemcity and virulence in
the
nee
grisea, under
, direction
, blast fungus
rrSally
u Magnaporthe
TLeong,T-.Department
r
the
of
of
_,, _ , , T ' ° ,,.,
Plant
Pathology,
University
of
Wisconsin,
...
m
Madison
Indonesian Institute of Sciences,
„
,,
Botor,
* Indonesia
, use, by its„Research
, and
,
$39,450
for
rT
i
*
^
\
c
r.
u
i ctor
Development,Centre ,
for Biotechnology
,8'
researchf on,. the
transformation of,.,Indonesian
International Center for Tropical
...
^
i /,Colombia
i i.
Agnculture,
Call,
600 of rr
h
ti
and,',disease resistance

a in

International Rice Research Institute,
Manila, Philippines
$240,625 for a study on rice pnontization
InternationalRiceResearchlnstitute,
, , . _ Philippines
,,
Manila,
$500,000 for the continuation of research on
the application of biotechnology to rice
improvement
.
. ._. _
, . ... .
International
Rice Research Institute,
..
,
„,
Manna,fPhilippines, ,
,1
$99,55O
for research on the root morpholr nee
v
oey
of
°'
International Rice Research Institute,
, . , _Philippines
,,
Manila,
/*i.
, collaborative
„,
,
$5,515
toward
the costs of
... ,..,.,»
u
J A research
i
with
Institute of
and ,Animal
_ the...
.Agnculture
° , in_^-_
.
Science,
n]1jA c Kathmandu, Nepal,
.
fPCR-based
h
i
i
111 i
j,i
pathogens, bacterial blight and blast

International Rice Research Institute,
National Agricultural Science and
Manila, Philippines
Technology Institute, Suweon, South Korea
$99,400 for research on the development
$37>40o for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
of molecular markers for marker-aided
in Agricultural Sciences to enable Seong-ho
selection in rice
Choi to undertake a study of the function of the
,,*.,,,.„
i,, ... ,
avr gene family as pathogemcity factors m
International Rice Research Insmute^
XanthomonasoryLpvoryzalTunderthe
Manila.Philippines
direction of Jan E Leach, Department of Plant
$16,700 for coUaborative research with the
Pathology, Kansas State University, Manhattan
Biotechnology Research Center, Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, on the
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
production of transgenic nee containing insect
$6,153 toward the costs of establishing an
resistance genes
international interactive Rice Biotechnology
International Rice Research Institute,
Manila, Philippines
Orissa University ofAgriculture and
$32,600 for research on the molecular genetic
Technology, Bhubaneswar, India
analysis of blast resistance in nee
$14,500 for research on the development of
. ..R
hi tit t
wide hybridization for rice improvement
Mamla, Philippines
Osmania University, Hyderabad, India
$13,400 for research on Agrobacterium-based
$12,500 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowvector construction and rice transformation
ship in Agricultural Sciences to enable
, L ,Innes Centre,
^
»rNorwich,
> T,England
, i
K Venkateswara Rao to undertake a study of
John
'
,
, , i i u i
genetic. engineering or,nee ,
for resistance to
\ '
c
°*
insect pests under the direction of Thomas
° J e Un8rovlrus
jj Hodges, Department of Botany and
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas
Plant Pathology, Purdue University, West
$50,000
for
research
on
the
isolation
and
Lafayette, Indiana
'
f
,
,- ,
characterization of avrulence genes from the
Philippine Rice Research Institute,
bacterial blight
Xanthomonas oryzae
.,
„. ,
°pathogen
r
'
Maligaya,
Philippines
"
$50,000 for research on resistance to rice
Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand
tungro disease
$33,000
in rice .u
to
„!_•!•
T,i..Institute,
^-^
, conducted
,for research
J .byT Mingkwan
. XonI salt tolerance
i<Mmgmuang
Phihppine
Rice„r,Research
be
at
the
,
.
,
,
TT
,Anzona
' °^
°^
"
Maligaya,
University'of
* 'for
,Philippines
, . „Career_Fellowship
„ ,
$34,100
a„"
Biotechnology
Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand
in Agricultural Sciences to enable Nenita
$72,000 for research on using molecular
Desamero to undertake a study of molecular
markers for tagging submergence tolerance
methods for hybrid rice production, under
genes in rice
the direction of Richard A Jefferson, Center
,,
,
.„
.
.
.
.
.._,,,,
,
,
for
Application
ofi Molecular
to i
Madurai,
Kamarai'
University,
Madurai,
India
_ the
i » Agriculture,
^ Canberra,
, Biology
« Australia
,
,
'
,
International
$30,000 for research on the development
°
, . ,
, , ,
„•.•!• • Rice
n- Research
n
uInstitute,
i ^^. *
ofanAgrobacteriumtumefaciensbasea
Philippine
,
*
,
'
,
,,
,
„,
,
transformation system for mdica rice
Maligaya, Philippines
... . . . .. .„
. ,
$69,972 for research on molecular markerMalaysian
. breeding
ju j for< high-viBor
-uu
j - jj
_ . Agricultural
, .^ . Research and
assisted
Development
Institute,
& f> direct-seeded
„ . rr
„,
rice genotypes6
Kuala,Lumpur,
Malaysia-•
6 lv
ni_.i• Rice
n. n
i. r
$5,765 for/• screening of transgenic
rice u i
Philippine
c
n
i
m r Research Institute,
expressing coat protein of rice tungro spherical
Maligaya,
Philippines
virus for resistance against the tungro disease
$50,000 for research on the development of
.,
,... . .
genetically engineered rice varieties resistant
Myongji
°
,, disease
' ." University,
.. '
to,fungal
Yong In, Republic ofKorea
b
$42,100
Career .Fellowship
Punjab
University,
. ,for,Biotechnology
„
,'
. to enable
,in,
. ,, Agricultural
,India
3
Agricultural
Sciences
for
Kim ,
Ju-Kon
Ludhiana,
him to undertake a study of expression of
$55,607 for research on the tissue culture
antifungal protein genes in transgenic rice
and genetic transformation of Basmati and
under the direction of Ray Wu, Section of
indica nee
Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology,
Punjab Agricultural University,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
. ,/
,,
'
Ludhiana,
India
Nanjing Agricultural University,
$33,300 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
Nanjing, China
in Agricultural Sciences to enable S S Gosal to
$39,700 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
undertake a study of the genetic transformation
in Agricultural Sciences to enable He Chenyang
of Basmati nee under the direction of Paul
6 , . a structural.and,expressional,
^\.
TJohn
i_ TInnesr*Centre,^
U T England
-IJ
to undertake
Chnstou,
Norwich,
, of,the
, dsp
, genes required,,for patho,
analysis
_
.
,
.
.
,.
.
.
.
.
..
,.. ,° oryzae
^ pv oryzaeto
r
Punjab
University,
gemcity
of
.
,! Aencultural
,,
'
° under
, Xanthomonas
, direction
,
i
Ludhiana,
rice,
the
of/•,•£,
Jan E Leach,
,India , .
.. ,
Department of Plant Pathology, Kansas State
$42A'9°° f°r a ?fechnol°^ Career Fellowsh.p
T.
,Manhattan
.,
'
in Agricultural
Sciences
University,
_, . .
, to.enable
,Harcharan
,
'
Singh?Dhaliwal
to undertake
aTT,study
of
.
.
.
.
_
,
„
..
„
.
.
National Center for Genetic Engineering and
agronomic improvement of Basmati rice
n- » u i Bangkok,
r, i i Thailand
-n i j
u u transformation
r
u the
u i rolC
/ - gene of
r
Biotechnology.
through
, costs
5 of,
_, Asia,.
. ,6
. with
,&
$50,000 towardB'the
the,Third
Agrobactenum
rhizogenes,
under,the,direction
Pacific Conference on Agricultural Biotechof Hirofumi Uchimiya, Institute of Molecular
i held
u u in Bangkok,
u i i TU
i j in
r - n i Biosciences,
n
TT
nology
Thailand,
andj Cellular
University ofc
November 1996
Tokyo, Japan
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Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
$175,000 toward the cost of research on the
regeneration of rice plants from callus, cells
and protoplasts
Rice Research Institute, Bangkok, Thailand
$18,232 to enable staff member Kingkarn
Pitchayakun, selected by the Institute, to receive
training in nee biotechnology at the International Laboratory for Tropical Agricultural
Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California
__
Rural Development Administration,
Suweon, South Korea
$100,000 for research on the development of
map-based cloning and transformation for rice
improvement
Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey
$66,700 for research on plastid engineering for
Scripps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California
$77,572 toward the costs of establishing a rice
transformation training center
„ . Research
„
, Institute,
T . ..
Scnpps
r Jolla,
T ii California
^ i /La
$298,000 for research on the molecular biology
of rice tungro virus and rice yellow mottle virus,
and the genetic engineering of nee for virus
resistance
SPIC Science Foundation, Madras, India
$14,000 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
»
i i Sciences
c,
1.1 George
^
in Agricultural
to enable
Thomas toundertake a study of genetically
engineered male sterility in rice under the
direction
Claude
.
, offor
, Tropical
_, M Fauquet,
,Agricultural
»
,International
,
Laboratory
_Biotechnology,
, , Scripps
„
_Research
° ,.
Institute,
TLa Jolla,
T n California
/~ ir
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Zurich, Switzerland
$8,000 for travel costs associated with
developing and evaluating transgemc rice m
collaboration
with the
Rice
_Research, .
.. International
. Philippines
_,,
Institute, Manila,
rr
_Tamil...
. , Agricultural
, . i 1TT
.
Nadu
University,
_
,
.
.
j
'
Coimbatore,'India
.start
. „members,
, R_ Balasaraswathi
_ ,
,
$529,_toc,enable
,
tto continue
andP Shanmugasundaram,
? . , . ._
,„,,
training m rice biotechnology at Texas A&M
University, College Station
n.
. Institute
T j^ » otn-Fundamental
j
»IT>Research,
iTata
.
,
r use, by its..,National
,_ Centre,for
$10,000
for
...
1T.Research
', ,
, on,the molecu.
Biological
for
research
, , ,
,
,
,
,,
lar biology and transformation of rice m India
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,
Bangalore, India
$2,046 for use by its National Centre for
Biological Research for research on the molecular biology and transformation of rice in India
_
.57 . .of Fundamental
_ ,
.Research,
„
,
Tata,Institute
Bombay, India
$38,800 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
m Agncultural Sciences to enable Villoo
Morawala-Patell to undertake a study of engi, environmental.stress resistance
. m
neermg tor
nce,underthedu-ect,onofMarcVanMontagu,
,
r
Institute of,„
Genetics, e
StatenUniversity of
Ghent, Belgium

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
$175,647 for use by the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station for research on alien gene
transfer in rice
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
$200,000 for research on the use of
molecular tools for genetic analysis of root
penetration in rice
^^ ^^ Research Institute
Bangkok, Thailand
'
* tor
,. the
, establishment
...
$88,920
or,an
international rice drought screening facility
at the Ubon Rice Research Center
Th 'Hi R
hi
titut
_ ,,„ , ,
'
Bangkok, Thailand
$17,000 to enable start member Kanchana
Klakhaeng to receive training in rice
biotechnology at Texas A&M University,
University of California, Davis,
Davis, California
$120,000 for research on engineering rice
varieties for resistance to bactenal blight
and blast
IT • •*- orr<->
!•* • n
•
University
California,
Davis,
Davis, California
$20,732 toward the cost of distribution of an
mdica rice bacterial artificial chromosome
library
University of Delhi, Delhi, India
$120,000 for research on the genetic
c
ui i
transformation
ofrrice andjrice chloroplasts
University of Delhi, M/n,M,fl
f B t h l C
Fll h
, , „Sciences to enable
ui AAnil
i /•*Grover
m ,Agricultural
e,
,
,
,.
,
to undertake
genetic
,submergence
,a study or tolerance
, engineering
, , for
improved
through
,
, ,
alterations
in expression ot,pyruvate decarbo
xylase genes in transgemc rice, under the direction of E S Dennis, Division of Plant Industry,
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, Canberra, Australia
TT . .. of,_,
. „, , „Bangladesh
,,,
University
, Dhaka,
, Dhaka,
,
$15,800 ,for research
on
the
genetic
1 1>Bangladeshi
i j i rice varieties
manipulation
of.nlocal
.
u
i
i
to increase their tolerance to salt
TT
.
..
,T-,I.
i
^,
,
r, , j ,
University,of Dhaka,
Dhaka,
Bangladesh
,
,
$90,000 for research on the genetic engineering
, t H 1 fl H t I th h
° "Ce ° ^ve°P °° lnS ° eran 1Sfl~
yielding cultivars
,T . . ot,IT
, , , , Hyderabad,
, , , , .India
,
University
Hyderabad,
$18,232
enable
G Madhuri,
T Jto
U TUniversity
Tstaff member
selected
byU, the
to, receive
training
,
,
.
in nee biotechnology at the International , °
for rro^lcai Agrlculturai Biotechnology/Scnpps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California
.. . . ,_
_
r A
University ot Ottawa, uttawa, Canada
*i50,ooo ror researcn °nnssue specinc
promoters
from rice,
and the development
of,
r,
- insect
r ,novel
chimenc
genes for
resistance and
breeding systems
... . ,_ , .
University ot reraaemya,
feraAemya, ni n a
$17,000 to enable staff member
, ,AthulaPerera
,
to receive training in rice biotechnology at
Texas A&M University, College
° Station
University of the Philippines,
Laguna, Philippines
$1,000 toward the costs of research on specific
probes for nee pathogen detection and monitonngforXanthomonasoryzaepv oryztcola

University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan
$140,240 for research on the development of
genetic resistance to common pests of rice
through expression of Bacillus thurmgiensis
tOxm genes
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
$15,000 for research on the molecular and
genetic analysis of mechanisms controlling
virulence in the rice blast pathogen,
Magnaporthe gnsea
,Virginia
, . . Polytechnic
. „ , , . Institute
,.
and,
State University, Blacksburg, Virginia
$60,000 for research on the application of
RFLP mapping to hybrid nee breeding
... ,.
c ¥T .
Washington State Umvers.ty,
Pullman, Washington
$100,000 for research on the control of starch
synthesis during nee endosperm development
West Africa Rice Development Association,
Bouake, Ivory Coast
$4,75O to enable staff member Semon Mande
to receive training in rice biotechnology at
the International Laboratory for Tropical
.Agricultural
&
, TBiotechnology/Scnpps
„ _ . , 6r ¥V Research
Institute, La Jolla, California
West Africa Rice Development Association,
Bouake, Ivory Coast
$18,208 to enable staff member Semon Mande
to receive training m rice biotechnology at
^"l^^t h T */S ^ T°^1Ca ^
^n u!j . ',? ^,n, " cnpp
Institute, La Jolla, California
Zhejiang Agricultural University,
Hangzhou, China
$706, to, enable
staff
, the
, ,University,
, membertoFuXiangdong,
selected
by
training
, , , at the
, John
T continue
• Innes
, Centre,
,-.
in
rice biotechnology
..
,
_
,
,6'
Norwich, England
°^
Zhejiang Agricultural University,
Hangzhou, China
$40,700 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
in Agncultural Sciences to enable Wu Ping to
undertake ,a study
of tagging
isolating
. rice
'
5f 5and
_
5and ,
genes underlying
tolerance
to P-stress
£
,.T->
j
i underjthei.
Fe2+
and
AL3+
toxicity
in
acid
soils,
,
, TH '
_Department
direction
of,,.Andrew
Paterson,
,„Soil, and
^,
_Sciences,
„
.„,,
of
Crop
Texas
A&M
,,
,f ^Station
University,^College
°
_, ..
. , . .
Zhejiang Agncultural University,
Hangzhou, China
„°
. , ., , „ „ .
$18,900 to enable start member
Fu
, Xiangdong
, at, the
to receive training in rice, biotechnology
John Innes Centre, Norwich,'England
&•
•••
Biosafety and Intellectual Property Rights
1995 appropriation of $300,000 for allocation by
the officers to help developing countries nnplement effective systems for dealing with the
\,wsafety and intellectual property rights issues
^^ m ^ ^ Ofplantget1etic engmeer,ng
j »itsnproducts
j^
and
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
Nairobi, Kenya
$7^QQ (o enab,e a saentlst from ^^^ ,o
attend a workshop on the biosafety aspects of
, ,,biotechnology,
, , ,held
,, at\.
,
agricultural
Michigan
State University, August 11-24, 1996
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Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
Nairobi, Kenya
$16,340 for use by its Center for International
$1,500 to enable a scientist, chosen by the
and Comparative Studies to support a case
Institute, to attend a workshop on the biosafety
study of integrated pest management
aspects of agncultural biotechnology held at
implementation in Indonesia
Michigan State University, August 11-24,1996
. . ,., , r
,,
Pur<lue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
Michigan State University,
$50,000 for research on indexing genotypic
East Lansing, Michigan
diversity in the nee blast fungus by DNA
$15,000 to support the participation of two
fingerprinting
analysis
persons from developing countries at the
„ , , „ „ . • „, „ , », „ ,
Intellectual Property Rights Internship held m
Rockefeller University, New YorkNw York
the United States, February 4-17,1996
$215,000 for use by its Laboratory of Plant
Molecular Biology toward the cost ot research
PanamericanAgriculturalCollege,
on the molecular genetics of nee
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
$20,000 toward the costs of a workshop,
United States Department of Agriculture,
"Transgemc Bacillus thunngiensis crops in
Beltsville, Maryland
MesoamencanAgnculture Presentand
$10,000foruse by the Plant Genome Research
Future," held m Zamorano, Honduras,
Program of the Agricultural Research Service
May 20-24,1996.
for
support of travel of Third World scientists
. , ,,
to attend the Plant Genome V meeting, held in
Stanford University,
Stanford,
California
<.
„ „ California,
,-, , ,- „ ,„,„„,,,
,.; , QQ.,
, costs of,-gathering
,
ban Diego,
January 12-16,1997
$18,157 toward,the
and,
disseminating information on patent issues of
University of California, Davis,
concern to the Rice Biotechnology Program
Davis, California
University of the Philippines at Los Banos,
$17'°66 fo', res!fch on the/ffect of low phyta,Se
Los Banos:Philippines
maize on the absorption of iron as an essential
$4,270 to enable a scientist, chosen by the
micronutnent in the human diet
University, to attend a workshop on the
>• •
biosafety aspects of agncultural biotechnology
held at Michigan State University,
ADVANCED TRAINING FELLOWSHIPS
August 11 -24,1996
Buang Abdullah, Bogor, Indonesia
Central Research Institute for Food Crops
-_.__ r_. NT,
fellowshipforadvanced training in plant
OTHER GRANTS
breeding and genetics leading to the Ph D
Rockefeller Foundation Biotechnology
d^ee under me direction of A. L Carpena,
Career Fellowships
Plant Breeding, Genetics and Biochemistry
1993 appropriation o/$i,i4O,ooo m addition to
Division, University of the Philippines
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
at Los Banos
assist excellent young scientists based in the Third
Ssttim Al-Babili, Syna
World to become leaders in the development and
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced training
application ofbiotechnology that offers promise
m lan{ molecular blology under me directlon
for improving the living conditions ofpoor people
of p£ter Bey£r> InsMut ^ Blolog]£ „ ^
Bogor Agricultural University,
biologie, Umversitat Freiburg, Germany
Bogor, Indonesia
"
Cynthia Bato Andaya,
$39,500 for a Biotechnology Career Fellowship
Nuem £ Phlhppmes
to enable RataaHadioetomo to undertake a
Philippine Rice Research Institute
stud)-of Bacillus thunngiensis^ collected
^ ^ ^^
in Indonesia for the control of rice pests, under
, , , , ,
,„,?.,
,
the direction of John D Kemp, Hant Genetic
cular biology leading to the PhD degree under
EngineenngLaboratoryforDesertAdaptation,
Aedu-ection of Pamela Ronald Department of
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces
Plant *>*>*>&> University of California, Davis
Virgilio Cedro Andaya,
Nueva Ecija, Philippines
Sorghum and Millet Biotechnology
Philippine Rice Research Institute
1992 appropriation o/$/oo,ooo for allocation by
fellowship for advanced training in plant
the officers to further the development ofmokbreeding and genetics leading to the Ph D
cular genetic techniques for sorghum and millet
degree under the direction of David MacKiU,
improvement and to tram developmg-country
Dpnartmpnt of Cenehr, Umveratvof
saentxtsintheiruse
CSa Da™
>-aiiiomia, uavis
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
Dao viet Bac> Hanm> Vtetnam
$10,000 toward the costs of the "International
Institute ofBiotechnology
Sorghum/Millet Genetic Improvement
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
t^on
erence
ne
a
m
UDDOCK,
exas,
training in rice molecular markers under
^pntpmhpr 7^ 77 iQQfi
September 23 27,1996
the direction of David J Mackill, Department
of Agronomy and Range Science, University
CenterforResearch and Advanced Studies
Cahfornia, Davis
of the National Polytechnic Institute,
Shahina Bano, Lahore, Pakistan
Mexico City, Mexico
National Centre ofExcellence m Molecular
$90,000 for research on engmeenng aluminum
Biology, University of the Punjab
tolerance into cereals
dissertation fellowship for research m rice
Georgetown University, Washington, D C
biotechnology under the direction of Paul
$15,000foruse by its CenterforFood and
Chnstou, Department of Applied Genetics,
Nutrition Pohcy and The Ceres Forum to
John Innes ^"^ Norwich, England, as
support a seminar, "Biotechnology-Products,
partofaPhD degree program at the
Pohcy and the Public "
University of the Punjab

Muthusamy Bharathi, Coimbatore, India
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
postdoctoral fellowshipforadvanced training
in nee biotechnology/insect resistance under
the direction of A M R Gatehouse, Department of Biological Sciences, University of
Durham England
'
Zhao Bing-Yu, Beijing, China
Institute of Crop Breeding and Cultivation
dissertation fellowship for advanced training in
^ blotechnol /m^ct resistance under ^
direction of Rebecca Nelson, Hei Leung, and
T. ,«* »» r * ^ IT, r,
i
T W Mew In ernational Rice Research
Institute, Manila, Philippines, as part of a PhD
degree program at the Institute of Crop
Breeding and Cultivation
Bui Ba Bong, O™», Cantho, Vietnam
Cuu
^ RlceReseafch InstlMe
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced trainmg
,
, ..
°
transformation
,m nee genetic
T L under
r the
^
direction
ofm
Paul ,^u
Chnstou, John
Innes
Centre,
Norwich, England
LuChaofu.Beyms China
Institute of Genetics, Chinese Academy ofSciences
i^rtation fellowship for research in nee
biotechnology/genetic mapping under the
direction of Jeffrey Bennetzen, Department of
Biological Sciences, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana, as part of a Ph D degree
program at the Institute of Genetics
WangDaolong, Hangzhou, China
ZhejiangAgncultural University
dlSsertation fellowshipforresearch m nee
biotechnology/genetic mapping under the
direction of Andrew Paterson, Department of
So]1 m& Crop Sclences> Texas A&M Tjmversity,
College Station, as part of a Ph D degree
program at Zhejiang Agricultural University

dissertation'felio^hipforTesea'rdion rice
genetic transformation under the direction of
Paul Chnstou, John Innes Centre, Norwich,
England, as part of a PhD programatthe
Natlonal Cent£rforNatlonal Sa£nce ^
T u i
Technology
AjayKumar __0,
, _
Jmfcflf| Counal ofAsnculturttl Research
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study
of salt tolerance in nee under the direction
of Ray Wu, Section of Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York
TranThirnrHna Dm™ v,f*,nm
'
'Vtetnam
Cuu Long Delta Research Institute
postdoctoral fellowship in plant pathology
under the direction of Thomas K Hodges,
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
v_
T-~I, u, ,„„ c- ,*t v~
You.laekrlvon,ooufttKorea
postdoctor/fellowship for advanced training
m plant molecular genetlcs ^^ me ^^on
ofDonaldH Dean, Department of Biochem
"stry, Ohio State University, Columbus
T L Jayaprakash, Bangalore, India
University ofAgncultural Sciences
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced training
m nce molecu]ar Olology/drought tolerance
under ^ directlon of Ray Wllj Sectlon of
Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
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Li Jiming, Hunan, China
China National Hybrid Rice Research and
Development Center
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study in
hybrid rice genetics and breeding under the
direction of Susan R McCouch, Department of
Plant Breeding and Biometry, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York
Wang Jingzhao, Beijing, China
Institute of Genetics, Chinese Academy ofSciences
dissertation feUowsh,p for research m nee
,biotechnology/genetic
^ , , ,
, the
iV.
mapping under
direction of Zhang Hongbm, Crop
BiotechnologyOnter,TexasA&MUmvers,ty,
.-, „ , ,,, „
CoUege
of
„, I Station,
. as
i part11University
T a PhD program at
Shandong
Agricultural
0
Fan
Jun.Bemm?,
_ . 'Agricultural
• ' * 'China
.
China
University
dissertation fellowship for research in plant
pamologyunderthedirecuonofChnstopher
fLamb,
i m .„Biology
i TLaboratory,
u » CSalk
HT^.»»
, Biological
_ .Plant ,.
j, La
.Jolla,
. California,
., 'Institute
.,as
for
Studies,
,„,_,,
/^u
part
a PhDITT degree program at China
, of .
Agricultural
University
Pita Justin-Simon, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
National University of the Ivory Coast
dissertation fellowship in molecular
biology/cassava viruses under the direction of
ClaudeFauquetandRogerN Beachy, Division
of
Scnpps Research
T iiPlant
^ iBiology,
r
c r,i T-, Institute, La
Jolla,
at
,,,California,
1TT as part of
/ - ia_Ph
t D program
/^
the National University'of the Ivory'Coast
EndangMulyaniSeptiningsih,
Bogor, Indonesia
,.. i, f H
jt
I t
.
j andjgenetics leading
i , to the
i. T.UT-,
breeding
Ph D
,
i i i
?o
n
degree
,,° under
. _ the direction.„.of Susan
„ R.
.
McCouch,
Department
Breeding
r,Biometry, ,-,Cornell
ii,University,
T of Plant
TIIthaca,
vrNew,rand
i
York
'
'
Marie-Noelle Nzenkam Ndjiondjop,
Dschang,
,
, / Cameroon
• „Dschang,
! ,-,
University
ffellowship
„ , of
1 advanced
, Cameroon
, training in plant
i
for
,
,
,
,leading
, to the
i r,i
T-,
pathology
and
genetics
PhD
.
j
i
j
/-.i
^i
degree
underuthe direction
of Alain
Ghesquiere,
^nc-r^MUT
T>Resources,
ORSTOM
Laboratory
ofcrGenetic
.University
.
,
.
.
',,
_
of Montpeluer, France
Vairamani Ramanathan, Madurai, India
Madurai Kamaraj University
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study m
nee genetic transformation, under the direction
of Ray Wu, Section of B.ochemistry, Molecular
and Oil Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca,
NewYork
^ C D . D , rj
K.S.Ravi,Bangalore,India
, * . .„
iv ityojgricu r
nc
postdoctoral
fellowship
advanced
study
rnce genetic transformation
, r forunder
, the
, direction
, in
of Richard A Jefferson, Center for the
Application of Molecular Biology to
International Agnculture, Canberra, Australia
„ . . „„
.
r
Krishna R. Renganayaki, Co.mbafore, Jnd.a
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced training in
DNA markers for resistance to brown
planthopper under the direction of Avutu
Reddy, Crop Biotechnology Center, Texas
A&M University, College Station

Ramaswamy Sivaraj, Madras, India
Smallholder Crop Management
University ofMadras
Capabilities
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study in
plant pathology under the direction of Morns
Levy, Department of Biological Sciences,
Social Science Research Fellowships in
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
Agriculture
Rama Subbu Sami Subbu, P«ne,/«*«
1996 appropriation of$650,000 in addition to
National Chemical Laboratory
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
dissertation fellowship for advanced training in
b"^ " ^dre of outstanding North American and
rice molecular biology under the direction of
African social scientists having experience as
Thomas Okita, Institute of Biological
meml>ers of mulhdisaphnary teams of national
--,,
. .Washington
.. , __ Oi
^ ,,University,
.
and .
international
agricultural
Chemistry,
State
.
, , . research institutes,
.
Pullman, as part of a Ph D program at me
a"d>'" theP™<**>to ™Pthose '"s/""to enh«™
NaUonal Chemical Laboratory
their outreach to national agricultural research
systems
farmer knowledge
into
r.
•
i
•
«•
ju
i
,
,
j
,, and
,incorporate
/, strategy
Duraialaearaja
sudhakar,
Coimbatore, India
problem
identification
andj research
_,Tamil,,,
",
.'
,
.
.
.
f,
,
J
°
'
Nadu Agricultural University
formulation
postdoctoral
fellowship
for
advanced
training
„, . „ , _„ .
¥ nee genetic transformation
,v
j the
u
ElaminHamodaElbasha,
in
under
direction of Paul Chnstou, John Innes Centre,
'
,
Norw.cn, England
$117>185 to participate in research priority
setting
for*-,the International
Livestock Research
„ . .PorntipTiniuangiun,
—...
*
, -,,
Institute,Nairobi,Kenya
._
.
„
,
~
,
,
Nakom Fathom, Thailand
„Foundation-administered
, . ...
, project
._
KasetsartUniversity
,
,
v
' of.
rfellowship
n u rforjadvanced
j » .study
j in plant
i genetics
*
$50,000 toward administrative costs
the,
leading to the Ph D degree under the direction
"°
of Paul Chnstou, Department of Applied
International Centre for Research in
Genetics, John Innes Centre, and the University
Agroforestry, Nairobi, Kenya
of East Anglta, Norwich, England
$49,500 for the program workshop held at
^^
Q
ICRAF in August 1996
'
.
.
.
_
,
r
c-i
r*.- u •>*
Central Rice Research Institute
Erika Ching-Huei
Meng, nDavis, ^i/California
,
i r« u for
* advanced
j
j
jin
u her
i toustudy
j the
u economics
postdoctoral
fellowship
study
$97,500 to enable
iplant
» molecular
i i ubiology
i under
j .uthejdirection
_». or
c
rof geneticj diversity inuwheat and
j maize,ui
while
HenryT Nguyen, Department of Plant and
located at the International Maize and Wheat
Soil Science, Texas Tech University, Lubbock.
Improvement Center, El Batan, Mexico
Nguyen Thi Vinh, Hanoi, Vietnam
Steven Were Omamo, Nairobi, Kenya
Institute
ofBiotechnology
$108,075
,
r n i. r j
j
• « > / - >to enable him to assist in developing
re
dissertation fellowship for advanced training m
natural resource management pnonty setting
i.
i.
i
;
i
i
j
r i
». while
ui
nee biotechnology/aluminum tolerance under
andjprogram formulation
capacity,
, direction
,
j H
ITT»
T^
Ilocated
J L TInternationali cServicerfor»TNationali
the
ofrf
Andrew
„ Science,
_ Paterson,
„ Depart..»,
. at, the,„
i T/-Kenya
ment of,„Sou,and.Crop
Texas
A&M
Agricultural
Research, project at the
University, College Station, as part of a Ph D
Agricultural Research Institute in Nairobi
program at the Institute of Biotechnology
_ .„ ..Winters,Albany,
...
.,,
_.,
PaulConal
California
.Yang
. .Wei,
.. . _.
,
„,
,.
,
'
.
'
', farmers
, and
,
Hangzhou,
China, .
$110,350
to enable him to
evaluate
,
e
,,
,1
„
,.
.
,conservation
China
National
Rice
Research
Institute
pubhc
sector
investments
in
soil
, „ , for
,advanced
,
,
.
r, High,Andes,of Peru,
. while
...
,at the
, in
fellowship
training
in
plant
the
located
. , biology
, . . , , to the, PhD
„, ~degree
,
. m
^
,Lima
molecular
International
Potato Center,
j the
u direction
j m leading
uof jRichard
T /Jefferson,
r
under
^
,„ Biotechnology,
_
, , Australian
. .
•••
Department
of Rice
National University, Canberra
Forum on Agricultural Resource Husbandry
., „ . _, , _,
in Sub-Saharan Africa
p TnUniv' si
*"6 aPfr°Pnatton of$900,000 m addition to
" a," mv^'V
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
postdoctoral feUowship for advanced training
strengthen graduate education at selected faculties
J? nce biotechnology/gene clonrngiinder the
0/fl^,cu;(ure m ^^ andsouthern Africa
direction of Pamela Ronald, Departrnent of
through an African-directed competitive grants
PlantPathology,UmversityofCal,fom,a,Dav,S
^ tJencourages faculty members and
TTHe„Zuhui^
, , Hangzhou,
, , , , China
,
, . in collaboration
„L
a. nonumversity
students,
with
ZheiiangAgricultural University
personnel, to undertake multidisciphnary field
,
, f „ • for
/- ,
, ,
postdoctoral
researchi on crop andjresource management*
i
i_ i fellowship
j i_ jadvanced rstudy in
^ P^ol°Sf **» the direction of
on Univ£rsity) N K
?mstopher Lamb, Plant Biology Laboratory,
$|g (o rt reseafch Qn ^
m
^hfomT
'
Utl'1ZatlOn of PhosPhate fertlhzersforlmProved
maize production and food security among
__p
smallholder farmer communities in the Siaya
District Kenya
'
Egerton University, Njoro, Kenya
$47,040 to support the development of
production technology packages for wheat/
chickpea rotation cropping system in Kenya
Foundation-administered project
$50,000 for the administrative costs of the
Forum on Agricultural Resources Husbandry
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Foundation-administered project
$70,000 to support the second biennial Forum
joint meeting of grantees held in Nairobi,
Kenya, in August 1996
„
, . , . . . ,project
.
Foundation-administered
. r at'
„ All.„
$55,000
to
support
attendance
the.First
.
.:
„
„
_
,
_
Africa Crop Science Congress by Forum
vparticipants
v. . ...
„
,project
.
Foundation-administered
$35,000 to support an introductory workshop
to a course on research methods and data
analysis
for agronomists
_ 7. . 6 ...
, .
Foundation-administered project
$50,000
toward
administrative
costs related to
/ Forum
_
the
University
. -of'Malawi,
, „ . Zomba,
„ „ Malawi
,,
,
tc!s°u°0 ^^SS^rfr^S01^1"™
suppo e e n p a r r
investigating the potential for adoption of
maize-based
agroforestry'technologies
... .. ,°
, ,,. by'
smallholder farmers in southern Malawi
University of Malawi, Zotnba, Malawi
$8,000 for use by Bunda College of Agriculture
' ,proposal,, ,,_
to support a research
Rapid j
.,,,
r*
T.
r
Mu!t'pl'catl°"°fS"pen^PTrovena"c1esof,;
Faidherbiaalbida Through Tissue Culture
University of Malawi, Zomba,Malawi
$79,860foruse by Bunda College of Agriculture
', on the
, contribution
u
r
to
research
r support
,,
,
, of
food legumes and green manures to sod
fertility under maize-based cropping systems
m Malawl
UniversityofMalawi.Zombfl.Ma/flWi
$85,205 for use by Bunda College of Agriculture
to support research on the significance and
management of smuts and ear rots in maize in
smallholder farms in Malawi
UniversityofZimbabwe,Hflrare,Z,mbfl(nve
$42 ooo to continue support for a project to
evaluate and implement a soil management
package
{, , 5. for variable rainfall conditions in
Zimbabwe
University'of Zimbabwe,'Harare, Zimbabwe
f" ,
project on integrated drought animal and crop
management
in the context of improved
cropr
°
r
productivity
r, , . . '
£ Zimbabwe,
- . , , ^Harare
„
,,
University of
,-Zimbabwe
$4,850 to develop proposals related to the
integrated
,° Chmyika
_, crop
, rmanagement
° research project
r '
of. the
' area
IT
• • ofc,,u t T Harare,
,
^Zimbabwe
,,
University
Zunbabwe,
$5,000 forapreparation grant to develop weed
management proposals related to the mtegrated
crop management research project of the
Chinyikaarea
'
U ' 'tv f7' h h H
7 hh
oo
v, >,
' ,
v naturally
,. nodulating
,,
contribution
from
, to residual
, , soil,,fertility
, in maize-based
, ,
soybean
' systems
'
cropping
,r . . .._. , , T,
„ ,.
University
of Zimbabwe, Harare,, Zimbabwe
.'
,
$4,650 for a preparation grant to develop a
proposal
to
study
self-nodulating
soya
beans
r r
'
° '

Integrated Banana Research in Uganda
1996 appropriation of'$600,000 m addition to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
define the factors constraining banana production
m Uganda,
improved
*
, devise
, technologies
jandievaluate
» j.to their
overcome
those
constraints
,
,
,
,
suitability to'
farm conditions
Foundation-administered
project j i
,
.
$8,000
for
administrative
costs
,'
,,
, associated with
°
International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria
11 L
i_
$50,000 to continue its collaboration
withLthe
U d N t a l B
R
hP
,
,biological
, , surveys and
jjdiagnostic
conducting
.
,
.
,,
, ,
and control research of bananas in .
Uganda
T
.
^
n
^.
.
*T
•
i
International Institute ot Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, N,gena
$300,000 to continue its collaboration with the
da ^^ ^^ ^^ p
m on
,
, , ,surveys and,diagnostic
,
conducting
biological
6, of,,bananas
' m T,
.
and, control,research
Uganda
.
._
,.
„, . .
International Centre of Insect Physmlogy
and Ecology,
*" Nairobi,,Kenya
',
$40,000 to support studies on the genetic
biodiversityin banana weev.1
Makerere University^flmpa/a, Uganda
*50,ooo for use by the Department of Crop
Science
for
, laboratory
, , maintenance of its banana tissue
culture
„
„ ,
J
Florence Muranga, Kampala, Uganda
$^'000 lu° suPP°rt research on banana starch
physicochemical properties
National Agricultural Research
Organization, Kampala, Uganda
$103,100 to support a research project on
nutrient demand and nutrient cycling in
banana based cropping systems
National Agricultural Research
Organization, Kampala, Uganda
*$11,500
>:>c to support
" the First International ...
Conference on Bananas and Plantains in Africa
•••
Management of Maize Pests by Smallholders
1996 appropriation o/$6oo,ooo in addition to
, funding
/ , for
r allocation
„
,by the
, officers
a- to
earlier
, yield
,,,losses caused,,by pests in smallholder
m u
reduce
, , cropping systems
maize-based
Administrative expenses
, costs associated, with
,
$15,000
, toward ,the
„Foundation
, , s program,tor
implementing
ma^e pest management
for
international Maize and Wheat
, vement ^^ Mexico City, Mexico
^ for research Qn
ovuf resistance
,.to strtya m.,African maize r e
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement
Center,
Mexico
„
,
, on Mexico
,developing
, City,,herbicide, ,
$180,075
tor
research
AC.
c
i
resistant African maizeforstriga
control
6
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
,T , Kenya
„
Nairobi,
for
research Qn ma]ze ^ ^
,. maize
resistance in ,African
Josephine M. Songa, Nairobi, Kenya
$100,000 to enable her to conduct research on
the management of stemborers in maize
production systems of eastern Kenya

University of California, Davis, California
$50,000 for research on the development of a
screen for striga resistance in maize
UniversityofChi
a, Wmojs
I research?on control ,of,.,
$100,000,for
, striga seed the,
production of the,maize
,
germination stimulant
TT
.
..
,
,
,
.
.
. „,
,
„ .,Virginia
University
of Virginia,
Charlottesville,
„
,
,
,
$100,078 for research on non host resistance
m maize to infection by striga and other
parasitic weeds
_, Wood,
... , _
_ . ,
Tom
. ,., , Surrey, England
r
«„,
$6,468 for the preparation of a report on The
Impact
of
Termites
on
Maize
Based
Cropping
c r
_
,.,
, „
'Systems m Eastern and Southern Africa
•••
Soils Management to Overcome Yield
Constraints
Jgg6 tim 0/$li9oo,ooo m addttton to
, funding
;' j forr allocation
n ^ byj the
^ officers
cc to
earlier
j
+.i
•
j
,
.
/•
,
identify and evaluate ways of overcoming soilsbased limitations to sustainable, economic crop
;& m ^
, agricultural soils ofeastern
*L Africa
ACandj
southern
Association for Better Land Husbandry,
London, England
$90,000 to continue the development of the
Q
Matt£r M
ment Network_ based
^
m Kenya
Department of Agricultural Research,
,,
,, ,
$80,000 to continue support for maize
agronomy research
Department of Agricultural Research,
^p^g organic matter technologies for
Malawi smallholders
Department of Agricultural Research,
,,
,, ,
' support research, in maize
$50,000 to
n . University,
TT . .. Njoro,
,, „Kenya
Egerton
$6,060 to support the proposal, Fertilizer Trade
Under Market Liberalization The Case of
VTNiororsDivision,»tNakuru
i r«District,
^Kenya
_
.
*
!
.
»
•
.
•
»
^
, ,jEnvironmental
Kitale,
^ Action Team,
ve ^
^Kenya
^
biological alternatives for sod fertility
,
managementrfor maize production
_
, ..
, .. ,
Foundation-administered
project of the
^ admlmstratlveFJts
program
. , , ._ , , _
International Centre for Research in
Agroforestry,
„„
'Nairobi, Kenya, ,
$188,200 to support research on the
biophysical, social and economic limits to
sustainable soil management in eastern Africa
i . .• i^
/• Research
T,
.in•
International
Centre
. ,. . Nairobi,
,. .for
„
Agroforestry,
Kenya
$150,000 to support participatory farmer
,
/ i
evaluation
ofr organic matter technologies
m Ma,awi
,
. .
. .and.Wheat
. ....
International
Maize
Improvement Center, Mexico City, Mexico
$180,900 to continue the development of a soil
fertility research network to improve the productivity of smallholder maize-based cropping
systems m countries of southern Africa
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International Service for National
Agricultural Research,
The Hague, Netherlands
$90,000 to support phase II of a research
priorities setting project being carried out in
conjunction with the Kenya Agricultural
Research Institute
v
A • i in
ui *=*.
KenyaAgnculturalResearchlnshtute,
Nairobi, Kenya
$20,000 to continue support for technical
assistance for its on-farm sods research
to
improve maize production

Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$10,000 to support participation by researchers
from eastern and southern Africa at an
international symposium on carbon and
nutrient dynamics in natural and agricultural
tropical ecosystems
f • •<• •!„• i
J¥, .,.
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$1,500 to support participation by researchers
from eastern and southern Africa in an
international symposium on carbon and

KenyaAgriculturalResearchlnstitute,
^T
" •*""
Nairobi, Kenya
..,,..
$72,800 to continue support for on-farm
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
research in improved soil management at the
$46,600 to support research on soil fertility and
Kitale Regional Research Centre
moisture dynamics in sandy soils under tree.
, .
based artificial fallows
KenyaAgnculturalResearchlnstitute,
Nairobi,Kenya
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$72,700 to continue support for on-farm
$7,600 to support research to promote
research in improved soil management at sites
integration of soybean in smallholder cropping
of the Kisu Regional Research Centre
systems of Zimbabwe
food
KenvaAgriculturalResearchlnstitute,
Village Enterprise Zone Associations
Nairobi, Kenya
International, Chicago, Ilhnois
$70,000 for continuation of a collaborative
$13o,ooo to expand its activities and to continue
project with the Tropical Sod Biology and
to assist the Chitedze Agriculture Research
Fertdity Programme and the Wagemngen
Station ,n Malawi with maize fertilizer
Group, Netherlands, monitoring nutrient
verification trials
transfers to quantify the productivity and
sustainabihty of agroecosystems, the
NUTMON project
Research Fellowships in the Agricultural
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
iSS"^
c
u
Nairobi, Tenya
"5 m™*™ 0/500,000 ,„ addition
$43,300 to support screening trials of legume
° ^^/""^ M°™»°" * f °f<™
spec.es for adaptabdity to varying agroecological to "cruit outstanding young agricultural
conditions and land-management systems m
^entistsfrom developed countries to assist
Kenya and related soil-management activities
gr^tee institutions in achieving their crop
productivity goals, and concurrently, to expand
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
the number ofsuch professionals having
Nairobi, Kenya
developing country experience
$11,800 to support attendance byfourmaize
Elizabeth ^ck Qrono> Mame
researchers at the American Society of
,
,
,
Agronomy meetings held m Indianapolis,
$60'00° f°r reS£arch m S^ SQenCe m Kenya
Indiana, November 3-7, 1996
Foundation-administered project
$20,000 for the administrative costs associated
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute,
^^
Nairobi, Kenya
$4,100 to continue support for on farm
Robert A. Gilbert, College Station, Texas
research in improved sod management at the
$138,500 to participate in a Foundation-funded
Kitale Regional Research Centre
maize improvement program in Malawi
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
Bernard L. Triomphe, Strasbourg, France
$6,000 for use by its Institute of Environment
$125,500 for research in agronomy with the
and Natural Resources to support Geographical
Natural Resources Management Program
Information System and Remote Sensing
m Mexico
training for members of the African Highlands
mmm
Initiative
MimstryofAgricmture.H^Z.^We
^
^
1
^
^
°
^
^
^
$ioo,oootosuPPort,nsTonalreform
^
^
^
1
^
0
0 for allocation by
ui.the national agricultural research system
the officers to assist agricultural institutions ,n
of Zimbabwe
Keny^ Mflfcjvvl) Uganl]a and Zimbabwe — the
Research Extension and Marketing for
African focus countries under Agricultural
Integrated Development, Nairobi, Kenya
Sciences — to retain highly productive staff
$42,000 to support the exploration in the Siaya
international Centre of Insect Physiology
District ofthe use of a sod fertditykitto enable
and Ecology Nairobi Kenya
smallholder farmers to select appropriate
$50)OOO {0 £n'abl£ Ed^ard Orony.Omolo to
fertdizer types for improved food security
conduct research on development of transgemc
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
maize expressing Bacillus thunngtensis toxins
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
active against stem borers, under the direction
$330,000 to continue support for its
of Donald H Dean, Department of Biochemisnetworking and research activities in Africa
try, Ohio State University, Columbus

Mandivamba Rukuni, Harare, Zimbabwe
$42,000 to conduct research on the theme,
creating institutional change to support African
smallholder agricultural development
Maize Research in Malawi
1994 appropriation of$350,000 m addition to
earher funding for allocation by the officers to
continue strengthening the capacity ofMalaman
researchers to deslgn and conduct a matze
research program that addresses the needs
ofsmall far s
Department of Agricultural Research,
Government of Malawi, Lilongwe, Malawi
tQ contmu£
(o ma]z£ br££(J
Malawi
International Food Policy Research Institute,
Washington DC
$78,ooo to support research on the
determinants of access to credit and its impact
Qn
^wzl technology adoption, household
^^ and nutntlona] status m Malaw]
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City, Mexico
to
a s,ud tQ momtor ^ effects
of changes in seed and fertilizer delivery systems
Qn farm£r US£ of
ved malze and fertlhzer
>. ,
•••
initiativesforDevelopment and Equity in
African Agriculture
^o,™ for allocation by the officers to
empower a group of key agricultural leaders ,n
soum£m ^ tQ {ak£ command of ^
prob,£ms of smallholder agrlculture> develop
^^ (o thos£ blemg and ac( tQ
,mplement solutions.
•••
OTHER GRANTS
International Ontre of Insect Physiology
andEcology, Nairobi, Kenya
$400,000 to complete core support for its Social
Science Interface Research Unit
***
Fertilizer-Efficient Maize for Southern Africa
7992 appropriation of $120,000 for allocation by
the °fficers to ^^"^ se^cted maize varieties for
their tolerance to nutnent-poor status soils in
Mozambique and elsewhere m southern Africa
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City, Mexico
$24,000 to support an evaluation of nitrogen
use efficient and other maize genotypes under
-^oMer sods and management conations
mZmbabwe
*"
CAB International, Walhngford, England
$10,500 to support an East Africa Regional
Training Course on Diagnostic Techniques in
Plant Pathology being organized in coUaboration with the University of Nairobi
Fund for the International Conferenceof
Agricultural Economists, Oak Brook, Illinois
$15,000 to support participation by young
agricultural economists from Africa and Asia in
the XXIII International Conference of
Agricultural Economists
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Institute for International Economics,
Washington, D C
$40,000 for a project to examine the goals,
organization, and financing of United States
foreign aid programs over the past few years
and make recommendations for future
assistance to bilateral, multilateral and
United Nations organizations jomtwrth
Population bciences
International Center for Tropical
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
$11,000 to support the development of
continental-scale climate databases for
agricultural appl.cat.ons
°^
rr—
. ,
International,Center
otr-,
Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria
$53,500 to support the establishment of a GIS
facility at its
base ,at the Kawanda Research
,.
Station in Uganda
6 ._
,
,T
_, . .
International
Centre
,
_
,
»T , ofKenya
„Insect Physiology
and Ecology, Nairobi,
$15,000 to support its Fourth International
Penodic External Review
International
.
. , , Washington,
, ,Food Policy
_D L,CResearch
Institute,
°
$20,000
, , ,,to support
f a symposium
f ,on meeting
*uSAfacf°VerCOmm ° "S
. _ . „Policy
. . _Research
,
.
International
. . ... Food
,
_ '
Institute, Washington, DC
$20,000 to support attendance of developingcountry
participants
m
, '
,,„,
, ,Aencultural
. an international
u ic.
ni
conference
Global
SciencejPolicy
,
,
„
T
,
?
» convened
for the Twenty-First Century,
tl th th r wf H P H f
IInternational,Agricultural
. , ,Research
r,
i ofr
Melbourne, Australia
International Institute of Tropical

Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural
Resettlement, Harare, Zimbabwe
$50,000 for use by the Department of
Agricultural Technical and Extension Services
to provide tutorial services in conjunction with
its Wye College, University of London, staff
development activity
Ministry of Fuiance and Economic Planning
Md Development, Lilongwe, Malawi
$65,500 to continue support for agricultural
policy analysis within the Government
of Malawi
xf • *_ r« • u.
JT- » i
MuustryofAgnculrure and Livestock
Development, Lilongwe, Malawi
$10,500 to support preparatory activities rtor
the initiation of a revolving fund covering
agricultural inputs marketing/distribution
,,. , of,Agriculture
A . . and Livestock
...
,
Ministry
_Development,
,
,Lilongwe,
,
...
L development
jMalawi
i
n
$20,000itor support
the
i
.
i
,
f
i
» i Productivity
> jof longterm plans for the Malawi»Maize
Task Force
_
,.
.,,,„Peterson Mwangi, Nairobi, Kenya
$18,055
to
support
the study,
Planning
,.Natural
._Resource Use
„Sustainable
i i f Maize
, for
in
_ .
^ oStudy
, rof>Machakos
, , , ^District
Production
A.Case

Cassava in Africa
IntemationaUnstituteofTropica,
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria
$27,000 to enable its fellow, Ntawuruhunga
Pheneas, to complete a doctoral program while
conducting research on evaluating cassava
genotypes for adaptation to different altitudes
InternationalLiyestockResearchlnstitute,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
$25,000 to support a regional workshop on
dairy policy research issues
InternationalforMaizeand Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City, Mexico
$8,400 to enable three Kenyans to attend a
CIMMYT-sponsored symposium Developing
Drought- and LowN-Tolerant Ma,Ze
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City, Mexico
$25,000 to support participation of national
program scientists at the Fifth Regional Maize
ConferenceforEasternandSouthernAfrica
Keystone Onter, Keystone, Colorado
$100,000 to support a workshop entitled,
Critical Variables and Projections for LongTerm Food Security

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
^oootosupport the First AUAfoca Crop
*>
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
$15,000 for use by its Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station to support the
development of an integrated information
system for modeling maize production
systems m Africa
University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
$9,000 for use by Bunda College of Agriculture
to suPPort a currlculum review workshop by
the Cr°P Science DePartment
•••

Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$4,200 for use by the Department of Sod
Science to support a research assistantship
position related to the National Banana
Program

GeoffrevR.Njeru.MHrc^K^fl
$9,000
,., to support ,a study,
,,Technical
, ,Change
S,
and
_ Entrepreneurship
. . r , ,,in a Marginal Area
,„ The
Case of Agricultural Innovators in Mbeere,
Eastern Kenya
TJames O.Nyanapah,Kehancha,
_ _.
• „ , . , Kenya
,
, to support research
, on ,disease
$16,150
'3
V¥
.
.. , _ .
resistance in tropical maize at North Carolina
State University
'
Margaret Nyirenda, Lilongwe, Malawi
$4,284 to enable her to parucipate m the
Edward S Mason Fellowship program in Public

Richard Edema, Kampala, Uganda
Makerere University
fellowship for advanced training in plant
virology leading to the Ph D degree under the
direction of Donald Gordon, Department of
Plant Pathology, Ohio State University,
Columbus
Robert M. Kalyebara, Kampala, Uganda
Kawanda Agricultural Research Institute
fellowship for advanced training in agricultural
economics leading to the Ph D degree under
the direction of the head of the department,
Department of Agricultural Economics and
^ SQ
* ^ ^ Un
_ , ,
Columbus
Michael Ngunjiri Njunie, Bambun
Kenya Agricultural Research Institute
fellowship for,advanced
, totraining
, „?Ph_Din°,agronomy
and,,soil,,science
leading
the
degree
,direction ,of
°, the
„,Chair,
„ Department
~. . ,of
under
the
c .Science,
c
., ,Carolina
„ , State
c University,
,.
Soil
North
„, ,
Henry S.K.Phombeya, Lilongwe, Malawi
ChtdzA
Itur IR rh Station
rn utorfadvanced
j
j
ir^i..
fellowship
training
in soil
fertility,
,
,
,
_,
_
,
,
,
.
,
.'
leading
to the
Ph D degree
under
the
direction
cv
~n
_
°
,_
.
,
„
orK Giller, Department of Biological sciences,
Wye College, Univers.ty of London, England
_„. Simba
i0. ,Zitsanza,
—..
.,
_ ,,
Elliot
Zimbabwe
„.Plant
_ Protection
„ Research
.Harare,
,Institute
fellowship for advanced trammg in entomology
^ ph D
^^^
r,
r,
„
,
^
?
T,
,
of,J D, Knight,
Centre
for
-^Technology,
¥ Imperial
, ^College
, ,Environmental
rof
r Science,
_ , .
,,. ,
f,
. r
Technology and Medicine, University of
London, England
•••
...,..,.
Management of Natural Resources

Natural Resources Management -Mexico
^
^
^
I
^
^
^
t
0
evaluate potentially sustainable, natural resource
management systems for smallfarmers in diverse
marginal areas ofMexico through collaborative
partnerships ofsmallholders, researchers, and
members of nongovernmental organizations
Colegio de Postgraduados,
Montecillo, Mexico
$70,000 for use by its Center for the Humid
Tropics in Veracruz for research on natural
resources management in wetlands, low
Papaloapan River watershed
Community Development of the Tuxtlas,
Veracruz, Mexico
ADVANCED TRAINING FELLOWSHIPS
$<.|5oo tQ support a pro)ectfor^ ^
^
George Odwar Ayaga, Nairobi, Kenya
and promotion of improved farming practices
Keny Agricultural Research Laboratories
(maize based systems) among smallholders in
fellowship for advanced training in soil
the State of Veracruz
management/fertter use efficiency leading to fl ^ de ,a ^onten Sur,
% ^^e^Js^f""?
San CrSobalde Las Casas, Mexico
]C£m2!,Ud Saence, Umver^f
$6°'°00 '° ^PPO" ^search °n alternatives for
Nottingham, England
sustamable production m Los Altos de Ch.apas
El Colegio de la Frontera Sur,
Ayub George Getheyo Chege, Nairobi, Kenya
Sflfj Q^M ^ ^
Mejaco
National Agricultural Research Laboratories
.
.
, ,. . c
feuowshlp for advanced training in nuclear
$10'OO° '° supP?rt researc? on . f er"at'v,es for
c^g ln farmmg systerfls leading to the Ph D
sustamable Productlon '" ^ ^°* de °»*P™
degree under the direction of Johnathan M
Anderson, Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Exeter, England
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El Colegio de la Frontera Sur,
Servicios para el Desarrollo, A.C.,
San Cnstabel de Las Casas, Mexico
Ixmiquilpdn, Mexico
$32,000 to enable Knsten C Nelson to assist in
$38,000 to continue support for natural
strengthening El Colegio's research and
resources management improvement m the
master's degree teaching programs
Valley of Mezquital, State of Hidelgo
Foundation-administered project
Union de Ejidos y Communidades de
$70,000 to support the coordination of an
Cafeticultores del Beneficio Majomut,
activity of the Natural Resources ManageChiapas, Mexico
ment/Mexico program Green Manure and
$90,000 to continue support for a project,
Cover Crops Systems Assessment of Their
Research and Promotion of Adequate
Potential and Contribution Toward a
Technology for Coffee Cultivation in the
Sustainable Agriculture.
Reg,on of Los Altos de Chiapas
Foundation-administered project
Universidad Autdnoma Chapingo,
$75,000 to support administrative and network
Chapingo, Mexico
activities related to the program
to continue
«,,$70,000,,
_ , support
r.for the project,
LuisE.Fregoso-Tirado./tfmca.Ne.vyo,*
Sustainable Development of Agroecosystems
$20,000
theu
m the ,South
of,th" S'f °f Slnal°a>
)om%
' to
, support
jfield
. research
t for
carried
project,
forage
production
systems
andjtheir
. out.with the National
. Institute of Forest
effects on soil quality in South Sinaloa, Mexico
°
,.,..,.
n
IT
u i • i
Universidad
Autdnoma Chapingo,
Interdisciplinary
Rural
Technological
_,
,Mexico
v t> >
„
T
,,
,
,
,
Chapingo,
Group, Inc., Michoacan,
Mexico
/•
,
.
, Training,
™
... , i
. ,$40,000 tor use by its Aeroecology
$20,000 to support the development of a
R r h d S P
f
h
framework to evaluate the sustamability of
.
8
r ^arc
natural
systems
* Chimalapas,
n. i
>->
r psin e
,, resources management
a
;
Oaxaca
m Mexico
f
»Maderas
« j del
j ir>Pueblo
u. jdel
icSureste,
» A /A.C.,
^
Universidad
_.
,.Autdnoma Chapingo,
v °
..
_
,.
Lnapmto,
Mexico
Mexico City, Mexico
e *
,
$6,000 to continue supportfora project
«. ' , . _, .
c.
'
concerned w,th alternatives for development
Sustainable Development of Agroecosys ems
,
m
the
South
of
the
State
of
Sinaloa,
lomtly
and community participation in
,
,,
.
fr
„, , Oaxaca.
_.' r
carried
Institute of Forest
Chimalapas,
, out,with Research
_the National
,
and,Agriculture
MaderasdelPueblodelSureste,A.C.,
„ . ...... . . .
.M .
,. City,
_. Mexico
..
Universidad
Mexico
,, r tv MNacional Autdnoma de Mexico,
$45,000
continue
a project
,'
, School
„ . of,Science
..„ for.
^ to,with
,alternatives
. support
. tor
rforj
i
.
$10,000.for
use'
by
concerned
development
' its
. .management
. . .
,
»
.
.
*
.
*
.
research
on
sustainable
and community participation in
,
° VT of,natural
_, , Oaxaca
„
resources
the ,_
community
Chimalapas,
„
. cmState
' of San Nicolas
r
Zoyatlan,
of Guerrero
National Autonomous University of Mexico,
Mexico City, Mexico
$70,000 for use by its School of Science to
OTHER GRANTS
continue research on sustainable management
of natural resources in the community of San
Agroforestry- Curriculum Development
Nicolas Zoyatlan, State of Guerrero
1994 «PP™P™*°" of$500,000 for allocation by
the officers to encourage the development of susOrganizacion de Ejidos Forestales
tamable agriculture systems in Latin America
de la Zona Maya, Qutntana Roo, Mexico
and. Southeast Asia by establishing independent,
$75,000 to continue support for its project to
graduate-level programs in agroforestry in Mexico
strengthen the capacity of the farmers'
and Thailand that can serve regional needs
organization to design and implement a natural
resources management project for the "ejido"
Universidad Autdnoma Chapingo,
in the Maya region of Yucatan
Chapingo, Mexico
$100,000 to continue support for training and
Proyecto Sierra de Santa Marta A.C.,
curriculum development activities aimed at
Veracruz, Mexico
strengthening its Center of Agroforestry for
$52,000 to continue support for a project to
Sustainable Development
improve basic staple production and
diversification of home gardens in the S.erra
Universidad Autdnoma de Yucatan,
Santa Marta, State of Veracruz
Menda, Mexico
$100,000 to support the further development of
Proyecto Sierra de Santa Marta, A.C.,
its Department of Management and
Veracruz, Mexico
Conservation of Tropical Natural Resources
$4,000 to continue support for a project to
improve basic staple production and
diversification of home gardens in the Sierra
Pesticide Use: Environment and Health
Santa Marta, State of Veracruz
1991 appropriation o/$8oo,ooo (jointwith
RuralStudiesandConsultancies,
Health Sciences) for allocation by the officers to
«
,,
provide
Oaxaca,
Mexico
v . , the basis
, for
'an improved
* understanding
, j, ,,
$65,000 toward the costs of development of the
°%he "g"™1^ environmental and health
natural resources management capacity m the
^ ofagricultural pesticide use in developing
Union of Zapoteco and Chinanteca
countries
Communities of Oaxaca
University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland
i
$20,000 for research on the impact of pesticides
on the joint production of nee,fish,frogsand
mollusks

Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia
$80,000 in support of an agricultural
assessment mission to North Korea
„
. _. .
,, _ .
^
$25,000 to support a project for the validation
and promotion of improved farming practices
(maize-based systems) among smallholders in
the State of Veracruz
_
, . , .. ,
„
, ,,
$8°'00°
l°
SUpp0rt
a"
mtematlonal
on green manure and cover crops torworksh°P
smallholder farmers in tropical and subtropical regions
, ,
_ . Bank.
._ .
Inter-Amencan
Development
Washmgton,DC
$50)0oo
Techmcal
' forFund
.use
_ byfor
,the
',Agricultural
. . Secretariat
.„ , .of
its3Regional
Technology
to support a meeting to promote a Central
Amenca component
of the
vpreparation
CofFund,
HMedium
IandTto
support
the
a
Term
„ ,for
/ •the, Fund
;,,
Plan
International Center for Information on
Cover Crops,
e Tegucigalpa,
& f i Honduras ,
$30,000 to support the documentation and
diffusion of, information on the use of cover
crops
f and 6green manures
Linea Bibsfera, Chiapas, Mexico
^
,;,:.,Systems
.,
.
project „,,,
GMCC
Assessment
of,_,,
Their
n
*
»
i
j
<
.
u
.
T
j
Potential
and Contribution
„
...
, „ Toward a
Sustamable Agriculture
_
.Neta,
, Mexico
Programa
La
$15,000 to support the
project,. "Consolidation
* Network
'
of/,
the„Rural./^
Information
in..
Mexico
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES DIVISION

Understanding Diversity
MAJOR INITIATIVES
UnderstandingDiversityThroughFilm,
Video,andMultimedia
1996appropnauon0f$1,000,000inaddit,0nto
earherfundmgforaUocationbytheofficersto
enable Umted States and international film, video
and multimedia producers to create independent
work exploring the conflicts, connections and
commo^teo/^ecom^mto
Antorchas Foundation,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
$38,000 for continuation of incubator activities
that foster exchange between independent
and video artistsfromArgentina, Brazil, Chile
and the United States
Appalshop, Whitesburg, Kentucky
$12,000 for a three-day conference/workshop
about the future of the not-for-profit media
artcfioM
arts held
Julia Barco, Mexico City, Mexico
$5,000 for "Fuerza Vital (Vital Force),"
a documentary about women's sexual
awareness and self-esteem
NancyBudianan,Los^efes,Cfl!>/brma
$35,000 for "Developing The Whole Picture,"
a CD-ROM that examines the shifting social
and economic forces surrounding housing and
land use
Adrian Israel Caetano, Buenos Aires, Argentina
$35,000 for "La Plaza," a short narrative film
about urban violence
ShuLeaCheang.NewrorfcNewy^
$35,000 for "Brandon," a one-year installation
on the World Wide Web that wJl provide an
ongoing discussion of gender, sexuality, and the
justice system
Civil Rights Project, Boston, Massachusetts
$17,000 toward costs of convening an advsory
group for its Civil Rights Telecommumcations Forum joint with Equal Opportunity
Tony Cokes, Providence, Rhode Island
$35,000 for two multimedia installations
"DNT WRRY BOUT TH GVRMNT"
and "NO SELL OUT or I wnt 2 b th ultimate
commodity/ machine (MALCOLM X PT 2) "
Andrea Di Castro, Mexico City, Mexico
$15,000for"Pantopone Rose," an interactive
CD-ROM based on the writings of William
SBmTOUghS
Mindy Faber,£v«^<m, Illinois
$35,000 for "Pnvate Wars," a 30-mmute
expenmentaldocumentaryabouttheerosionof
the public sphere in everyday life and the impact
of that erosion on American democracy
Tamara Villarreal Ford, Austin, Texas
$35,000 for "The Revolution Will be Digitized,"
an interactive, multimedia CD ROM and
related Web site about the Zapatista rebellion
inCh,apas,Mex,co
Foundation-administered project
$163,660 for a service arrangement with
National Video Resources to manage the
Film/Video/Multimedia Fellowships
program, and to launch its new commumcations component

Foundation-administered project
$6,056 for administrative costs of the
Film/Video Fellowships panel
,,,._.
„ „,
. ,r .. .
Melarue Pnntup Hope, SchenectadyNew York
$35,000 for Prayer of Thanksgiving,
an interactive installation based on an
Iroquois prayer
Margaret Hall Silva Foundation,
K^aty, Ml550un
$50,000forthe development phase of the
pubbc art/media project, "In the Name of
the Place "
.
Ix,ms Massiah PWa^ro, Pen^vam^
$35,000 for 10,042 Years Later Tenants of
Lenapehockmg," a documentary exploration
ofthe meaning and evolution of the idea
of community
film
J°" Montsugu, So* Franco GO/brrmt
«5,oooforFame Whore a feature-length
narrativefilmcritiquing the desperate search
for fame that permeates the American
cultural psycrie
.-.«/-!..
National
Alliance
mi
if
it for Media Arts & Culture,
Oakland,
California
$6)OOO for documentation of a conference
entitled "Rewinng Our Networks Cultural
Equlty m the 21st Century
National Asian Amencan
Telecommunications Association,
San Francisco, California
$40,000 for the 1996 season of the "Living
Room Festival" and its related activities
i cFoundation
, ^ for
* »the
! . Arts,
»_»
New v
York
New York, New York
$25)OOO toward costs of the 1996 African
Film Festival
Pat O'Neill, to A«^es, California
$35,ooo for "The Decay of Fiction," an
experimentalfilmexploring the everyday
dramas surrounding the guests, inhabitants
and workers at the famous Ambassador Hotel
m Los ^^
Mitko Panov, New York, New York
$35,ooo for "Comrades," a documentary about
me nature of war andfriendshipas exemplified
in the former Yugoslav republic
Yvonne Rainer, New York, New York
$35,000 for "MURDER and Murder," an
experimental narrativefilmthat investigates
late-life emotional attachment and sexual
ldentlty
Hermenegildo Rojas Ramirez,
Oaxaca, Mexico
$15,000 fortwodocumentaryvideosin
conjunction with the artisuollaborative Video
Tamix Moojk-Jyujkya jti n (Corn Life and
**&»*> about the importance of corn in the
oonununity, and Kitunk Ajtk (Public Servlce)> about the meanings of public service
and community
.
Resolution, San Francisco, California
$50,000 for the project entitled Envisioning
Community New African Cinema 1997 "
G^Kbt Mexico City, Mexico
*W>oo for Encuentros cercanos (Close
Encounters), a documentary that will use
medm ™ag"T t° examine the complex
relationship between the United States
and Me]aco

Joao Carlos Rodrigues, Rw de Janeiro, Brazil
$15,000 for "Um retrato de Johnny Alf/Cult Alf
(A Portrait of Johnny Alf/Cult Alf)," a
documentary profile of the Afro-Brazilian
^^ whr/
red ^ msi£m between
beboo and samba
bebop and samba
Ulises Resell, Buenos Aires, Argentina
$15,000 for "En Vias de Extmcien (Endangered
Species) 'a documentary essay about the hfe of
afamily*athvesonmeou«hrtsofacityand
makes a hvmg by SeUlng wdd anlma]s
Ellen Spiro, Livingston, Texas
$35,000 for "The Slab City Singles,"
a documentary about a community of srngle
...
' , . , ' ^
dders hvmS '"dePendendy'" ^ desert
Brian Springer, Buffalo, New York
$35,000 for "Global Vision," a documentary
that examines assumptions about foreign
cuhures ^ societljmade b me UmtBed States
m^ m ^ c
£rfJ^, ^^
°
Ellen Sumter, Atlanta, Georgia
$35,ooo for "Southern Cross," a feature film
thatfollowsthejourneysoffourAfrican
.
', ' , ,
Amencan
men
,
, who
, return to their former
homes m *e SOUth
Toronto International Film Festival,
Ontario, Canada
$50,000 for costs of the subtitling project of the
<« . A
n
„
Latin Amencan Panorama program
University of California, Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, California
$50,000 for use by the Film and Television
Archive, to organize
a screening
,
°,.. series
, and
national tour of contemporary films from
Vletnam entltled "The Vletnam Senes "
University of Guadalajara,/o/isco, Mexico
$29,000foruse bythe Guadalajara
International Book Fair toward costs of
^f pnnt matemlsfor*e INPUT
conference
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
$3°'000for*e 1995 Virg'nia Festlval °f
Amencan Fdm entitled "US andThern The
Cross-Cultural Pohtics of Amencan Film
Visual Arts Foundation, New York, New York
$35,000 for a conference entitled "The Culture
°f Interactmty
Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York, New York
$14,800 for a conference entitled "The
Amencan Avant-Garde Historical
Discontinuities in Film and Video "
•••
Understanding Cultures through Museums
19%appropnatton 0/$1,ooo,ooo m addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
foster museum projects that explore group
^^ flfjd connections
Asia Society, New York, New York
$50,000 toward the exhibition
"Traditions/Tensions Contemporary Art

$

toward ^ exhlbltlon «Bronx Spaces »

Brooklyn Historical Society,
New York, New York
$15.°0°toward a coUaborative series of
exhibitions and publications on the emerging
Chinese-Amencan community of Sunset
Park, Brooklyn
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Crocker Art Museum Association,
Sacramento, California
$38,000 to support the exhibition "The Fine Art
of California Indian Basketry," and related

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D C
$36,000 for use by its Environmental Awareness
Program toward costs related to thefirstphase
of the "Smithsonian Without Walls Project"

Spoleto Festival U.S.A.,
Charleston, South Carolina
$50,000 for activities of the 1996 festival season

„•,-,*„
™
,„•
FieldMuseumofNaturalHistory,
Chicago, Illinois
$100,000
a_ public
, . toward
„, learning
„ program
~
entitled
Living Together
nfr tR
» Common Concerns,
SP
Friends of the Museum of the Barrio,
New York, New York
$60,000 toward the exhibition "The Tamo
Legacy"
° '
Indochina Arts Project,
Newton Centre, Massachusetts
$75,000 toward the exhibition "Five Pillars "
Installation Gallery, Son Diego, California
$50,000 to support the artists projects and
community engagement components of the
"mSite97" exhibition
TInstitute
. of..„
.
Contemporary Art,
Boston, Massachusetts
$50,000 toward the implementation phase of
the exhibition "New Histories "
., . ,,
Japanese American National Museum,
Los Angeles, California
$50,000 to complete the implementation phase
of the National Partnership Program in Hawau

2±T !8u uT "Tfl
$50,000 toward the exhibition Bearing
Witness Contemporary Work by AfricanAmerican Women to
,Visual
,. i Arts
. ^Research
„
iandjResource
™
^
Center
Relating to the Caribbean,
New York, New York
$50,000 toward the exhibition "Transforming
the Crown African, Asian and Caribbean
Artists m Britain, 1966 1996"
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
$75,000 for use by the Yale University Art
Gallery toward the exhibition "Baule African
Art/Western Eyes
•••
Representing Cultures through Festivals
,-jL.appropriation
. ofr$700,000 in addition
jj to
1996
. \;
/ for
, allocation
,;,
, the
., officers
a- to
earlier
funding
by
encourage festivals and related performance
activities in the United States and internationally
that promote social/cultural understanding and
international dialogue
«
Alternate Roots, Atlanta, Georgia
$30,000 for activities commemorating its
20th anniversary

RockefellerFoundationResident
Fellowships in the Humamties
3 996 appropnaft0H0/$2,6oo,ooo mammon
, ,funding
, to advance
,
, . , .that
earlier
scholarship
u
i intercultural
j
, issues
,
illuminates
international and
and to promote understanding across diverse
communities
City University of New York
N Y It N V Ic
'
j
u
r
$250,000 toward the costs of a programcof
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
in the Humanities at the CenterforLesbian and
Gay Studies
EmoryUniversity.Ariantt, Georgia
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships in
the
Center
Study ofc
n u Humanities
i rScholarship
i . i i .at the
i _ Graduate
/ - jforthe
,Institute
Public
in the
of
_ , alArt

D
,
I

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
$11,800 for use by the Institute de Filosofia e
C.encias Sociais toward the costs of a workshop
on "Ethnicity and Identity in the Portugueses aki W Id" tth F rthL Afr
" Ji Co

MooreCollegeofArtandDesign,
American Dance Festival,
Institute for the Study of Religion,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Durham, North Carolina
R,o de Janeiro, Brazil
$25,000 toward the addition catalogue
for
$100,000 for implementation of its 1996
costs
Prison Sentence^ The Prison as Site/The
international project activities
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
Prison as Subject
Bang Qn a Canj Nm/ Yof^ Ngw Yofk
m ^ Humamties at ^ institute for the Study
Museum for African Art, New York, NewYork
$50,000 for activities of the 10th Anniversary
ofRehgion
$75,000 toward the exhibition "Art of the Baga
Bang on a Can Festival season
,_
, ,
A Drama of Cultural Re-Invention "
Brooklyn Academy of Music,
Development of Women, Racoleta, Chile
Museum of Chinese in the Americas,
New York, New York
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
New York, New York
$50,000 toward the commissioning, creation,
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
$60,000 toward a collaborative series of
and presentation of events for the "1996 Next
in the Humanities
exhibitions and publications on the emerging
Wave Festival"
M h 11U ' 'tv
Chinese-American community of Sunset
Dm<x -0,^^ Workshop>
Huntington, West Virginia
ar , roo yn
New York, New York
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
Museum of Photographic Arts,
$40,000forthe 1995-96 season of the Special
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
San Diego, California
Underwriting, Research and Frontier Fund
in the Humanities at the Center for the Study
$15,000 toward ongoing programs and activities
(S U R F.F ) project
of Ethnicity and Gender in Appalachia
National Autonomous University of Mexico,
Henson Foundation, New York, New York
New York University, New York, New York
Mexico City, Mexico
$75,000 for activities of the 1996 International
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
$28,800 toward travel costs for participating
Festival of Puppet Theater
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships in
scholars of the Institute of Aesthetic Research to
Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival
the Humamties at me International Center for
attend a team residency meeting at the Bellagio
^ Massachusetts
'
Advanced Studies
Study and Conference Center
$100,000 for activities of the 1997 festival season
University of Buenos Aires,
Oakland Museum/Museum of California
Jacob's PiUow Dance Festival
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Foundation, Oakland,
' Massachusetts
.. , „
'
$250,000
the
a program
of
, exhibition'Gold
, California
,
«„ ,, ,n
Lee,
<• n toward
^ Foundation
j costs
r, ofjResident
nfn Fellowships
i
$50,000 toward,the
for
actmt]£srf^ ^ &^ ^^ r, i Rockefeller
California1 A New Look at the California
m the Humanities at the Museo Etnogranco
GoldRushandltsLegacy"
Kings Majestic Corporation,
University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada
_Peabody
, , Museum
,.
, and.„Essex
New York, New
Yorkrf^ 19% ..WoM ^ $250 ooo toward
ju.die costscof a programcof
of,„Salem
fof
^^
Institute, Salem, Massachusetts
rt
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
$25,000 toward the exhibition "Gifts of
ptoje
in ^ Humanities at the Centre for the Study
the Spirit"
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts,
of Religion
Queens County Art and Cultural Center,
o o v i n of the 1996 Lincoln
yniversity of Washington,
New York, New York
Center Festival
Seattle, Washington
$20,000 to support a three-day curatorial
e"
V
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
planning meeting for the exhibition "Global
National Black Arts Festival, Atlanta, Georgia
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
Conceptualism/Local Contexts "
$75,000 for two 1996 festival project initiatives
in the Humanities at the Project for Critical
entitled "World DrummersforPeace" and the
Asian Studies
Self-HelpGraphicsandArts,
"Conduction Project"
Los Angeles, California
$30,000 in support of its 1996-97 activities
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Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
$250,000 toward the costs of a program of
Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships
in the Humanities
in
„ , at the Program
5
Agrarian Studies
>••
Multi-Arts Production Fund
,-,,appropriation
,_ of,,0
,,„ tto
1966
$050,000 in addition
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
x. artists
_,. , in me
+1. performing
~t
support creative
arts
whose work
reflects
the
boldest
explorations
m
. ,and/or
,, international
.
,representation
intercultural
Ballet Hispanico of New York,
NewYork,NewYork
$25,000 toward the development and
production
,
,of aRam6n
T.new ,dance
„,, work by
choreographer
Oiler
Bang On A Can, New York, New York
$15,000
Beiser'sicollaboration
. ,creation
. ,toward
: of
. three
,Mayanew
i cello
11on
the
workscfor solo
Bay Area Women's Philharmonic,
San Francisco, California
$35,000 toward the development and
j
u
production
ofca new worki as part ofrthe
"Chen Yi Concerts Project »
Borough of Manhattan Community College
Performing Arts Center, New York, New York
$20,000 toward the production and premiere
i ni i»
otf'u
rlolaUla'
Cornerstone Theater Company,
Santa Monica, California
$25,000 toward the productmn of "The Birthday
BndgeProject »
Dallas Theater Center, Dallas, Texas
$15,000 toward the "America Revealed
Comrmssiomng Project" and its
first
'
j i i orf
commission, a contemporary
adaptation
Calderon de la Barca's "La Vida Es Sueno "
Dance Theatre Foundation (d.b.a. Alvin Ailey
Dance Theater Foundation),
xr vYork,
i XT
'
New
New vYorki
$25,000 toward the creation and production of
a collaborative dance work by choreographer
Judith Jamison and composer Kimati Dmizulu
Dancing in the Streets, New York, New York
$35,000 toward the commission and
production of "Shadows Tearing,"
a new performance installation created by
choreographer/installation artist Sham Mosher
0
District Curators, Washington, D C
$35,000 toward the completion and
presentation of "The E+O Line," a
contemporary opera
Fiji Theater Company (d.b.a. Ping Chong
and Company), New York, New York
$25,000 toward the research and development
phase of the "Vietnam Project," a new
performance piece
_ . ... „.,
_,.,
GamelanSekaJaya,E;Cernfo, California
$25,000 toward the creation of a new dance
drama in collaboration with the Abhmaya
DanceCompany
Gotham Dance (d.b.a. Bebe Miller Company),
New York, New York
$25,000 toward the production of a new
collaborative dance work choreographed by
Bebe Mdler

Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center,
San Antonio, Texas
$25,000 toward a series of artistic collaborations
between
artists
. ,«_,Mexican and U
r, S performing
»
entitled The Gateways Program
Honolulu Theatre for Youth,
Honolulu, Hawaii
$25,000
and tour
,,' toward thefinalproduction
r
r. ,, , ,.r, .,,
of the Marshall Islands
House Foundation
,, .for the Arts,
New York,.New,York
,
, ,
,
$35'°°° tojard me ™"> development, and
initial production of The MJlennmm Project
Japan Society, New York, New York
$35,000
toward
the
of,
«±r
_ ,Rite,
„ development
„a music-theater
. phase
Dragon
Bond
work
0
Jose Limon Dance Foundation,
New York, NewjYork
j
r a new jdance$35,000 toward vthe production
of
;;
,
i j .., , ,, ,,
theatre work entitled HeartBeats
June Watanabe Dance Company,
San Rafael, California
*
i „
/r ithe creation and
j
$25,000 towardj phase
II of
premier of "The Noh Project "
Magic Theatre Foundation (d.b.a. Omaha
Magic Theatre), Omaha, Nebraska
$25,000 toward thefirstphase of "Performance
V T H T V a»new. interactive
_ *
X-PloraTon-Yum,
,
.
performance installation
Miami-Dade Community College,
M,ami,Flonda
$50,000 toward the production phase of a new
. , «R i
„
r
opera entmea Balseros
New Dance Theatre (d.b.a.Cleo Parker
Robinson Dance Ensemble),
^
^,,
Denver,
Colorado
$35,000 toward the research and development
of a collaborauve dance work based °n &e art
of visual artist Jacob Lawrence
nOpenf^
i XT
i /ji*>•
Channels
New vYork,
(d.b.a.Dixon
Place), New York, New York
$25,000 toward the presentation of "Bodies
of Water," a new performance piece by
HoUy Hughes
Pat Graney Performance, Seattle, Washington
$25,000 toward a new dance work
entitled "Sleep "
_ .,
,
,
Pepatian, New York, New York
$31,500 toward thefinalstages and premiere
of "Familias "
Performance Zone (d.b.a. The Field),
New York, New York
$10,000 toward the creation and production
of a new adaptation of "Faust," by the
Builder's Association
Philadelphia Dance Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$25,000 toward the commissioning of a new
dance work by its Philadelphia Dance
Projects program
Pittsburgh Dance Alloy,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
$35,000 toward the development phase of
"Body of Knowledge," a new dance work
, , , , ,
,
Redwood Cultural Work, Oakland, California
$25,000 toward the premiere performances of
"Way Past Cool," a new musical theater work

Ringside, New York, New York
$5,000 toward the "Kid Action" dance
residencies in New York City Schools
*. J°se
T Taiko
T •! Group,
/^
<• Jose,
, California
^, r
San
San
$35,000 toward the creation of "Traditions
in Transformation "
Seven Stages, Atlanta, Georgia
" ,a multiyear
.
*residency
,
....
$25,000 toward
entitled
"Survivor Arts," which will explore the power
_ ' Europe
v
v
of,arts in Central
„,
.
,
„
.
.
„
_
.,
,,
Thick Description,
San
Francisco,
California
*\
,
,
,
'
$35,000 toward the production of
.<The ^^ * g ^
n m n m m
. andj production
j . otc
$15,000
toward'ja.
the,creation
J
...
»jj«r>ij
a new collaborative theater piece entitled Old,
Jewish and Queer "
T
• /^ _: nFoundation,
i .• XT
r xrNew ^
?
Tn-Centnc
New v,Ybrfc
York
,,
$25,000 toward the creation and presentation
of "Composition 173," anew mterdisciplmary
work by composer Anthony Braxton
T™»7 »r tr , *, v i
UBW,Newyorfc NewYork
... . ,_
. .
University olFennsylvania,
' ep '"' *""syvama
$50,000
toward the
of three
, ,
, commission
r, Projectr™
, , i new
,
works
for,the„Coltrane
of Philadelphia
at its Annenberg Center
...
_
„ . . . . ,. , ,
Wagon Traui Project, Lincoln, Nebraska
$25,000 toward an extended residency which
will culminate in a site-specific performance
plece entitled "Box Car and Blues "
,„ „ , _
..
...
VfoikerMCentet, Minneapolis, Minnesota
$10,000
, toward a three-part
r_ extended residency
^ chore°graPher A"" Carlson
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
$25,000 toward the production of a new play
by '
Suzan-Lon Parks
, entitled "Venus" at the
Repertory neatre
•••
Institute of International Education,
New York, New York
$375,000 in addition to earlier funding to
improve and increase the role of American
artists in international visual-arts exhibitions
and performine-arts festivals throughout
the world
•••
Latin American Network of Independent
Producers of Contemporary Art,
(La Rede Latinoamericana de Produtores
Independentes de Arte Contemporanea),
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
$275,000 in addition to earlier funding to
facilitate intracontmental interaction among
Latin Amencan artists and independent
arts organizations
•••
The Legacy of Absence
$250,000 in addition to earlier funding for
allocation by the officers to foster a set of
activities which explore how artists and writers
assess the consequences of war and conflict for
thelr socl£ties
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Role of Religion in the Civil Society
$800,000 m addition to earlier funding of
allocation by the officers to foster a set of
activities exploring the role of religion in
building civil society.
•••
UruversityofHouston>HoUSWn, Texas
$300,000 m addition to earlierfimdingto
continue support for a long-term research,
preservation and publication project to
recover the Hispanic literary heritage of the
United States
OTHER GRANTS
American Assembly, New York, New York
$50,000 toward the costs of "The Arts and the
Public Purpose Reimagmmg the Cultural
Infrastructure" project
...
,
American Social History Productions,
New York, New York
$50,000 to complete work on the CD-ROM
history project, "Who Built America' The
Nation Transformed, 1914-1946 "
Antorchas Foundation,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
$35,000 in partial support of a conference
entitled, "Culture and Nation in Latin America "
AsianAmericanWriters'Workshop,
New York New York
$15,000 to create an anthology of Filipino and
Filipino American writers of fiction and poetry
dealing with the subject of America
Atla.l Pfcn«,,v Ar,™»a
Atlatl, Phoenix, Arizona
$25,000 toward the conference "Native Arts
Network 96 "

Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Shatm, Hong Kong
$60,000 toward the costs of a project entitled,
New Cultural Imaginanes Cosmopolitan
Sensibilities and Alternative Modernities in a
Pan-Asian Context"
Feminist Press, New York, New York
$30,000forthe "Women Writing in Africa"
pro,ect

ct .

j

Grantmakers in the Arts, New York, New York
$12,000 for its 1996 activities
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey
$30,000 for activities of the 1996-97 Special
Focus Program
Museum of Oceanic and African Arts,
Pans, France
$20,000 in support of the Museum symposium
on "Post Colonialism"
National Association of Artists'
Organizations, Washington, D C
$12,000 toward the costs of a meeting to outline
concerns of the next generation of artists and
arts professionals

River Arts Repertory Company,
New York, New York
$15,000 to bring Jerzy Grotowski and his
company to the United States for a series of
workshops and lectures
Stanford University, Stanford, California
$50,000 for use by the Department of Spanish
*** ft"**™* toward ^ Pro)ect Chlcana
Art>a Multimedia Database "
University of California, Los Angeles,
LosAngeles, California
$20,000 for use by its National Center for
History m the Schools toward costs of printing
and disseminatingfreecopies of the revised
history standards to 17,000 school districts
University of Houston, Houston, Texas
$35,000 to cover additional costs of the
"Recovering the U S -Hispanic Literary
Heritage" project
i MM IMHH nh«»«,H» R..iirii«n
^ 1 , 1 rh.,7e i 1
Structures for the Civil Society
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Partnerships Affirming Community
Transformation
1996 appropriation of$600,000 in addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
identify, support andlearn from community
partnerships that integrate arts and humanities
"f eSorts that bmld bnctS<* «<™sra<™(™&
emnlc d>fference
Foundation-administered project
$56,000 for the administrative costs related to
the PACT DrOCTam
me FAC1 PTO&am
Junebug Productions, New Orleans, Louisiana
$45,ooo toward the costs of the "Environmental
JulceProjecCanmitiativedesignedtobnng
together local commumty orgamLons and
performing-arts groups to address the issue of
environmental racism
Promoting African Civil Society Through
Cultural Initiatives
1996 appropriation of $1,100,000 in addition to
earherfundingfor allocation by the officers to
^ f'soaf'" Af"ca throuSh suPPortf°r
cultural sector-building activities in museums,
book publishing, radio, and film and video
AfricanBooks Collective, Oxford, England
Sii^oforitspromononandliistnbuLn
activities and its Intra-African Book Support
program to provide new titles to 12 African
university and research libraries
.... „,,..,„
,
African Publishers Network,
Harare, Zimbabwe
$160,000 toward the costs of its two-year general program, including training activities, and
publication of the African Publishing Review
Book Aid International, London, England
$58,812 toward the costs of phase two of the
Publisher's Resource Pack project
Boston CfcUege, Chestnut H./4 Massachusetts
$36,100 for use by the Bellagio Publishing
Network Research and Information Center
toward the costs of its publications, research
projects and other activities related to
indigenous publishing in Africa and the
Third World

Film & TV Market Initiative,
Johannesburg, South Africa
$50,000 for the costs of African participation in
the Southern African Film & Television Market,
to be held in Cape Town in November 1996
Foundation-administered project
$50,000 for the costs of a Pan African meeting
on the Promotion of African arts and culture ,n
Johannesburg m August 1996
Foundation-administered project
$15,000 toward the travel costs of non-South
African participants to the planning meeting of
the Steering Committee of the Pan-African
Festival of Arts and Culture that was held in
Johannesburg from November 18-20,1996
International Council of Museums,
Paris, France
$23,800 for the costs of a team meeting on
training for African museum professionals held
at the Bellagio Study and Conference Center in
March 1996
Market T^*6 Laboratory,
Johannesburg, South Africa
$50,000 toward its Fieldwork Program, which
brings skilled professional performers and
meater educators to ^^ and rural comrau
mty theater groups in Southern Africa
Panos Institute, Pans, France
S,5o,ooo toward th<jcostsof its programto
strengthen independent radio in West Africa
Southern African Book Development
Education Trust, London, England
$20,000 for its South North Travel Fund, and
toward the costs of establishing a Web site and
data network
Thapong International Artists' Workshop,
Gaborone, Botswana
$9,343 toward the cost of artists'overseas travel
and the transportation of materials to and from
the 1996 Workshop in Botswana
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
$50,000 for use by its International Center for
^^ Muslc and Danc£
•••
FJ Fideicomiso para la Culture Mexico/U.S.A.
(U.S.-Mexico Fund for Culture),
Mexico City, Mexico
$400,000 in addition to earlier funding to
continue a program of support for collaboration, exchange, and interaction between U S
and Mexican arUsts and scho.ars
,„,
Fortifying Civil Societies across Muslim
Regions through Their Cultural Institutions
1996 appropriation o/$i,ooo,ooo in addition to
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
foster a set Ofactivities in Muslim societies where
tssues Ofpluralism are the subject of public and
policy discussion
Al-Urdun Al-Jadid Research Center,
Amman, Jordan
$24,ooo'for a study of civil society institutions
m Amman as part of an examination of
associational life m Muslim world cities
Al-Urdun Al-Jadid Research Center,
Amman, Jordan
$88,215 toward the costs of a project on the
social history of Jordan
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ASHTAR for Theatre Education and
Training, East Jerusalem, Israel
$20,000 toward the costs of its 1996 Palestinian
production of "Martyrs are Coming Back "
r t f P 1 ti R
h dStud'
., .. ,
Nablus,
Israel,
$50,000 for one public opinion poll, a study of
Palestinian electoral behavior and its Transition
to Democracy Project
Foundation-administered project
$100,000 to cover meeting and consultancy
expenses in connection with the Foundation's
Muslim world initiative
International Council of Museums,
Pans,France
$100,000 for the costs of its development
program for Arab-world museums
Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies,
Jerusalem, Israel
$5,000 for the costs of a planning meeting for
an August 1996 conference at the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center on common
cultural values in Judaism and Islam
Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies,
Jerusalem, Israel
$46,350 for the costs of an August 1996
conference at the Bellagio Study and Confer
ence Center on common cultural values in
Middle Eastern societies
Lebanese Center for Policy Studies,
Lebanon, Beirut
$24,955 for a study of civil society institutions
m Beirut, as part of an examination of associanonal life in several Muslim world cities

Understanding Theories of the Civil Society
1995 appropriation of$350,000 (jomtwtth
Equal Opportunity) for allocation by the officers
to strengthen public and scholarly understanding
of the concept of the civil society through research
and public discussion
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$50,000 for use by its Center for International
Affairs toward the costs of the project
°
"
National Humanities Center,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
$100,000 toward the costs of a project
, ° , ' ' ,u
, ,
imphcations of new information technologies
•••
Strengthening African Museums
1993 appropriations of $250,000 m addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation by the officers to
foster a set of initiatives that will aid civil societybuilding activities by African museums
International Council of Museums,
„ „
$32,000 for the costs of an evaluation of the
museum education training course at the
University of South Africa, and for translation
services at ICOM's annual International
Committee for Documentation meeting
West African Museums Program,
Dakar, Senegal
$18,315 toward the costs of an external evaluation

Ob0r,Gu,lford, Connecticut
$225,000 toward the costs of establishing an
Arab-world affiliate in Morocco
Prologues: The Maghrebi Review of Books,
Casablanca, Morocco
$22,500 for the costs of a study of civil society
institutions in Casablanca, as part of an
examination of associational life in Muslim
world cities
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
$250,000 for a project to identify contemporary
English-language Muslim writings that reflect
the value of pluralistic dialogue within Islam

Artists'Projects: Regional Initiative
}m
>natlon 0^300)OOO ,„ addltlon to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
assist emerging American performing artists to
develop new work and reach new audiences
through arts organizations in their own parts of
the country
Foundation-administered project
$g)490 tQ coyer admuilstratlve costs of ,he
Artists'Projects Regional Initiative

" ""
Culture and Community Building
1996 appropriation o/$30O,ooo/or allocation by
the officers to foster a set ofactivities exploring
the role of the arts and culture in building
community
National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies,
Washington, DC
$25,000 to .mplement the second year of the
Institute for Community Development and
the Arts
vi i, i jr. j v . r t . A
New England Foundation for the Arts,
Boston, Massachusetts
$25,000 for a research project examining the
potential for arts and cultural indicators in
civic life
„.
,
„
Urban Institute, Washington D C
$250,000 toward the costs of the project, Arts
and Culture Indicators m Comprehens.ve
Community Budding"

Images of Africa, Copenhagen, Denmark
$25,000 toward the costs of "The Saga of
Slaves," a dance collaboration between
Denmark, Ghana and the United States
Virgin Islands presented at the 1996 Images
of Africa festival
Carlos Montemayor, Mexico City, Mexico
$50,000 to complete thefinalphase of "The
Contemporary Mayan Literature" project
Project Row Houses, Houston, Texas
$50,000 toward costs of two rounds of artists'
installations in renovated shotgun-style houses
in the Third Ward neighborhood of Houston
Recorded Anthology of American Music,
NewYork>NewYort
$35,000 toward the costs of three recording
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation,
New York, New York
$50,000 for use by the Solomon R
Guggenheim Museum's Works and Process
program toward costs or the United States
",
""KM
.
i.
^^
° e °^m
Women's World Organization for Rights,
Literature and Development,
New York, New York
$4°'oo°toward *e cofof/ BeUa81°
«»««"« °n gender-based censorship

QTHER GRANTS

Arts Alive International Festival,
Johannesburg, South Africa
$20,000 for participation of Senegalese musician
Baaba Maal at the Festival's "African International Music Concert" m Soweto
^^ Culturd ^^ New Ygrk> Ngw Yofk
$^OOQforme ^ y£arrf^ Cambodlan
Artists Mentorship Program
Atlantk ^^for^ ^
New Smyrna Beach, Florida
for
^ transi&onal
of ^ «Muslc
m Motion" project
v'
Cambodian Network Council,
Washington D C
$15,000 for ihe costs of restoring 150 traditional
!lfe.slz£ Cambodjan
ts.
ETV Endowment of South Carolina,
Spartanburg, South Carolina
$4O>OOO (oward ductlon costs of Ae
documentary series entitled "With God
Qn Qur Side ^ rf^ ,
^t
mAmenca"
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BELLAGIO STUDY AND
CONFERENCE CENTER
—
_ _
,
The Center hosts approximately 25 conferences
each year on topics of international significance
About half of these are selected competitively;
theotherhalfareorgamzedbyFoundation
officers or grantees In addition, the facilities
are provided for up to 20 teams focusing on
problem-solving, act.on-onented work, as well
as about 140 individual residents concentratmg
during monthlong stays on their own writing or
artistic projects The Bellagio Innovation Fund
supports activities to facilitate the work of
conferences and team residencies
Conferences
AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES
.
Principles of Sustainable Development
Performance Measurement
Peter Hardi (Hungary), Senior Fellow,
International Institute for Sustarnable
Development, Winnipeg, Canada
(November 4 to 8)
Remote Sensing in Geophysics Using
Doppler Techniques
Ben B Balsley, Research Professor of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, University of
Colorado,
Boulder,
Arnaldo Brandohm,
„
, of
r_,
Professor
Electricali and,ciElectronic
„.
,
, ,,,
.
Measurements,„Pohtecmco
di
Milano,..Italy;
Antonio Mabres, Rector, Umversidad de Pmra,
Peru, and Ronald F Woodman, Director,
Istituto Geofisico del Peru, Radio Observatono
deJicamarca,Lima(Marchlltol5)
Sea-Dumped Chemical Munitions
Alexander V Kaffka (Russia), Chairman,
Conversion for the Environment, Institute of
the United States and Canada, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moscow (April 22 to 26)
SecondlnternationalWorkshopon
Modulation of Arthropod Vector
Competence
Gary H Toenmessen, USA, Rockefeller
Foundation (May 20 to 24)
Whiteflies and Viruses: Menace to World
Agriculture
Kerry F Harris, USA, Professor and Director,
Virus-Vector Research Laboratory, Texas A&M
University, College Station (August 12 to 16)
ARTS AND HUMANITIES
_,
..
.
TheHumanitiesandtheSocialSciences:
New Directions in the Study of Culture
Richard Sennett, USA, Professor of
Humanities, New York University, and
Catherine Stimpson, US A, Director of
Humanities, MacArthur Foundation
(April 29 to May 3).
The Second Conference of International
Book Fair Directors
David Unger, U S A, U S Coordinator,
Guadalajara International Book Fair, City
College of New York (July 1 to 5)
Social Approaches to an Industrial Past: The
Archaeology and Anthropology of Mining
A Bernard Knapp (Australia), Australian
Research Fellowm Mediterranean Archaeology,
Macquane University, Sydney, Australia
(July 22 to 26)

The Origins of Diplomacy: The Amarna
Letters
Raymond Westbrook, US A, Professor of Near
Eastern Studies, Johns Hopkins University
(September 16 to 20)
CIVIL SOCIETY
_.....
,. _ , . _..
Civilization and Its Enduring Discontents:
Violence and Aggression in Psychoanalytic
Tu
T?°^ ufSP?,?T , ^
Anthomus C G M Robben Netherlands),
^T f Anthropology, Utrecht University,
Netherlands (September 2 to 6)
Common Cultural Values in Judaism
and Islam
Abraham Friedman (Israel), Head, Jerusalem
Institute for Israel Studies, and Clifford
Chanin, U S A, Rockefeller Foundation
(August 26 to 30)
Muslim Images, Muslim Realities in the
American Media
Eason Jordan> V S A > Semor Vlc£ presldent>
International CNN, Peter C Goldmarkjr,
U S A and Clifford Chanin, U S A, both of the
Rockefeller Foundation (August 5 to 9)
ECONOMICS AND DEVELOPMENT
The Future of Work in the New Global
Economy
Julia Lopez, USA, Rockefeller Foundation
(July 15 to 19)
™
v nInvesting
^ efor.L
11 */- ».
Global
.
,. ° _ the 21st.Century
r.. '
Rosalie
,„ ,J Wolf, USA, Rockefeller Foundation
o er o J
EDUCATION
Criteriafora World Class Education
Christopher T Cross, USA, President,
Council for Basic Education, Washington, D C
(June 10 to 14)
HEALTH AND POPULATION
An International Study of the Outcomes of
ii • ii.T , r ™
•
Hosp.tal Workforce'Restructuring
Linda H Aiken, U S A, Trustee Professor of
Nursing and Sociology, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
(November 18 to 22)
Assessing the Pastforthe Future: Family
Planning Policy, Programs and Resources
Amy O Tsui, USA., Project Director, the
Evaluation Project, Carolina Population
Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, and Steven WSmdmg, US A, Director
for Population Sciences, Rockefeller
FnimHatmn
Foundation Hnnp
(June ^3tnto717)
Comparative Aspects of Law and
Regulations Pertaining to Liability,
Insurance and the Availability of
Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices
Sylvia Law, U S A, New York University, and
Mahmoud F Fathalla (Egypt), Rockefeller
Foundation (October 14 to 18)
Emerging Infections Surveillance
Seth Berkley, USA., Associate Director for
Health Sciences, Rockefeller Foundation,
Steven Morse, USA, Rockefeller University,
and Barbara Rosenberg, USA, SUNYPurchase (February 5 to 9)

The Health-Development Link:
Microenterprise DevelopmentforPositive
Health Outcomes
Rosalia Rodriguez-Garcia (Spam), Associate
Professor and Director, Medical Center,
G
Washlngton Umverslty
(October 28 to November 1)

2
°
c
°

United Nations Population Fund
Special Advisory Group on Organizational
and Operational Reforms
Nafis Sadlk (E t)> Executlve Dlrector>
^^ ^ St£ven w Smdmgi y s A _
Rockefeller Foundation (March 18 to 22)
HUMAN RIGHTS
Extradition and Human Rights
Alfred P Rubin, USA, Distinguished
Professor of International Law, Tufts University
(February 19 to 23)
Gender-based Censorship: A Worldwide
Human Rights Problem
Meredith Tax, U S A , President and CEO,
Women's WORLD, New York City
(May 13 to 17)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
.,
_ . in. Middle
,,.,,, East
„ Security
,,
New Frontiers
LenoreG Martm,US A .Professor of Political
Science, Emmanuel College, Boston, and
Augustus Richard Norton, USA, Professor of
Political Science, Boston University
(June 24 to 28)
PHII ANTHROPY
FHILANIMKUFI
Hilton Foundation Selection Panelforthe
Conrad N. Hilton Humanitarian Prize
(April 1 to 3)
_
Teams
AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES
Trojalsland, Prague Community
Revitalizanon Project—Michael Singer,
U S A Team Leader, Artist, Wilmington,
Vermont (October 9 to 19)
ARTS AND HUMANITIES
African Museum Training Professionals —
Damien Pwono (Zaire) Team Leader, Field
staff, Rockefeller Foundation, Nairobi, Kenya
(March 20 to 24)
..„,.,.
L, f.
, ,.
Building Sustainable Community through
Communication Arts — Caroline Sinavaiana,
u S A'Team Leader> Director> Pacific-Asia
Institute for the
Arts^and^Human
(june
^Sciences,
"Dragon Bond Rite" — Jin Hi Kim, USA,
Tcam ^ader, Composer, Brooklyn, New York
(September 13 to 21)
"New History of Latin American Art Issues and
Problems" — Rita Eder (Mexico) Team
Leader, Director, Institute de Investigaciones
Esteticas, Cmdad Umversitana, Coyoacan,
Mexico (October 23 to 29)
CIVJL SOCIETY
"The Construction and Maintenance of Social
Trust" — Margaret Levi, USA, Team Leader,
Professor of Political Science, University of
Washington, Seattle (May22to June 15)
«Islam anci me Modern World" —
Clifford Chanin, U S A, Team Leader,
Rockefeller Foundation (September 25 to 28)
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HEALTH AND POPULATION
Global Network on Health Equity —
Lincoln Chen, M.D , U S A , Team Leader,
Director, Harvard Center for Population and
Development (February 21 to 26)
"Developing a Strategy for Preserving Animal
Insulin" — Arthur Teuscher, M.D.
(Switzerland) Team Leader Umvers.ty of Berne
Medical Faculty (Apnl 3 to 9)
"Use of Short Cham Fatty Acidm Oral
Rehydration" - Henry J. Binder, M.D , U S A ,
Team Leader, Transport Physiology/Gastroenterology, Yale University (April 17 to 21)
The Effect of Dioxin on the Human Immune

«..„ „
„ .. , „,
Why Organizations Have Varied m Their
USA, Team Leader, Professor, Departments of
History, Sociology and Industrial Relations
Research Institute, and Chair, Program in
Comparative History, University of Wisconsin,
Madison (May 22 to June 15).
Care of the Terminally 111 - Herbert
Hendin, M.D., USA, Team Leader, Executive
Director, American Suicide Foundation, New
York (July 1 7 to 23 )
'.DeathoftheFatherAnAnthropo.ogyof
Changes in Political Authority John Borneman, USA, Team Leader,
Assistant Professor of Anthropology, Cornell
University (July 31 to August 6)
"Youth and Sexuality in the Developing World
Case Study in Sri Lanka" — K. Tudor Silva
(Sri Lanka) Team Leader, Associate Professor of
Sociology, University of Perademya, Sn Lanka
(August 8 to September 3)
"The Organization and Implementation of an
International Human Organ Donor
Surveillance Committee" — David J. Rothman,
USA, Team Leader, Columbia College of
Physicians & Surgeons (November 7 to 1 1 )
"Strategic Planning Workshop for the Medical
Women's International Association" —
Florence Manguyu, M.D. (Kenya) Team
Leader, Medical Women's International
Association (December 4 to 10)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
India and Pakistan Opportunities in
Economic Growth, Technology and Security
— Shinn Tanir Knell (Pakistan) Team Leader,
Foreign Policy Research Institute, Philadelphia
(June 19 to 25)
„„
.,
„
.
"Beyond the Unitary State New Patterns of
Autonomy and Cooperation m Diverse
European Regions — Lawrence S. Graham,
USA, Team Leader, University of Texas,
Austin (November 20 to 26)
Residents
COLLABORATIVE RESIDENCIES
Tre Arenz, U S A , Art,st, and Deborah Hay,
USA, Artistic Director, Deborah Hay Dance
Co , both of Austin, Texas — a performance/
event, "Italy- Real and Imagined — Locating
Ourselves at Bellagio "

Gerald Benjamin, USA, Professor of Political
Science, State University of New York, New
paltz> and sichald p. Nathanj ij s A ?
Rockefeller Institute of Government, Albany,
N£W York _ a manuscnpt> «Fmdmg ^
j^ Scale The Governance challenge in
the New York Metropolitan Region in the
21st Century "
clake Bombardier, M.D. (Canada), Professor
of Medicine and Director, Clinical
Epidemiology Program, WeUesley Hosp.tal,
Toronto, and James G. Wright, M.D.
(Canada), Assistant Professor of Surgery,
Department of Preventive Medicine and
Biostatistics, University of Toronto, Division
of Orthopaedics and Clinical Epidemiology

Joseph Celli, US A, Composer/Instrumental^ Bnd rt; Connecticut , and Jin Hi Kim,
_
Andrew Dobson (UK), Assistant Professor,
Department of Ecology and Evolution,
Princeton University, and Leslie A. Real,
U S A , Professor of Biology, Indiana
University, Bloommgton — a study "The
j^. of Infecnous Diseases »
Olav-Rune Godo (Norway), Senior Research
Scientist, Institute of Marine Research, Bergen,
^
£
S
^
%
£
%
Z
Z
Center> ^^ _ a monograph> «The
International Crisis in Northern Fish Stocks
A Case S t , of Ae F]sh D
lcs 3nd
Management in the Barents and Benng Seas
and Potential for Ecosystem Management "
William T. Gormley Jr , U S A , Professor of
Government and Public Policy, Georgetown
University, and David L. Weimer, USA
Professor of Political Science and Public Policy,
University of Rochester, New York — a study,
"Institutional Report Cards "
Geoffrey H Hartman USA Sterling
Professor of English and Comparative
Literature, Yale University — a study,
"Towards'a Postmodernist Sense of Text and
Culture" with Richard H. Weisberg, USA,
Floersheimer Professor of Constitutional Law,
Cardoza Law School — a study, "Towards a
Postmodernist Sense of Text and Culture "
Glenn & Schweitzer, USA, Director, Office of
Central Europe and Eurasia, National Academy
of Sciences/National Research Counal,
Washington, D C , and Lev V. Totchenyi
(Russia), Senior Project Manager, International
Sclence and Technology Center, Moscow —
a studV| «Cm]ian Conversion of Former
w<.ar,rm<:Tc,Knrafr,ri<><:r,fRii«ia "
Weapons Laboratories of Russia
PARALLEL RESIDENCIES

Jonathan Haynes, USA, Adjunct Professor,
Department of English, Columbia University
_ a study, "Nigerian Film and Postcolomal
Theory " with Onookome Okome (Nigeria),
Associate Professor, Department of Theatre
Arts, University of Calabar, Nigeria — a study,
"The Character of Nigerian Popular Cinema
Towards a Theoretical Proposition "
INDIVIDUAL RESIDENCIES
Catherine Obianuju Acholonu (Nigeria ,
Associate Professor of English, Alvan Ikoku
C^Sf ^EdJUCatl°"' Owem, Nigeria a "ovel- °>"dlya, The Story °{an
African Woman
FJena Aga-Rossi (Italy), Professor of
Contemporary History, Universita degli Studi
Joanne Akalaitis, US A, Writer and Theater
Dlrector> New York Clty _ a theater piece
David Ayalon (Israel), Professor of the History
Of the Islamic Peoples, Institute of Asian and
African Studies, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
— a study, "The Mamluks in Islam "
Ofra Ayalon (Israel), Senior Lecturer in
Psychology, School of Education, Haifa
University — a study, "Bridges from Trauma
to Recovery Building a Multidimensional
Program for Developing Coping Skills for
Richard R. Beeman, USA, Professor of
Hlstor5r ™d Associate Dean, Arts and Sciences,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia a book on Ae emergence of a democratic polity
m me Umted States dunn6 *e 18th centurV
Keiko BePPu «aPan)' Professor of English,
Kobe ^^ Nismnomiya - a study, "The
Iconography of the Madonna and the
American Imagination Re-reading the
American Literary Canon "
AlokBhalla (India), Reader, Department of
English Literature, Central Institute of English
and Forelg" Languages, Hyderabad, India a manuscript, "Memory, History, and Fictional
Representation Novels and Novelists on the
Partition of India
Anna Bialobroda, USA, Artist, New York
City — artwork, "Regarding Portrayals and
Projections Paintings and Drawings
David Howard Bing, USA, Professor of
Clinical Testing, Center for Blood Research,
Inc , Boston - a study, "The Role of the
Scientist in the Use of Genetic Testing for
Adjudication of Criminal Acts "
Rachel M- Brownstein, USA, Professor of
English, Graduate Center, CUNY, New York
City- a manuscnpt, "Jane Austen and
Her Readers"

Michael Guboglo (Russia), Deputy Director,
Julia Budenz, USA, Poet, Cambridge,
Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology,
Massachusetts — the "Tasso Octaves" of
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow —
"Vision," part of the third book of her poem in
a study, "The Ethnopohtical Situation in the five books, The Gardens ofFlora Baum
Post-SovietPenod"withDavidLaitin,USA>
,_ , . ,
, .
W]lliam R Kenan professor Of Pohbcal Science
^^S°" (Canada).Prf^or of Classics,
,_
_
r i o j m i
McGiu University, Montreal, Quebec —
and Director Center for the Study of Politics,
g^
^
^
Hlstol7 an<J Culture, University of Chicago —
Q^ £
,{
a manuscript, "Identity in Formation
The Russian- Speaking Population in the
Near Abroad "
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Joan Cassell, USA, Research Associate,
Department of Anthropology, Washington
University, St Louis — a manuscript, "I Can
Do Anything Better than You' Women
Surgeons in a Man s Profession
David P. Chandler, USA, Professor of
History.MonashUmversity.Australiae
08y
"°r m
Bozenna Chylinska (Poland), Assistant
Professor, Institute of English Studies,
University of Warsaw- a study, "Looking for
Greener
Pastures
From Zionism, to_Israehsm
_, .,New
, ...
— The
TT t jc Jewish» Identity in the Contempo
Allyson
of
,
' Clay
. . . (Canada),
' Fraser
_ Assistant
'
, Professor
...
Visual
University,
British ,
_Columbia
, Arts,
, — Simon
,
a series orrpaintings
°
David William Cohen, US A , Director,
International
of ,
. ,
, Institute,
. TT and Professor
TT
Anthropology and History, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor — a manuscript, "The
,,
„
Constitution
ofr,Internationallt,Expertise
r~
„
.
„
.
.
_
,
,,,
*
,
Esther Dabah
Cohen (Mexico),
Researcher,
,
r
,1
i
,-, i ,
InstitutodeJnvestigacionesFilologicas, Ciudad
Umversitana,
Mexico
City
—
a
study,
"Magic
„,
, m the
!Renaissance
„
„
Thought
tLeonardj A.
» rCole,
. i T US
T C AA,
T 3Faculty
I ^ AAssociate,
»
Rutgers University — a manuscript, "Testing
Ourselves The Politics of Biological and
Chemical Warfare "
Donald J. Cosentino, USA, Associate
Professor and Chair, Folklore Program,
University of California, Los Angeles —
a manuscript, "Holy Bones The Physical m
Vernacular Religion "
,
.
j ^ - T TU CS A,
A nProfessor
r
r
MargretadeGrazia,
of
_English,
. ., TT
,
University ofr_Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia — a manuscript, "Unmodermzing
Early Modern Shakespeare's Period and
the English
"
v Renaissance
.,._.
T ^ A,
. T ,Professor
,f yEnglish,
- i i ^State
Carl
Dennis,TUS
of
Umversity of New York, Buffalo — a collection
of poems, "Extra Gods "
„ .. . ,„ , „ ,
,~.
DuYaxiong (China), Professor of Chinese
Music and Ethnomusicology, Conservatory of
Chinese Music, Beijing — a manuscript, "The
Fundamentals of Chinese Music Theory and Its
Cultural Basis "
Stephen E. Dunn, US A .Professor of Creative
,lr
,, in the
u AArts,r,Richard
1 j
Writing andj-r.
Trustee T-Fellow
Stockton College of New Jersey, Pomona —
a collection of poems
„
__. ,,,„,,,,
r^ i i
Stuart
Dybek,
of
...
, US University,
.A,
. Professor
„
, English,—
Western '
Michigan
Kalamazoo
a collection of short short fiction, "Even So "
, , , _ . . , _ . ,„ , ,s
Ludmila Dziewiecka-Bokun
_ ,
r_ , (Poland),
,_
Associate
Professor
of
Political Science,
,T
r...
,
, «_,,
University of Wroclaw — astudy,
The„State
and Civil Society Joint Partners m PostCommunist Democratization "
¥. , _ . ,.
. . _,
,
Lindsay
„ , ' Falvey
„ ' ,(Australia),
,, ".Dean _and
,
Professor,
of Agriculture,
and
TT
i Faculty
TT
,i forestry
Horticulture,
University ofr,<
Melbourne
—
a manuscript, "Natural Resource Management
Education and Technology Transfer "
„ ..„_.
, ^ T TUSO .A,
T ^Deanrfor
Daniel
D. Federman,,.M.D.,
...
„W
,,.,,,,
Medical,„,
Education and Carl
Walter,
Professor of Medicine and Medical Education,
Harvard Medical School, Boston — a manuscript, "Patients and Doctors Shared Risks,
Shared Remedies "

Robert Feintuch, USA, Artist, New York City
— a group of drawings to be exhibited in
Verona, Italy
pe
u g profasor
„ . 1IT
.
Stanford
University — translation
or.the^
poetry
of Paul Celan (1920-1970)
Harvey V.Fineberg,M.D, US A, Dean,
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston a monograph introducing college students
and young health professionals to thefieldof
public health
Roland
u g profesor
„
TT
n
Georgetown.University
—'a collection
ot<•, ,
, ,of ,
poems°
and a book
prose
poems and short
fiction
T Jay
T- ,, ,, ,-USj. A,
r.
i T, Professor
r
n
' Folberg,
",„San Francisco
_ Dean—and
, . on of Law,
University
of
a
book
a resolution
,
conflict
c-i • p • r ti 1 (r
\
„Composer,„ Berlin
, — a music composition,
«„ . _tO
»
cr >gn P
iJoshua
i . r Fried,
- j T TU CSAA/,-Composer,n Brooklyn,
i l
' York
.— a musicali score for
r ai large scale
i
New
„
,
,
°
collaborativefproduction
Judith
Gardiner,» cU SjA , TT
Professor ofr
;, ,Kegan
, Women
,...
English
and
s
Studies,
University
TIT
^u
«. , i of
Illinois,
Chicago
—
a
manuscript,
Masculinity
F
rTh
"
Linda Georgianna, U S A , Professor of
English, University of California, Irvine — a

Lillian Hoban, USA, Writer and Illustrator,
Wilton, Connecticut — unfilled paintings for
a book on sea otters
^^ R
Be
„ , ,. — artwork,, ,,,„
>„
, and ,
California
(Re)Remembermg
Memory within the Context of Visual
Expression"
Daniel Victor Hoyland (UK), Senior Lecturer
in Music, Barber Institute, University of
Birmingham, England — a commissioned
orchestral work for BBC (Radio 3)
^M
^ professor ^
™
i
i
,•„Pennsylvania
,
T Law
Philosophy,
„ , Philadelphia
, „,University
, , , .— of'
' In
«,
School,
a manuscript,
Violation of the Law "
... Jibrin
n Ibrahim
• • /XT (Nigeria),
s „ Senior Lecturer,
_^
rr,Political
, ,,,Science,
,AhmaduBello
, j „„
Department
of
,,
-,Zana, Nigeria — a study,
,
University,
"Democracy and the Crises of the Rentier State
Access,
_ Patrimomalism,
.. and „Political
Recomposition in Nigeria
Francis
(Nigeria),
_, Sulemanuldachaba
„ University
..
° Vice
. .. .
Chancellor,
of...
Agriculture,
,
«„
,
',_
,
.
. Makurdi
—
astudy,
Failures
of
Policy
Implementation
_, Nigerian
..
_Experience „
The
cSheila
u i iJasanoff,
O : TUS
T C AA,
T I Professor
J:
ccof Science
_
.
,,
,„,
_
^
. e
Policy and Law and Chair, Department of
'
J
T
U
I
c
t
j
<
n
Science and Technology Studies, Cornell
University — a manuscript, "Determined
Technology The Regulation of Genetic
Engineering in Germany, Britain, and the US"

' n u
ucers
ry
David H. Getches, U S A , Raphael J Moses
Professor of Natural Resources Law, University
of Colorado School of Law, Boulder — a study,
"Governance,
and
The
„ of,
„Equity,
, ,River
7 „ Sustainability
„
'
Case
the,Colorado

Rasma KarkUnS> U S A ' ProfeSSOT and Chair'
Department of Political Science, University of
Illinois, Chicago — a manuscript,
"Ethnopolitics and Identity in Latvia
Assimilation, Pluralism, or Separation'"
.Suzanne
„ Keller,
.. ...
,
,,, Sociology,
,
US A_ .Piofessor
„
.ofidea
,
Princeton T.
University — a ,book, on the
Joseph Giordano, USA, Director, Ethnicity
of community and its applicability to the
and Mental Health Associates, Bronxville, New
current era
York
series _of radio
"Growing
_, Beth
„ t .*•• i_ IUS, OA,. TIndependent
J
j
. — aMany
,,
, shows,
,, 'Cultures
,
,, up in
Mary
America
Families,
Many
_Producer,
. ..Kirchner,
, _City — scripts,for a 13'
'
New,,York
Ian Graham (UK), Director, Maya Corpus
part series of half-hour programs for NPR
Program, Peabody Museum, Harvard Univerfocusing on 20th-century historical ideas,
sity — a biography of Alfred P Maudslay, figures, and/or events
'
h 1 t fth M
1 ti n
" eerar
g
e aya ivi i
Gabor Waniczay (Hungary), Professor and
Alexander Guennadiev (Russia), Professor of
Head, Department of Medieval Studies, Central
Geography, Moscow State University —
European University, Budapest — a book on
a manuscript, "Soil Resources of Analogous
witchcraft and sainthood
,.
_ ,
„
William James Klausner, U S A , Professor of
Origin,
. Chulalongkorn
„, , , , University,
TT
. and,
° Quality, Management
Law,
Charles A. Hale, USA, Professor of History,
Consultant, Ford Foundation, Bangkok,
University of Iowa, Iowa City — a study,
Thailand — a collection of essays, "Thai
"The Civil
and Political Ideas
Culture in Transition "
, _ Law Tradition
..
in 20th-century
Mexico
_Raimo
. T.Kolli
... ,_(Estonia),
. , _Professor
, and..Head,
. ,
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, USA, Julia Cherry
Institute of Social Science and Agrochemistry,
Spruill Professor of History, University of
Estonian Agncultural University— astudy,
,J
,
_
,
_,
,
,
,
'
,
.
«n
j » \. andju
c. ^ ofecboils
i »
North Carolina, Chapel Hill — a manuscript,
Productivity
Humus Status
<<T)Reticence andJT>Reclamation
i 4. Katharine
»• u
T-.TI
..V..A.
., Kolve,
. ..„U,S .
, _, Foundation
,.
. .
... Makm f c m DuPre
r»
A.„,.UCLA
"
Professor of English, University of California,
Ratna Handurukandc (Sri Lanka), Professor of
Los Angeles — a study, "The Fool Who Said in
Sanskrit, Department of Classical Languages,
His Heart, 'There Is No God' A Study in
TT
j
j
r
v,
j i Art
A and
j^
, »
University
ofrnPerademya
— aneditionof
Medieval
Culture
D J J . legends
i J (Ahoratra
/ A L » vrata-avadana)
j ^
Buddhist
.WoseneW.
..
,,, „•Kosrof,
rTIo
. cSacramento,
US» A,«_»
Artist,
Thomas Charles Heller, USA, Professor
California — artwork, "Africa The New
of Law and International Studies, Stanford
Alphabet "
Law
— a manuscnpt,
"Thej^iui
Road from
•,.,.„•
T ^ ^ , UT oS A. ^, Corwmr ,Professor
r
r
_Rio School
_Environmental
. Markets
m i and
Global
„William.Kraft,
j ^Department
^ ^ .otc of
„,
„,
„
Composition
and Chair,
°
Composition, University of California, Santa
Barbara — an opera, "The Red Azalea "
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Sabharatna Ananda Kulasooriya (Sn Lanka),
Senior Professor and Head, Department of
Botany, University of Perademya, Sn Lanka —
a monograph on nitrogenfixationin nee fields
,, J.Kuper
,„
/TTIr\r,t
reSocial
i
Adam
(UK), Professor of
Anthropology, Brunei University — a study,
"Culture A Critical Modern History of the Idea
and Its Applications "
„ _,. T ,T_ „
XT i/ i
Bun-Clung Lam, U S A , Composer, New York
City- a music composition, Bigono,
for a film project in collaboration with
Stine Werenfels
, ,
TTSA
f
f~H
'
,'
,
'
andofLaw.UniversrtyofGeorg.a.Athensa manuscript, The Scopes Trial in American
History
J
c
r
c
Howard
, . A.TLatin,
i. i Ui- S A , CProfessor
L I n ofA Law
and Justice John Francis Scholar, Rutgers
University School o .Law, Newark—
a manuscript, The Mirage of International
Environmental Law "
iw
L ITLeeiv
^ T, c
i-» Agricultural
i i
Hochol
'(Korea), Professor
, .. of,.,
Economics, Kyungpook National University,
Taegu.Korea-astudy, Development of
Korean Agnculture in the Late Yi Dynasty
, , . ., t
T T C A TJ c
r
John
Anthony
Lennon, US A, Protessorot
'
_
'
Music, Emory'University'— .amusic
, .
.
composition, commissioned chamber works
A M hr Lech US A P f
f
_ . ,cSaence and
'j Associate
A ' Director,
ssoro Center
Political
,.
, and...
c. , .Villanova
...
for
Arab
_ Islamic Studies,«_,
. . j,
N^ 1IH ttv^th S (I »
'
Curt
Hebraic
CStudies,
J Leviant,
T Rutgers
. 'USUniversity
IA, TProfessor
^ — aof
. . or
,
translation
„,
.
A
i
u
.
n
.
c
tc*u
Sholom
, Aleichem sTneSoneofSonrs,
& J 6 > with
in r ucory essay
Herbert
US A, Avalon
_Foundation
, .S.Lindenberger,
_Professor
, 6,' umanies,
roesso
_,oi
,„ , ,orr_Humanities,
, ,,,
Department of English, Stanford Umversity™m
e
Romulus Linney, USA, Professor of the Arts,
Theatre ,Division, Columbia University'
—
'
Catherine Lord, US A, Professor of Studio Art
..
.scStudies,
j TTUniversity of
cr^ic
and..Women
California,
TIrvine, — a manuscnpt,
» '<TI.
i-vQueer in
The
, „
the Archive
ZeeyMaoz (Israel), Professor and Head, Jaffee
Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv Umvers.ty
- a study, The Leadership of Global Change
Polltical Leaders at International Crossroads
„
.-.
. . . .(Italy),
, . „Poet and,,Literary
Danicla
Marcheschi
„ . .
T.Italy
. — amanuscnpt,
"
«„
/
Critic,
Lucca,
' .
'„
^ Towards
'
Joan Mark, U S A , Research Associate in the
'
r
.
i
, Peabody
r, i i Museum,
»»
History of Anthropology,
uHarvardJTT
ubiographical
u i study
j or<•
University
—
a
.,the lite
., andjwork,V,,
1%
,,noi
Manuel Gamio
,„,.. , _ , or..,.
. (1983
.
1960), the father of Mexican anthropology
Susan Ann R. McKay, USA .Professor of
XT
ji»r
j ITUniversity
L. of
c
Nursingaand
Women>scStudies,
...
,Laramie
'
Wyoming,
—
amanuscnpt,
,„'
T_
n
IVT
Women
Experiences as Pregnant
and New
,,
, atsur
.„Wyoming,
Mothers
Heart
Mountain,
,
.
_ ,
' ,,
Japanese
American
Relocation
Camp
r

Anna Mere! (Hungary), Television Director,
Department of Cultural and Educational
Programmes, Hungarian Television —
a documentary film on the history of
Ebtvos College°
Johannes Merz (Germany), Scientific
Collaborator, Institut fur Bayensche
Geschichte, Munich — a study, "The Prince
Bishop and His Neighbors The Foreign
^^ m ^ Sta£BmM ProcJ
at the Transition From the Middle Ages to
M H T
"
Modern limes
Michael S. Moore, U S A , Leon Meltzer
Professor of Law and Professor of Philosophy,
Universltyof Pennsylvania, Philadelphiaa manuscrlpt, «PIacmg Blame A General
_,
,.{' '
6, , „
Theory
'or the Cnmmal Law
„ i»,n
,Nelson,
,., , US
, T OA,
A Professor
T, e andj
Sarah
MiUedge
^^ Department 0fAaAaapoheri University
of Denver — a manuscnpt, "Gender, Prestige,
,
A h 1

Miriam K. Rosenthal (Israel/U K ), Professor
and Director, Graduate Early Childhood
Studies, Hebrew University, Jerusalem —
a study, "Childhood, Child Rearing, and Child
Care A Cultural Perspective "
Helen I. Safa, USA, Professor of
Anthropology and Latin American Studies,
University of Florida, Gainesville — a volume
of conference papers, "Race, the State, and
Natjona] Ident,^ m me Afo.^^
D.aspora"
Peter H. Sand (Germany), Lecturer, Institute of
International Law, University of Munich —
a manuscript, "International Economic
Instruments for Sustainable Development "
, fC
mr,vt (
Janet
K
_ ,Sayers, (UPsychology,
_ ), Professor
, , Keynes
..of College,
., „
Psychoanalytic
TT
ctr
r<
J
\.
Ti j —
University of Kent, Canterbury, England
a study, "Teenage Memories, Teenage Gods
Psychoanalytic Transformations "

Adelaida Reyes Schramm, USA, Professor
Robert
Newsom,
US, A, Professor
of English,\ ofr*Music/Ethnomusicology,
State
TT
,_
,
,
n — a manuscnpt
. onJersey
c. CityAand
University of California, Irvine — a manuscnpt,
College
refugees
«Just for Pleasure The Ethics of the Victorian
resettles, "Following a Musical Trail from
^,»
Forced Migration to Resetdement ,n the
., trtct, »
JudithNies,USA,Wnter,Cambndge,
umtea states
..
,
„_.Black
r ,.Mesa
_.MarkScnlesmeer.
. „ ,.
TTC A,
, ,Artist,..New.,York
,
Massachusetts
—
a
manuscript,
_Encounters in Amenca
.
,sVTNew TIndian
, ,.,
.-,City
,_ — artwork,
_^ , ,,,Models
,US
, , or
r-Spaces„Painting
Wars „
Hn
"
Niu Wen-Yuan (China), Professor and
Director,
and ,
Lucy
US A,i Professor
„
, Division
, Development,
_ ,of Environment
_.
„ Shapiro,
i Biology,
nand
. Chairman,
Sustainable
Chinese
Academy
Department
ofm
Developmental
,„
„
,
,,„
,
,,
,
,,,
„
f
,
,,,
,
of Sciences, Beijing — astudy, Seeking
Stanford University School of Medicine —
Balance Between Man and Nature for Global
articles on the capabilities and concerns of
Sustainable Development in the 2 1 st Century "
medicine in the 2 1 st century
.ZacharyNieuma
_ . ... (Cameroon),
,,-,
,
. ^, Shay,
_, M,.
_..,,.US,, .A,,.Staff
„_Psychiatrist,
• ..
Martin
Jonathan
.
D
_
,
,,,
'
'
TT
.._
„
'
,
,
.
«.=
/
,
..,.
Professor
of History,'. University
Department
Affairs Outpatient
_
. . 'of Buea,
„, Co„
„ Boston
_ of—Veterans
Cameroon
— astudy, «.Muslim-Christian
Clinic,
a manuscript, «„,
The'
Long
existence in Cameroon Since Independence "
Way Home How Combat Soldiers Lose Their
c,-..
/^
j
\
n
t
t
Homecoming"
c,-..
/^
j
\
n
t
t
Bnan
Professor of
&, „ ,, „ ,
_ S.,Osborne
_Queen,(Canada),
.,Yitzhak
- , , „,.
,
Geography,
sT,University,,.Kingston,
Shichor
(Israel), Professor and
Q^ ^^ _a
4,ab4 &e
chalrman_ Department of Polltical Science>
Centre>fate8wtm8me MaTSms A" Histoncal
Hebrew University of Jerusalem - a bookGeographical Perspective on Canadian
length study, "Military-to Civilian Conversion
National Identity "
The Chinese Version "
..
„
T
T
f
A
n
<
r
m
-M.J
•»
T TU CSAAA ,- Artist,
> . > XNew
T V IYork
IrunaPaperno, US A, Professor of Slavic
Theodora«Skipitares,
Languages and Literatures, University of
City — artwork, "Journey to the Island "
California, Berkeley — a study, "Suicide as a
- ..
._ , ,
r*Cultural
i IT Institutioni»rWesternV«Models
ji and
j -n.
Peter
Their
, Somlai
. _ (Hungary),
^ ¥? Professor
«. n j of*
T.Russian TTransformations
<. »
Sociology,
Eotvos
University,
Budapest •— a
,
,,°
.
•,._._._
study, Explonng Institutions orc-nPrimary
RonaPondick, US A, Artist, New York City—
Socialization"
drawings for a site-specific installation,
^ So
u $ A professQr ^^ rf
Tree Head Room
Music H
Hamrd Um
_a
of African-American music in the 19th century
_ , ofrr>Polltical
i ic
-rTnbhuwan
uu
Professor
_ , ,.,-Spear,,,„.
,,,,
,,,,
,,
„Kathmandu
. ,Science,
, ,,.,Nepalese
.
Richard
U.S Ani.
, Mildred
University,
—
astudy,
_ , E.oft^^-i,
i College
/-. nC Jay—
_Parliament
, '' Committee
„. .snRole
i inTLegislation
i» »
Professor
Art
History,
Oberhn
, . ,-,,,, ,,r~,r ,^^^ u
°^
abookonGuidoRem(1575-I642),themost
Bishwambher Pyakuryal (Nepal), Associate
famous painter of the Italian Baroque
Professor, Central Department of Economics,
_ , ._ „.
, T P A TI r
^.11
.T
»,
,
,
v,
i
Frank
Professor,
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal —
_, .H. Stewart,
,T .U S A ,j»»jji
A ,
.
j
«T
in
»
*
u
i
j
Department
of
Islamic
andT Middle
Eastern
astudy,
Local
Resource
Mobilization
and
„
j
»T
i_
TT
,
TIsrael
I
\,
i™
AC
i
c
i
^
j
Studies,
Hebrew
University,
Jerusalem,
Municipal
Planning
A
Survey
ot
Selected
,„
,
'
„
.
r.
° ,„
— amanuscnpt, Legal Reasoning in a System
Mumcipahties in Nepal
fc t
La
Regina Resnik, US A, Opera Singer, New York
_ . ._ J / T T O . N T , c
c
fCityt—.her autobiography,
u
u «/^Golden
u TJubilee
ui
Bnan
Stock ,X
(Canada/US A),
Professor,,of
._
r
-^VmReginai,Resnik
i »
History '
and Comparative
University
The Career or
. ,about
, Literature,
, ways
r
or,_
Toronto — a book
evolving
or
^
.
.
^
n
j
T
T
C
A
n
r
r
r
i
u
*
».
j
Carter
CRevard,
US
A,
Professor
of
English,
representing
emotions
in
premodern
... , . University,
TT ' . St'Louis,
. Missouri
»,
T,
u
Washington
—
European
history
,,.
,,
,
„
•*
amanuscnpt, Amencan Values Repossessing
Europe" and a collection of poems,
"Unzipping Angels "
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David M. Stoll, USA, Research Fellow,
Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars, Washington, DC — a study,
"The
Construction
of
,
I in ^Guatemala
I Human
I andTRights
Iconography
ItsTImpact on
the Peace Process "
c
c»
T T C A \T . T,
u
SusanStrasser.USA;, Visiting Research
Professor, American Studies Program George
Washmgton University - a social and cultural
history of household refuse
Abhi Subedi (Nepal), Professor of English,
Tnbhuvan University, Kathmandu „,. ; . ., . IT
„
amanuscnpt, Nepali Art - Nepali Utopia
EorsSzathmary (Hungary), Research Fellow,
Department of Plant Taxonomy and Ecology,
Eorvos University, Budapest —a popular
,. , , _,.. ~
version
, jof the, book,,,TheMaior
HS Transitions,
rti
coedited with Joyn Maynard Mmtn
Diana L Taylor, US A, Associate Professor
and Director, Women's Health Program,
Umvers,tyofCaliforma,SanFrancisco-a
study.Symptom Managementand Health
PromotionforWornensHedthNewModels
tor Women s HealUi Care Delivery
Kjell Torriset (Norway), Artist, St Leonards on
Sea, East Sussex, England — preliminary
drawings and
sketches for,._
a commissioned
, .,
. .,library
mural.?
for the
University of Oslo
'
Kenneth Wexler, USA, Professor of
Psychology and Linguistics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology—amanuscnpt,
«^
„ j
r i Syntactic
<.
_Comparative
,
.,Studies,in„Early'
' ,
Development
Formal
Features
and
,, „
™
Mary E. Wilson, M.D., US A, Chief, Division
of Infectious Diseases, Mount Auburn
Hospital, Cambridge, Massachusetts — a study,
"The Distribution of Infectious Diseases m
.
, and
, cSpace
, ,
Time

George Washington University,
BUILDING DEMOCRACY
Washington, D C
$4,900 toward the costs of activities to enhance
a» conference, "The Health-Development
,XTTTT
.Vlis
^r.rot,
i
j-forT.PositiveLink
MAJUK INI
11A11
Microenterpnse Development
Health Outcomes," held at the Bellagio Center,
Next Generation Network
October 28-November 1,1996
1996 appropriation of'$530,000 for allocation by
. , . « „ . „
the officers to create a corps of21st-century
International Institute for Sustainable
AW/ncfl» ieaders w,rt a sense o/common
Development, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
and ^ M
gd (g huM fl
$23,000 toward the costs of activities to
sgaety aammtted tofalrness and democratic
enhance a conference, Pnnciples ot
principles, and with the confidence and skills to
Sustainable Development Performance
fe
^ orfjen m
f ofthesegoals
Measurement, held at the Bellagio Center,
November 4-8,1996
Foundation-administered project
.
• m
r
-ff
$71,500 toward administrative costs associated
international Kescue l^mmittee,
with the Next Generation Network exploration
New York, New York
of the Building Democracy initiative
$15,000 toward the costs of activities to enhance
.
,,
,
...
,
„„
--I.*:™ „,!„,•„ vt.,,.^1 „,„:„,-»
a conference organized by the Women s
rounoanon-adrninisterea
project
CommissionforRefugee Women and Children
$72,000 toward administrative costs associated
on "Unaccompanied Refugee Minors Issues in
with the Next Generation Network exploration
Repatriation," held at the Bellagio Center,
of the Budding Democracy initiative
January 27-31,1997.
Foundation-administered project
Johns Hopkins University,
$7,500 toward costs of a consultancy to design
mnmor*Mary}and
an online communications network for use by
^^ ^^& ^ ^^ of actmties to enhance a
the Next Generation Network fellows and staff
conference, "The Origins of Diplomacy," held
at the Bellagio Center, September 16-20,1996
.. ^ Center
i/- » for
r State
c. .Courts,
«- -.
OTHER GRANTS
National
... .
. _
.
„.
Williamsburg, Virginia
Amencan Documentary, New York, New York
$14,279 toward the costs of activities to enhance
$25,000 in support of its High Impact
a conference, "Improving the Quality of Civil
Television project's race initiative
Justice Reform," held at the Bellagio Center
, . , , ,. _
,,,,,,,
,„„_
Amencan
Leadership
March
17-21,1997
. ,Stanford,
,„,,
^Forum,
California
n
-c
A
•
»
»s^»
r
.u
A_.
i
j
u
r planning
.
Pacific-Asia Institute for the Arts and
$19,400 toward the costs of
a
Human Sciences, Pago Pago, Amerika Samoa
Leadership Roundtable.
$10,000 toward the costs of activities to
. . . , ,. _
enhance a team residency, "Building
ft f d C If
'
Sustainable Community Through
•* ' ' , .
rt T t t
Communication Arts," held at the Bellaeio
, - , 1 1
.
, -,, ^
>
r>Center,TJuneic
i
i
m
inoc
f°r
Leadership
in
Action
in
the
21
st
Century
s
26-July 10,1996
u H M

Philip
of Music
„ vWinsor,University
'U S A,' Professor
Composition,
off,,
North, „
Texas,
_
F — a musical,composition
., tor
c
Denton
,
,
.
^_
j
.
chamber orchestra and computer music,
u.Ineluctable
i •! Spaces
o
»
„
.
.
,
,
,., _Zealand)
, ,, .Writer,
...
YaneLian
c. e . Germany
„(in exile,—N eawcollection
.,
Stuttgart,
ot,poems,
«,.ru
j c^ii"
Where A.
thecSeac.Stands
Still

Polytechnic
of
Milan, Milan,
' towardjUniversity
L costs of
t activities
L Italy
$22,650
the
to enhance
c
«nRemote Sensing
c
u
a conference,
in o
Geophysics
r T Doppler
T ^ i Techniques
^ u
i held
i u iatj the
. i nBellaeio
ii
Using
^
»;
i
,,
,r,
^
^
Center, March 11-15,1996
ITUniversity
. .. o,„
, .
Pennsylvania,
„Pennsylvania,
i
mrPhiladelphia
i ji i
j uthe costsrot»activities
. to
$14,310
toward
,
,
«o i <
,
enhance a conference Social Approaches
IA° a" Ind"staal !?f ^.^f? "^
Anthropology
Mining, held at the Bellagio
_Center,
,1,1
-,^ of
,nr,/
July'
22-26,1996
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
$M.935 toward the costs of activities to enhance
a conference, "Words and Voices Critical
Practices of Orality in Africa and in African
Studies," held at the Bellagio Center
February 24-28,1997
„. ' T .
,.,,.,.,
University of Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
$5,080 toward the costs of activities to enhance
a conference, "Civilization and Its Enduring
Discontents Violence and Aggression in
Psychoanalytic and Anthropological
Perspective " held at the BeUagio Center,
September 2 6,1996

SergeiZhuk (Ukraine), Associate Professor of
History, Dmepropetrovsk State University,
IT1
'
. j «<XT
<D . u
Ukraine—^astudy,
New Canaan
in> British
A
i
America
andj.utheDRussianITIUkraine r\Quakers,
Mennomtes and the 'Charismatic' Ethos in
Zones of Colonial Capitalism "
Bellagio Innovation Fund
1996 appropriation of $150,000 m addition to
earherfundingforallocationbytheofficerstoseek
OUt and fund activities that Jl enhance Bellagw
frnc and teams
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
$24,695 toward the costs of activities to enhance
a conference, "New Frontier in Middle East
Secunty" held at the Bellagio Center,
June 24-28,1996
CorneU University, Ithaca, New York
Sj.eootowaidthecostsofactivitiestoenhance
a team residency, "Death of the Father
An Anthropology of Changes in Political
Authority," held at the Bellagio Center
July 31-August 6,1996

Women's World OrganizationforRights,
Literature, and Development,
New York, New York
$25,000 toward the costs of activities to
enhance a conference, "Gender-based
Censorship A Worldwide Human Rights
Problem," held at the Bellagio Center
May 13-17,1996

„ Area
. .
„ Francisco, California
^,r
Bay
' Institute,
., San
_ .. ., _ '
$50,000.for
, use by',its Pacific News
, Service
,
toward planning
r
°for a cross-cultural
communicationsproiect
K'
Community Renewal
Society, Chicago,
Illinois
'
r
e
$50,000 to
, support
J,. expansion of coverage of,,
metropolitan
Chicago
issues
,, r The
„Chicago
„. area
° Reporter
_ m its monthly '
publication,
v
*'
Foundation-administered project
$45,000
administrative
costs
j with
utoward
i_ther,Building
u .American
associated
°
'
Foundation-administered project
$105,000 toward administrative costs
associated with the Building American
Democracy initiative
_
. . ... j
Foundation-admmisteredproject
$74,178 to ward administrative costs
associated with the Building American
Democracy initiative
_
...
...
. .»
Foundation-administered project
'
'Tl™!
associated with the Bmldmg Amencan
Democracy initiative
_
, . ...
. • _*
Foundation-administered project
$22,000 toward administrative costs
^s°"ated ™* *" BuJdmg Deraocracyfor^
Century Initiative
Foundation-administered project
$40,000 for the printing and dissemination of
a report on community building
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Foundation-administered project
$160,000 toward administrative costs
associated with the Building American
Democracy initiative

$75,000 in support of its Campaign for
Common Ground bipartisan citizens' project to
raise the level of political dialogue in America
National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D C
$140,000 toward the costs of the Working
Group on Civic Consciousness and Governance
$50,000 toward a project to syndicate its "Street
Soldiers" radio call-in program nationally
RealMovies,Inc.,NorfcWw

$50,000 to support the Center for Integration
and Improvement of Journalism's News
Watch project
,T
. Councd,
., Oakland
, , . _California
,,
Urban Strateg.es
$150,000 to support membership and
communications expansion of the National
Community Building Network
Youth Law Center, Washington, D C
$129,500 for the planning phase of an
initiative to protect the rights of minority
youth in the juvenile justice and adult criminal
justice systems
•••

HEALTH SCIENCES DIVISION
MA JOR INITIATIVES
Populatton-Based Health Care
Public Health Schools Without Walls
lm appropnat,on of$1,250,000 (joint with
Population Sciences) in addition to earlier
fundingfdr allocation by the officers to support
thefield-based,graduate-degree training courses
for public health officers in Zimbabwe, Uganda,
Ghana and Vietnam, as well as exploratory
activities in other countries
Foundation-administeredproject
$30,000 for operational expenses of the Public
Health Schools Without Walls Initiative
Hanoi School of Public Health,

West China University of Medical Sciences,
Chengdu, China
$21,570 to support participation in a workshop
focused on using burden of disease and costeffectiveness to define national control
Pannes and essent.al packages of care.
'"
Clinical Epidemiology
1996 appropriation of $5,100,000 in addition to
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
continue supportfor core activities of the International Clinical Epidemiology Network
(INCLEN), the training provided by both
Southern and Northern clinical epidemiology
Chulalongkorn University,

activities in public health

the Thai Consortium

Hanoi, Vietnam
^0,000 to support further development of its
activities in public health
»„„„;
c^v,nninfD.,Ki;^vr^lth
Hanoi School
of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam
$4.850 to support participation by a member of
lts faculty in afieldepidemiology training
program conference for the further
development of its activities in public health
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$50,010 to support George Pariyo's doctoral
studY m management at Johns Hopkins
University
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$20,000 for use by its Institute of Public Health
in support of the activities of the Network of
African Public Health Institutions
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$6,500 for use by its Institute of Public Health
to enable thefieldcoordinator of its master's
of public health program to participate in a
workshop focused on using burden of disease
and cost-effectiveness to define national control
priorities and essential packages of care
Peking Union Medical College, Beijing, China
$39,000 for use by its Union School of Public
Health m support of curriculum development
activities designed to meet the future needs of
public health in China
Transvaal School of Public Health,
Pretoria, South Africa
$5,400 to support participation by a member
of its faculty in the course "Quality Assurance
Management Methods for Developing
Countries "
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$206,932 m support of its Public Health Schools
Without Walls' Master of Public Health
trammg program
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$7,500 to enable the management module coordmator of its master's of public health program
to participate m a workshop focused on using
burden of disease and cost effectiveness to
define national control priorities and essential
packages of care

*
«°>°00 f°r «« suPP°rt °f lts Clinical
Epidemiology Unit
Escola
Brazil
for Paulista de Medicina,
^Sao Paulo,
^
activities within INCLEN
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
$20,000forcore support of its Clinical
„ , , ,,
tpiaemioiogy unit
Gadjah Mada University,
Yogyakarta, Indonesia
$162,851 for continuation of phase II activities
wlthm INCLEN
INCLEN, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$285,850 in support of the global meeting of the
International Clinical Epidemiology Network
m Penan& Malays>a> FebruarX 18-24, 1997
INCLEN, Inc., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$15,000 for costs associated with the relocation
Of lts executive director
**">" Kaen University, Khon Kaen, Thailand
$2°'000 for core suPPort of lts Cllmcal
Epidemiology Unit
Makerere Umvers.ty, Kampala, Uganda
*25>000 for core suPPort of lts Cllmcal
Epidemiology Unit
McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada
$162'°5° to continue support for the Clinical
Epidemiology Resource and Training Center
established at this University as part of the
International Clinical Epidemiology Network
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana,
BogotA, Colombia
$17°>°°° m suPPort °f «s re8lonal trammg
actlvlties wthm INCLEN
Shanghai Medical University,
Shanghai, China
$4°>000 for core suPPort and Phase "
transition activities as a clinical epidemiology
resource and trammS center mthm INCLEN
Suez Canal University, hmaiha, Egypt
$25,000 for core support of its Clinical
Epidemiology Unit
Universidad de la Frontera, Temuco, Chile
$170,000 for support of phase II activities
within INCLEN
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University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
$20,000 for support of its clinical epidemiology unit
UniversityofNewcasde.Nevvo^A.^m
$248,400 to continue core support for its
Clinical Epidemiology Resource and Training
Center activities within INCLEN
TI
• -^ orfxT
.1 \r
»T Australia
A
i
University
„ to support
' Newcastle,
, Newcastle,
,learning,,,
$4,187
a ,distance
tellow
from China at its Clinical and Epidemiology
Resource and Training Center
University of the Philippines
M I pi,l
'
$i5Tooo to conTue support for phase II
CERTC training activities within INCLEN
, . . ,of„
. _Toronto,.-,Canada
,
University
Toronto,
'
, Health
.. ,,Care
„ Evaluation
_ ,
$64,470
in
support
of
its
77,
<-r ri TI
and Management Skills Program
University
I,,Yaounde,
,' of Yaounde
„, ,Cameroon
$25,000
of its Clinical
F H forI core
^17support
t
epidemiology unit
University'of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland
$75,oootoestabl,shanetworkforcost
effectiveness analysis based on cross-site studies
by INCLEN clinical economists
•••
Vaccines
1996 appropriation o/$i,ioo,ooo/or allocation
by the officers to support global disease-control
efforts and other activities related to the development, distribution and hcensure ofvaccines
World Health Organization,
Geneva Switzerland
$450,000 to continue support of the activities of
the Children's Vaccine Initiative
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland
$650,000 to continue support for vaccine
research and development for the Global
Programme for Vaccines and Immunization
mmm
rhilHi-pn'cVarrinpTnitiativp
Children s Vaccine initiative
1994 appropriation of $1,200,000 in addition to
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
supportvacaneresearchprogramsandother
activities related to the development and distnbutton ofdeveloping-country children's vaccines
Foundation-administered project
$150,000 to undertake, in conjunction with the
World Bank, a feasibility study to determine
interest of vaccine suppliers in participating in a
project to develop, license and supply currently
not available priority vaccines
mmm
Community-Based Prevention of Dengue
1993 appropriation of $1,200,000 m addition to
earherfundingforalhcationbytheofficersto
phase out support for community-based
approaches in Honduras and Mexico to integrated
control of the urban mosquito vector of dengue
and also yellow fever

Foundation-administered project
$100,000 for the costs of thefinalmeeting of the
community-based prevention of dengue program in Menda, Mexico August 18-25,1996,
and for other program administrative expenses
Foundation-administered project
$50,000 for administrative expenses in
connection with
the community-based
'
prevention
of,.
dengue
r
° program
r °
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland
$57,76i to complete support for its assistance
to the community-based approach to integrated
""ntro1 ofAedes aeM>» Pro'ect m E1 Pr°Sres0'
on uras
Ministry'
of Health,
Mexico City'
, Meraco,
,a community$110,537
for completion
of
'
?.
,
,
based Aedes aegypti control program in
Menda, Mexico^
,.. . of Health,
„, , ,Tegucigalpa,
„,
, Honduras
„ ,
Ministry
V its commu$125,844',for continued, support of
mty-based Aedes aegypti control project
...
.
_Tucson, Arizona
„
University
ot,.
Arizona,
$5>6°° tO prOVlde techmcal asslstance related t0
the design and implementation of intervention
strategies for controlling the spread ofAedes
oegypti in Mexico and Honduras
^
OTHER GRANTS
Vaccine Production Technology Transfer
^^ aPPr<>Pnatton of $1,200,000 in addition to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
make the production of tissue-culture-based viral
vaccines a generic process available at moderate
cost to devd°pmg countries
, , . . , _ , .
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
«8,ooo for completion of data analysis and
preparation of a manuscript related to the casecontrol safety study of live-attenuated Japanese
encephalitis vaccine, in collaboration with West
China University of Medical Sciences, Chengdu
''•
Pesticide Use: Environment and Health
1991 appropriation of $800,000 (joint with
Agricultural Sciences) for allocation by the
a: to provide
j ithe. basis
t rfor an improved
j
officers
understanding of the agricultural, environmental
and health effects Of agricultural pesticide use in
developing countries
University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland
$20,000 for research on the impact of pestiCldes on the pint production of nee,fish,frogs
andmollusks
'''
Foundation-administered project
$200,000 in support of a series of conferences
focused on programmatically feasible
investment strategies m health for the future
Harvard University Cambridge Massachusetts
$10,000 m support of a project Opportunity or
Obsolescence The Changing Role of the United
Nations in International Health "
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$15,000 in support orra symposium, „„
Gateway
to World Health New Science and Strategies in
P bl H 1th "

Health Systems Trust, Durban, South Africa
$100,000 for support of its Health Systems
Research and Planning Skills Development
Programme
johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland
$50,000 in support of data collection and
analysis
for,,the 1996
National
Prevalence
, in
,,,
Survey
on Smoking
China

o
"

National Institute of Public Health,
Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico
$35,700 in support of a regional meeting for the
Americas on the present situation and future
r°le °f lnternatlonal health a8encles
Pan American Health Organization,
Washington,
D uC
TTTII.
$22,000rforcjir
further
T,
i support
r> of its Health
r,
Promotion and Violence
Prevention
Program
for the Urban Poor
c * »-r Boston,
n * Massachusetts
>, i „
SatelLife,
$50,000 towardj (.the costs cof a project,
"ProMED-mail The Program for Monitoring
Emerging Diseases"
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
$25,000 in support of social science and
medical anthropological research activities m
Southeast and South Asia
World Health Organization,
Genmj) Smtzerla*d
$55>000 toward m£ actlv)t]es of ^ Globa]
Health Research and Development Forum
mmm
Research to Improve Reproductive
Health
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Improving Reproductive Health Service
Delivery
1996 appropriation of $2,300,000 (joint with
Population Sciences) m addition to earlier
funding for allocation by the officers to support
research m selected developing countries to
identify sustainable models for expanding access
to and improving the quality of reproductive
health services, especially for neglected services
and populations
. . .. .- „
, ..
,„ .,
Association
and Family
„ ,, „ for
, Reproductive
N
'
Health, Waaan, Nigeria
«6.°°o toward *e cost of an evaluation
research study of the West African Youth
Initiative on Adolescent Reproductive Health
m Nigeria and Ghana
r ., „ ,., ,
. .
n \T
TTT"^ •
Rese"rchf T"""gle Park' N°™ Caroh"a .
$51,840 for a descriptive study to understand
the context of unsafe abortion among adult and
adolescent women in Ivory Coast and Guinea
Family Planning Association of Kenya,
Nairobi, Kenya
$281,400 for an intervention research project to
test a new reproductive health service delivery
modelforyoung people m the small city of
^ ajeval°£e eLtmgmodels ,n
'
International Center for Research on
Women' Washington, D C
$35,080
,, to enable a staff member
, and Indian
colleafues *> Pa«'«Pf « '" w°*"g 8r°uf °"
sexuality and sexual behavior research in India
85
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MaulanaAzad Medical College,
New Delhi, India
$60,770 for an epidemiologies! and sociological
study of symptomatic and asymptomatic
reproductive tract infections/sexuallytransmitted
, , diseases,
,- and related treatmentK i
(\i n
ew
Population Council, New York, New York
,
..
„ ,T
,
$186,920 to enable its staff ,n Hanoi and
Bangkoktoprovidetechmcalassistanceto
Vietnamese researchers in the development of
research projects in reproductive health and to
assist UNICEF's Myanmar office m evaluating a
project promoting reproductive health as a
means of preventing the spread of STDs and
HIV/AIDS

Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia
$42,250 for use by its Health Transition Centre in
support of a research project "Vulnerability to an
AIDS epidemic in South Asia: Bangladesh "
_
...
. . . ,project
.
Foundation-administered
$255,483 to support the development of the
International AIDS Vaccine Initiative
„ , ri , . .. , . .
Foundation-administered project
tQ
^^ ^ t of me
international AIDS Vaccine Initiative

Population Council, New York, New York
$591,180 to enable its Nairobi regional office to
provide technical assistance to the Family
Planning Association of Kenya and the
Zimbabwe National Family Planning Councd
in testing new models and evaluating ongoing
reproducuvehealthprogramsforadolescents

International AIDS Vaccine Initiative,
New York, New York
$2,500,000 toward the costs of its activities to
ensure development of safe, effective, preventive
HIV vaccines for use throughout the world
. . .. .. .. .
Johns Hopfans Umvemty,
Baltimore, Maryland
$10,000 in support of developing country
participation at an international workshop on
clinical trials of STD treatment for HIV
prevention

Population Council, New York, New York
$200,000 to enable its New Delhi regional office
to develop further its reproductive health
strategy and to expand its technical support to
;:p:opdrutrh±±ronsundertaking
Population Council, New York, New York
$300,000 for its Robert H Ebert Program on
Critical Issues in Reproductive Health and
Population
Population Secretariat, Kampala, Uganda
$33,780 for workshops to create a research
agenda and facilitate the coordination and
implementation of district-level reproductive
health interventionsforUgandan young people
RuralWomen'sSocialEducationCentre,
Chengalpattu, India
$75,000 to expand its reproductive health
program for young people and develop and test
indicators that can be used in other settings to
morutor and evaluate community-based
reproductive health services
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$89,560fora randomized study to evaluate
the effectiveness of cryotherapy compared to
loop electrosurgical excision procedure in treatment of women with precancerous conditions
of the cervix to prevent the development of
cervical cancer
ZimbabweNationalFamilyPlanning
Council, Harare, Zimbabwe
$365,000 for an intervention research project
to .denhfy appropriate, effective and replicable
modelsofreproductivehealthservicesfor
youth in Zimbabwe.
HIV in the Developing World
1996 appropriation o/$3,65o,ooo (joint with
Population Sciences) in addition to earlier fund
ing for allocation by the officers to continue to help
developing countries improve their capabilities for
reducing the spread ofHIV (human immunedeficiency virus) infection as well as other
sexually-transmitted diseases, and to mitigate the
consequences ofcurrent infection

Foundation-administered project
$150,000 to cover Foundation-administered
expenses associated with engaging consultants
to assist with evaluation and other activities
related to HIV/AIDS projects

^H-^*.-*,
Baltimore, Maryland
$150,000 in support of a research project,
"Vitamin A Supplementation of Breast-Feeding
Mothers and Neonates at Delivery Impact on
Mother-to-Child Transmission During
Lactation, HIV Infection Among Women
°Urmf P°f-Partum Year>«™»Infant
Mortallt>r
Kenyatta National Hospital, Nairobi, Kenya
$49,450 in support of a research project
'-Autopsy Study in HIV-1 Positive and Negative
te Medlcal Patlents m Nairobi, Kenya
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$31,720 to enable its Institute of Statistics and
Applied Economics to analyze data gathered on
Ugandan household composition and family
structure in the wake of HIV/AIDS
Swaasthya Project, New Delhi, India
$36,900 for qualitative research on sexual health
and behavior among adolescents in the Tigri
area of New Delhi, designed to improve
HIV/AIDS and STD prevention efforts in
the community
Uganda Virus Research Institute,
Entebbe, Uganda
$400,000 to continue support of the STD
control and prevention strategy component of
the Rakai Project
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS,
Geneva, Switzerland
$200,000 m support of the activities of its STD
n
t T t t
Diagnostics Initiative
United Nations Children's Fund,
New York, New York
$40,270 to evaluate an intervention project
designed to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS
in Myanmar through the promotion of
reproductive health education and services

UniversityofManitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada
$25,000 in support of a research project in
collaboration with the University of Nairobi on
genetic and phenotypic characterization of
resistance to HIV-1 infection
•••
OTHER GRANTS
..
. . .
Australian National University,
Canberra Australia
$40,000forthefinalissue of the Health
Transition Review to be published by its Health
Transition Centre
Centre for Development and Population
Activities, Washington, DC
$99,910 for an Impact Evaluation Study of two
of its Better Life Options partner projects in
India — Prerana/Associate CEDPA in New
Delhi and Bharatiya Grameen Mahda Sangh in
Indore — to be conducted in collaboration with
Indian evaluation experts
..
...
Commonwealth Regional Health
Community Secretariat for East, Central,
and Southern Africa, Arusha, Tanzania
$125,000 to encourage greater integration of
reproductive health and population issues in the
development policies of African countries
$80,000 for the development and dissemination
of a resource guide for program planners,
decision makers and health practitioners in
developing countries to help reduce the
incidence of unsafe abordon and improve
abortion-related care in ways appropriate under
the laws of their countr.es
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$100,000 for a project to be conducted in
collaboration with the Women's Health and
Action Research Unit, Obafemi Awolowo
University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria, to conduct formative
and mterventlon research to ™Pmve me
prevention and treatment of sexuallytransmitted diseases among m-school teenagers
in Nigeria.
Karin A"L Hyde> Namb>> Keny
$19'5°°to P™?31"6 a rePort on sexual education
programs in African schools that will be dissemlnated wddy m Afrlca and "* Umted States
International Center for Research on
Women, Washington, D C
$?>fO to prepare a paper on the consequences
of adolescent childbeanng in developing
eoun1tlj«for«e National Research Councd s
Workshop on Adolescent Reproduction in
Developing Countries to be held in March 1997
McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada
$20,000 for a project m collaboration with
researchers from Khon Kaen and Makerere
universities to create a conceptual framework
^^
^form£ dejign and evaluatlon of
adolescent sexual and reproductive health
interventions
Population Council.Mw York, New York
$20,000 to enable its Cairo regional office to
deslSn and Pretest a natlonal research study that
^ be undertaken in collaboration with local
universities and nongovernmental organizations concerning the changing situation of
adolescence in Egypt
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Population Council, New York, New York
$41,400 toward the costs of a project in collaboration with the Egyptian Ministry of Health and
Population to develop an intervention framework for the improvement of women's
reproductive health
Reproductive Health Matters, London,
England
$25,000 for subsidized subscriptions or free
distribution of its publications to readers in
sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia
SAHAJ Society for Health Alternatives,
Baroda, India
$10,000 toward the cost of organizing and
conducting workshops that will examine colleclive cultural beliefs and practices concerning
childbirth and reproductive health in India, and
analysis of the data collected at the workshops

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY DIVISION
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Increasing Employment Opportunities
Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation (MDRC), New York, New York
$270,000 in addition to earlier funding to
develop state.based demonstrations that test
promising job-access and job-creation strategies
...
Initiative to Increase Employment for InnerCity Residents
1996 appropriation of $6,000,000 for allocation
tythe officers to support the pilot phase of
demonstrations testing a combination of
promising job-access and job-creation strategies
m selected inner-city communities
Foundation-administered project
$1,000 toward the costs of a service
arrangement to facilitate thefirstmeeting of the
VT
i~L i. JTJobs
u Initiative
i
Neighborhood
worki group
°^
o- r
Indianapolis Private Industry Council,
Indianapolis, Indiana
$230,000 in support of its Indianapolis
Independence Initiative to restructure the city's
employment and economic support programs
Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation, New York, New York
$200,000 in support of its Jobs-Plus initiative
Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation, New York, New York
$319,138 in support of its Competitive
Alternatives in Service Delivery Initiative
Urban Institute, Washington, DC
$43,230 to develop an implementation and
research plan for the Neighborhood Jobs
Initiative
NYC Neighborhood Entrepreneurs
Employment Project
1996 appropriation of$500,000 for allocation by
the officers to fund the third andfinalyear of a
joint initiative by the New York City Department
ofHousing Preservation and Development and
the New York City Partnership — a business
advocacy organization —for placing residents of
distressed areas in private-sector jobs
Barnard College, New York, New York
$90,000 toward the second year of a feasibility
assessment of the initiative
Housing Partnership Development
Corporation, New York New York
$500,000 toward the costs of the second year of
the initiative
•• •
The Future of Work
1994 appropriation of $1,000,000 for allocation
by the officers to initiate a joint program with the
Russell Sage Foundation in support of research
on macroeconomic trends and the increasingly
acute problems of low-skilled workers in
advanced economies
Foundation-administered project
$40,000 toward administrative costs related to
"The Future of Work" initiative
Foundation-administered project
$33,000 toward administrative costs related to
"The Future of Work" initiative

W. £. Upjohn Unemployment Trustee
Corporation, Kalamazoo, Michigan
$100,300 toward the costs of a research project
entitled "Jobs for the Poor Can Labor Demand
Policies Help'"
...
National Council of La Raza, Washington, D C
$500,000 to provide support for its Hispanic
Employment Policy Project, which focuses on
employment-related pokey issues critical to the
Latino community
...
Corporation for Supportive Housing,
New York, New York
$1,605,000 to fund the second year of its threeyear employment initiative in Chicago, New
York City and San Francisco to increase
employment opportunities for residents of
supportive housing
•••
_
B d e t d P T P''ti
.
„£
™
'
Washington, DjjC
i funding
c. j to
$250,000 in addition
to earlier
continue general support for its policy analysis
of government budgets and policy innovations
OTHER GRANTS
Center for Law and Social Policy,
Washington, D C
$25,000 toward the production of three
monographs related to its project, "Creating
Pald Pubhc >obs U1,der Temporary Assistance
for NeedV Famlhes
Home Care Associates Training Institute,
New York, New York
$100>oo° m «H«»PPOrt of its health care
employment and training strategies
Midwest Center for Labor Research,
Chicago, Illinois
$75,000 in support of the Center's core activities
Research Foundation of the State University
of New York, Albany, New York
$100,000 for use by its Nelson A Rockefeller
Instltute of Government in support of a field
network study of working-and middle-class
minority neighborhoods
Surdna Foundation, New York, New York
$100,000 toward administrative and program
costs of lts Comprehensive Community
Revitalization Program in the South Bronx
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Chapel Hitt, North Carolina
$100,000 for core support of its Urban
Investment Strategies Center
•••
Building Community
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Understanding Theories of the Civil Society
m5 appropnatton 0/5350,000 (joint with Arts
and Humanities) for allocation by the officers to
strengthen public and scholarly understanding of
the mn(xft offhe „„, soaety through research
and public discussion
Harvard Unlversitv> Cambridge, Massachusetts
$5O>OOO for use by Jts Center for Internatlonal
Affairs toward the costs of the project
"Rebuilding America's Social Capital"
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Community Planning and Action Program
1993 appropriation o/$2,ooo,ooo in addition to
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
provide terminal support for community
planning and action projects dedicated to
reduang
persistent poverty
for a national
?*,
i and
jinitiatives
cfocusedj
network
of
community-based
, ' , ', ,
, '
on informing
' *policymakers
r ' about urban poverty
r '
*
Urban Institute, Washington, D C
$13,820 m support of a research project on
alternative financing methods for providing
health and human services in San Antonio
National Community Development
Initiative
1996 appropriation of $9,000,000 for allocation
by the officers to provide third and final-round
supportfor the NCDI, and continued core
supportfor two NCDI intermediaries, the Local
Initiatives Support Corporation and the
Enterprise Foundation
Enterprise Foundation, Columbia, Maryland
$150,000 to continue support for the efforts of
community development corporations in
helping inner city communities achieve
sustainable social and economic self-sufficiency
through development of local leadership and
investment in tangible capital assets
Local Initiatives Support Corporation,
New York New York
$250,000 to continue support for the efforts of
community development corporations in
helping inner-city communities achieve
sustainable social and economic self-sufficiency
through development of local leadership and
investment in tangible capital assets
Urban Strategies Council, Oakland, California
$400,000 in addition to earlier funding to help
the National Community Building Support
Center strengthen the capac.ty of urban
communities to develop effective community
building strategies
.
.•
•.
•
OTHER GRANTS
»
» ,.•«. * Washington,
nr i _ D.-> C^
Aspen
Institute,
r,°
,
$50,000 in support of the activities of its
Roundtable
Comprehensive
TInitiatives for
/- on^iChildren
, j andj Families
T- Community
i
Carter Center.Arianta, Georgia
$25,000 for use by The America Project toward
the planning phase of a conference, tentatively
entitled "Valuing Our Cities Community
Building from Policy to Practice "
DevelopmentTrainmglnstitute,
Baltimore, Maryland
,the
, publication
.,
,. ,
$11,950«toward
„
T, i j ^-.costs of thef , „
paper, Community Building Coming of Age
Foundation-administered project
$6,500 toward administrative costs associated
with a meeting of foundation executives about
the Federal Empowerment Zone/Enterprise
Community Initiative
Foundation for the National Capital Region,
Washington, DC
$150,000 toward program support for D C
Agenda in thefirstyear of its implementation phase

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts
$55,650 toward research to identify, analyze and
assess the differential success of 20th-century
community action methods
TT , Institute,
...... Washington,
,., ,
Urban
Dr,C^,
,
$100,000 to support thefirststage of
,
^ / T or
^ the
T TUrban
L T Institute
^,! s
implementation
National Neighborhood Indicators Project
Basi R" hts
MAJOR INITIATIVES
'oint Ceater for Political and Economic
Studies, Washington, D C
$225,000 to conclude core support for the Joint
Center s Pohcy anatysis umt
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational
Fund, Inc., New York, New York
$1,000,000 to augment the Program Reserve
Fund of the NAACP LDF and to provide
Pr°8ram suPPortforOn8olng ht'gaUon actmty
•..
.
.
Nat™e A™<-ncs":t ^SP™ tund>
Boulder, Colorado
$325-°°° to conmue suPPortfor«e advoca<7>
litigation and technical assistance activities of
its Human Rights Project
^ Rights Project, Boston, Massachusetts
$17'°00 toward costs of convenlng an advlsol7
8rouP for lts Cral m§hts Telecommunications
Fomra >omi WIth *«* and Huraanltles
Fair Employment Council of Greater
Washington, D.C., Washington, D C
$50,000 toward core support
„
... . . , - . , . , , ,
Harvard UruversityCambn^ Massachusetts
*25,ooo in support of a comprehensive research
Pr°Ject on the lssue of affirmative action in the
Unlted States
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Los Angeles, California
$15O>Ooo to support the ongomg activities of
, Americans
.
F Ta Fair
, ^i
^
the
tor
,
. .Chance
. Consortium
and its strategic planning effort
„ . .„
., or,the
, Churches
_, , or ,„,
.
National
Council
• the
• .TO
. ,.New
,,York,
, ,,
„ York
, Christ
in
U.S.A.,
New
,
., „
,
$200,000 to support the activities of the Burned
Churches Fund
...Greensboro,
. North
XT .Carolina
,
Uplift,
$33,000 in support of its Greensboro Story
Telling Project

Democracy Roundtables
(formerly The Common Enterprise)
1996 appropriation o/$i,ooo,ooo in addition to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
support consensus-based, community problemsolving
local
jj through
j diverse
c conflict
a partnerships that
address
conditions
or
AAccess
^Tucson,
^ Tucson,
, Arizona
$37,285 to support a series of special
outreach projects promoting community
dialogue efforts as part of The Common
Enterprise-Tucson project
,
„,
Access
Tucson,„Tucson, Arizona
Enterpnse-Tucson Project to promote inclusive
community dialogue and problem-solving
Foundation-administered project
$50,000 toward the costs of consultancies,
travel and expenses connected with the
Foundation's Democracy Roundtable
initiative to promote democratic renewal and
increase the sense of common purpose in the
Unlted States
Foundation-administered project
$20,844 toward administrative costs associated
wm the Democracy Roundtables initiative
_
_
Foundation-administered project
$4>5OO toward administrative costs associated
with The Common Enterprise initiative
_ ._
_
.
..
Pacific American Community Foundation,
San DteS°' California
$215,000 to help stakeholders in the San
Diego/Tijuana border community forge
neighborhood and regional interests around
common concerns
Portland State University, Portland, Oregon
$35,300 to provide technical assistance to the
T^ VaUeys Project to bridge cultural gaps
among vanous emmc communities in the
Three Valleys area of Oregon
Portiand State University PortW, Oregon
$168,000 toward th^e costs of The Common
Enterprise-Three Valleys Project to bridge
cultural
ethnic commu. ingaps
°,the
T1among
,,vanous
,,
nines
Three
Valleys
area,-„
or Oregon
Trinity University,
San
Texas
. ,Ji
^ Antonio,
$250,000
toward
the
costs
oi,„,,
Thetl,,Common ,
_
'
c
.
.
„
Enterprise-San Antonio Project to convene and
^^ community forums, work with
,
,, help
, connect schools
, , ,
students,
and
,
r and, communitywith
.
businesses,
parents
residents

^^
children's Defense Fund, Washington, D C
,,
, ,funding
? to
$500,000,in addition
, to earlier
,
continue the
implementation
ot,.its _,
Black
community Crusade for Children
Children's Defense Fund, Washington, D C
$500,000 to continue core support for its
efforts to improve public policies affecting
"• •
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SCHOOL REFORM DIVISION
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Commission on Teacher Training and
Development
1996 appropriation of $1,000,000 for allocation
bytheofficerstostrengthentheimpactofthe
report of the National Commission on Teaching
and America's Future through supportfor public
outreach and implementation of its
findings
Foundation-administered project
$25,oootowardadm,mstrat,vecostsaSsoc,a,ed
with the National Commission on Teaching
and Amenca's Future
TeachersCoUege.O.lumWaUniversity,
New York, New York
$526,i25topublishanddisSemmatethereport
of the National Commission on Teaching and
America's Future, and to support the
implementation of its
Building an Infrastructure for Professional
Development
1996 appropriation of $2,000,000 in addition to
earlier funding allocation by the officers to
continue supportfor the trial phase of creating
comprehensive professional development systems
in four urban communities
Albuquerque Public Schools,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
$357,835 toward continued participation in
phase 3 of the Rockefeller Foundation
Initiative, "Building an Infrastructure for
Professional Development "
Foundation-administered project
$150,000 toward administrative costs associated
with the initiative
Institute for Educational Leadership,
Washington, D C
$100,000 for use by the Urban Leadership
Development Consortium, comprised of the
Institute for Educational Leadership, the
McKenzie Group, and the Joint Center
for
Political and Economic Studies to support a
national network of superintendents trained by
the Superintendents Prepared program
Learning Communities Network,
Cleveland, Ohio
$747,000 toward general support
....
San Antonio Independent School District,
San Antonio, Texas
$180,000 toward continued partiapation m
phase 3 of the Rockefeller Foundation
initiative, Building an Infrastructure
for
Professional Development
San Diego City Schools, San Diego, California
$300,000 in support of its continued
participation in phase 3 of the Rockefeller
Foundation initiative, "Building an Infra
structure for Professional Development
ft
•••

Spreading the Comer School Development
Program and Philosophy
1995 appropriation of$3,000,000 in addition to
earlier funding for allocation by the officers to
expand the number of urban and disadvantaged
pu^c Sch00ls and districts utilizing the school
improvement approach developed by James
Comer and to expose higher education
institutions and education policymakers to
his philosophy

Equity 2000
1992 appropriation of $2,000,000 for releaseby
the officers to prepare at-nsk minority students in
middle schools to complete academically
challenging mathematics courses, particularly
those needed for college enrollment and
employment
- „ c,
„ . t. „ .
College Entrance ExammaUon Board,
New York, New York
$900,000 toward continued support for the
Developmental Studies Center,
Saturday Acadermes component of the Equity
Oakland, California
2000 model precollege intervention program
$150,000 in support of a program to strengthen
r
., „ ... ... , _ nreadlng and language arts,nLction in School
^± °d
nrt ^C T"lf fn
Development Program schools
S™'°°° tOW3rd SUpP°rt °f '* Grantraakers for
*
B
Education project
T
'
Editorial Pro)e.S in Education,
$102,500 for continued support of a project for Washington, DC
systemic implementat.on of the Comer School
50,ooo toward use of the various mulumedia
Development Program m the D.stnct of
technolog,es available today m furthering
Colum£ia Pubhc |chool
Education Week s work as an education
findings
advocate and as an information resource
Foundation-administeredproject
u
HarvardUniversity.Cflmbn^M^cftMsef
$60'000 toward the costs of a ^^ultancy with
ny)jOoo fo proyide dose.out suppQrt for
James P Comer
Performance Assessment Collaborates for
Foundation-administered project
Education
$20,000 toward administrative costs associated
v .. ,r
.,( . ..... ,
^ m£ Comer School Development p
NaUonal Council for Accreditation of
V
B
Teacher Education, Washington, D C
New Haven Public Schools,
$140,000 to support the project, "Assuring
New Haven, Connecticut
High-Quality Assessments to Evaluate Subject
$100,000 to support implementation of the
Knowledge of Teacher Candidates "
Comer School Development Program
wat,rfnrH Tnctit t- <;„ J ufnh
Waterford Institute, Sandy, Utah
San Diego City Schools,
$150,000 toward the development of a literacy
San Diego, California
software program for kindergarten through
$55,ooo toward a data collection process to
second grade students
analyze the effectiveness of the Comer
• School Development Program in San Diego
Clt-, scnoois
San Francisco State University,
San Francisco, California
$85,000 to continue support for the Bay Area
School Development Program regional
professional development center
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
$1,731,468 for use by the Yale Child Study
Center for continued support for spreading
me Comer School Development Program
and philosophy
•••
OTHER GRANTS
Collaborates for Humanities and Arts
Teaching (CHART!
1993 appropriation of $1,300,000 m addition to
earlierfunding for allocation by the officers to
^ ^ mh andfinal
ofsupportfor the
nfl(jonfl/ CHARTnetwork Oj teadler-centered
^^ thatpromote arts and humamtle5
education in public schools and to disseminate the
lessons learned about promising approaches to
curriculum and instruction
Council for Educational Advancement,
Loms> Mnsoun
$59,782 for use by its International
Education Consortium in coordinating the
CHART Network
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

Human Capital Development
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Leadership for Environment and
Development
meofappropnationof^Swooinaddition
to earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
bu,ld human capital for leadership that will help
preserve the environment, promote fair and
sustainable development, and forge international
agreements to accomplish these ends
Brazilian Association for Leadership
Development, Sao Paulo, Brazil
$571,833 for the costs of the LEAD program
m Brazil
Centre for Research on Environment,
Ecology and Development, New Delhi, India
$350,220 for the costs of the LEAD program
in India
DevelopmentandEnvironment
Foundation,Mosa»v, Russia
$40,933 for the costs of the LEAD program in
the Commonwealth of Independent States
/InnnoiQQ^
oft
uuiuig i77j-7o
Development and Environment
Foundation, Moscow, Russia
$455,273forthe costs of the LEAD program in
the Commonwealth of Independent States
Development and Environment Leadership
for Southern Africa Trust, Harare, Zimbabwe
$501,945 for the costs of the LEAD program in
Southern Africa
El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico
$485,273 toward the costs of the LEAD program
in Mexico
Foundation-administered project
$200,000 for costs associated with
admimstration of the LEAD program m India
Foundation-administered project
$75,000 for costs associated with the
development of a LEAD program in Pakistan
Foundation-administered project
$40,000 for costs associated with the design and
structure of the LEAD international session in
Okinawa, Japan, held m October 1996
Foundation-administered proj ect
$200,000 for costs associated with the
establishment of a LEAD program in the
United States
Foundation-administered project
$5,000 for administrative expenses associated
with establishing a LEAD program in Europe
Foundation for Environmental
Development and Education in Nigeria,
Lagos, Nigeria
$515,273forthe costs of the LEAD program m
Nl8ena
Foundation for Sustainable Development,
Jakarta, Indonesia
$475,273 for the costs of the LEAD program
m Indonesia
Institute of Environment and Development,
Beijing, China
$450,273 for the costs of the LEAD program
in China

Leadership for Environment and
Development International,
New York, New York
$2,520,000 for general support
Leadership for Environment and
Development - Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan
*495,273forthe costs of the LEAD program in
Pakistan
Leadership for Environment and
Development - Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan
$174)OOO for the start-up costs of the LEAD
program m p^an
***
Energy Transition
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Energy Foundation, San Francisco, California
$2,500,000 in addition to earlier funding for its
work on U S energy efficiency and renewable
energy sources
...
Transition to a New Energy Paradigm
1996 appropriation of$^00,000 for allocation
by the %£ to mcr'ease slgmficant}y the avail!blhty ofsolar photovoltaicenergy systems to
, underserved
,
,rurali communities in
presently
developing countries and help achieve economies
ofscale in photovoltaic production
...
Energy Initiatives
7992 appropriation of$750,000 for allocation by
tne officers to assist developing countries m
,dentifying and acquiring environmentally
superior energy technologies
Environmental Enterprises Assistance Fund,
Arlington, Virginia
$42,374 to provide assistance to small Central
American companies in the preparation of
etleISY P^cts for presentation to the Corporaclon Fmanciera Ambiental, an environmental
investment fund for Central America

Foundation-administered project
$387,000 for a global energy initiative to
identify and mobilize funding sources for a new
energy paradigm promoting the use of
sustainable energy-efficient and renewableenergy Systems
Foundation-administered project
$10,000 to purchase copies of the book,
International Perspectives,n Environment,
^evehpment and Health for distribution to
developing-country universities and nongovernmental organizations
FREESA Development Fund for South
Africa, Boston, Massachusetts
$14>oo° for the costs of organizing a United
States study program for South African
environmentalists
Greenpeace Environmental Trust,
London, England
$20,000 toward the costs of its project,
"The Oxford Solar Investment Summit"
Society for Conservation and Protection of
Environment, Karachi Pakistan
$*o,ooo for its project to assist nongovernmental and community-based
organizations in Pakistan to ach,eve finanaal
sustamaDuity
Solar Energy Research and Education
Foundation, Washington, D C
$lo'°°oforlts Pr°Ject>me ^^ for
Renewable Energy and Sustainable
Development, to distribute to 500 schools a
CD-ROM it has produced on sustainable
energy and environmental issues

"""
OTHERGRANTS
j^^ Nerwork for Small Scale Agricultural
Bioresources, Kathmandu, Nepal
$ll!900 ,oward me cost of lts project to evaiuate
me potentlai of plant O1is as substitutes for
diesel fuel
BeUagio Forum for Sustainable
Development, Osnabruck, Germany
$3,000 to strengthen its activities in sustainable,
ecological development
Biomass Users Network - Zimbabwe,
Harare, Zimbabwe
$53,ooo for its project to demonstrate the
efficacy of plant oils as a potential source of
energy in Zimbabwe
climate Institute, Washington, D C
$10,000 toward the costs of its Washington
summit on protection of the world's climate
E&Co., Bloomfield, New Jersey
$173>loo toward me costs of earlv.stage mltlauves m p^, oj ^j aquaculture, and a workshop to further a coalition of energy analysts
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POPULATION SCIENCES DIVISION
Ministry of Health, Accra, Ghana
Equilibrium and Population, Pans, France
$217,450 toward the cost of continuing the
$149,350 to produce a monthly newsletter
demographic surveillance system of the
related to population and reproductive health
Navrongo community health and family
issues, and in support of a visit of French
Promoting Policy Dialogue and Research
piannmg pro)ect
parliamentarians to Washington, D C , New
MAJOR INITIATIVES
Population Council, New York, New York
U.S. International Population Assistance
$1,099,710 in support of its African Population
1996 appropnation of $1,000,000 for allocation
Pollcy Research Center in Nairobi
Foundation-administered project
by the officers to educate the Umted States public
Union for African Population Studies, Dakar,
$75>5°° t0 COV" *' COStS assoclated mtlj
about international population issues and the
Senegal
engaging consultants to evaluate selected comcurrent level at which the foreign aid program
^ to dissemmate information about its
P0nentS °f *f F™»dat'on>s ™w Research
supports implementation of the Cairo Programme
smaU grarits program m Ghana ^d confer wA
frogfm, and gu,de its future direction
ofAction
other organizations concerning future
Foundation-administered project
Alan Guttmacher Institute
collaborative opportunities to improve
$106,000 for activities designed to mobilize the
New York New York
reproductive health in the region
resources of European nongovernmental
$150,000 toward the costs of a public education
Union for African Population Studies, Dakar,
orations and governmental agencies for
program in the United States on the relationSenegal
reproductive health and family planning
ships between faimly planning and the health of
$100)0oo to continue support for its small
Semces m devel°P'ng countnes
mothers and children and the impact governgrants program for research on population and
Foundation-administered project
ment support for family planning has had in
development issues
$695,000 for Foundation-administered
averting unwanted pregnancies and abortions
^
^rfOuagadoug(m ^^ ^
population policy d,alogue communications
Foundation-administered project
$34,460 to enable its research and training unit
aenvltl«s
$40,000 for administrative costs of the
ln demography to continue to assess the health
German World Population Foundation,
program
and demographic impact of a communityHannover, Germany
Foundation-administered project
based distribution project in a rural area of
$120,000 to expand its communications efforts
$300,000fora special Foundation report
Burkma Faso
to Provlde *« Pubhc md German policymakers
concerning the impact of population factors on
...
mA current ^formation on global population
the economy and the environment, the effects
lssues> and encourage other German orgamzathat international population assistance have
Po^ D^g"6 *** Research
tions to collaborate m these activities
had on demography indicators, and howfamily
1996 appropriation oft 5,100 ooo m addition to
Intemational Planned Parenthood
piannmg programs have affected the lives of
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
Federationi ^^ E hnd
women,chudrenandfam,hes
^
S
^
—
^
^
S146,970 to 'continue an Education, initial in
National Audubon Society,
unmet demand for family planning and repro?enmaruk ^J^ °" U1tematlonal rePr°New York, New York
ductive health services m developing countnes
duc,tlve health/family planning issues for
$200,000 for public education efforts in the
,
.
parliamentarians of all parties, civd servants,
Umted States in support of international
Msu> Guttmacher Institute,
the media and others
populationandfamilyplanmngprograms
^ooo towaTdAe cost of translating, prmung,
International Union for the Scientific Study
NationalFamilyPlanningandReproductive
and disseminating a French-language version of
of Population, Liege, Belgium
Health Association, Washington, D C
Its publication entitled, "Hopes and Realities
foo'00° toward *e costs of seminars on the
$100,000 for a public education and
Closing the Gap Between Women's Aspirations
fertdltytiansitlon™' South Asla and ffmale
constituency-building effort m the Umted
and Their Reproductive Experiences "
empowerment and demographic analysis m the
States in support of international population
.
dthAUi
post-Cairo environment
and family planning programs
cTnberr^Australia ^ ^ C
^^
Marie Stopes International, London, England
World Vision, Federal Way, Washington
$ioo,ooo'to inform Australian policymakers
$372>29° f crfate, a fund-raising tralnln8
$200,000 for public education efforts in the
and the public about international reproductive
Pr°Sram for developmg-country population
U S in support of international population
health, population and development issues
aBenc,ies ~ startm§ ™* the Partners m
and family planning programs, and how they
, , , JT ^ . ,
Population and Development
improvethehvesofgirfs
S^eSent^wlst,
Ministry of Health, Accra, Ghana
Honolulu, Hawaii
$1°6'00° to deyeuloP *e ^^ of lts
PolicvResearchinSub
SaharanAfrica
$101,910
NavrongoSouth-to-South
Health and Research
Centrepolicy
to
foucyKesearcnmsuD-sanaranAinca
'toward the costs of a study
'on the
undertake
and other
1996 appropriation of$1,250,000 madditum to
relationships between population dynamics and
dialogue actlvltles
earlierfunding for allocation by the officers to
economic growth m East Asia
support population research in Africa designed to
Center for Cultural and Technical
Ministry of Health, Accra, Ghana
improve policymakers' understanding of the
Interchange between East and West,
$8l'l8° {°r use ^ the Na"on8° Hea]th
current unmet demandforfamily planning and
Honolulu Hawaii
Research Centre to study how social diffusion
reproductive health services m their countnes
$52)50o for the publication and distribution of
dyna™lcs and ldeatlonal factors affect «he
and provide them with information on how to
papers presented at a conference on the status
introduction and use of family piannmg m a
design services that improve women's health
of women and demographic change
r area Ghana
and reduce fertility
National Council for Population and
Earth Times Foundation, New York, New York
.
. *
Ministry of Health, Accra, Ghana
$150,000 to enable The Earth Times to contmue
Development, Nairobi, Kenya
$38,410 to improve the tracking of internal
reporting on the activit.es of the Partners in
S29'«o to strengthen its institutional capacity
migrants living in the area served by the
Population and Development as examples of
to mana8e Sou*-*° fouth collab°rat.on m
Navrongo community health and family
successful reproductive health and family
connection with the Partners in Population and
planmngproject.
planning programs
Development initiative
MinistryofHealtlMar^Gfc™
Earth Times Foundation, New York, New York
New Zealand Family Planning Association,
$106,000 to develop the capacity of its
$50,000 to enable The Earth Times to report in
Wellington, New Zealand
Navrongo Health and Research Centre to
greater depth on the activities of the Partners in
$15°>oo° for a pubhc educat|on ^ mformaundertake South-to-south and other policy
Population and Development, and expand
'1O« Pr°J6Ct ?" mternfP"^ reProduetlve
ialogue activities
distribution in Partner countnes
1Jealth' P'P^'™ and development issues
designed to increase New Zealand s
commitment to the Cairo Plan of Action
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Planet 2l,London, England
$25,000 toward the costs of producing a special
issue of People & the Planet magazine in 1997
entitled Legacy of Cairo
„ , . . . ,
,
Population Action International,
Washington, DC
$250,000 to help sustain the publications
program and media activities that are part of its
Post-Cairo Program Imtiative
_ .. _
, _ . .
Population
Concern,
r
, . 'London,,.England
°
$132,970 to identify ways that developingcountry nongovernment^ organizations m the
reproductivehealmandfamilyplanmngnelds
can work
together
to complement
,,,
„. v such, asgovern6the
,
mental.collaborative
efforts,
Partners in Population and Development

World Population Foundation,
Stockholm, Sweden
$55,000 for activities designed to provide
information to Swedish policymakers on
international population issues
**
Zmibabwe National FarmlyPlannmg
CouncJ .Harare, Zimbabwe
$31,500 for a coUaborative program with the
Ministry of Health and Child Welfare to
develop and strengthen Zimbabwe s capacity to
, cSouth-to-South
., . ,, ,., support..to other
Jf
provide
countries in the region

...
OTHER
GRANTS
uincnuiuuMia
Re-Entry Awards
1993 appropriation of$600,000 in addition to
$292,47otocontinueastudyofthenatureand
earlier finding for allocation by the officers for
causefof unmet need for family planning in
«»«* -P^/° W^"> ^ntists
four developing countries in Africa and Asia
returning to their home countries at the
D4xrr,^
• c »,
r,f
completion of their fellowships
RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California
. , . . „ . „
$15o,oooforapdotprogramtoexplore
Agricultural Projects Services Centre,
i^.uou lu» a Fuui p^gKuu lu ^.uic
Kathmandu, Nepal
different ways of communicating policyjvummunaw, ive^u.
relevant research to audiences that make or
«o,ooofora study of women's autonomy and
affect the making of population policy in the
reproductive health m Nepal
T T j < . i f
.
.
UmtedStatesandothercountries
Banaras Hmdu University, Varanasi, India
United Nations Population Fund,
$1r°'6o° tor contlllue ar ^ of the f ects
New York, New York
of breast-feeding on ferhlity in rural
$74,000 toward the costs of consolidating its
northern Indla
nc L c u
.
-•
. . .
overaU South-to-south activities
National Committee for Population and
UniversityofPennsvlvania,
Fanuly Planning of Vietnam, Ha«^ Vietnam
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
^'°°° to evaluate *e ^^ °[famlly
$202,370tocontmueastudyontheroleof
planning and reproductive health services m
social interaction in the diffusion of new ideas raral areas of Vletnam ^ assess lts mPact on
aboutfamilysizeandthespreadoffamJy
the fertility transition
i
u c u Africa
A^_
planning
in
sub-Saharan
mmm
r
°
University of Maryland,
Contraceptive Introduction Projects
College Park, Maryland
1992 appropriation of $2,325,000 in addition to
$48,330
to
complete
a
study
undertaken
m
finding
for
by the officersi to
ii u
U XNational
T I , "Councilir for earlier
,1 studies
i allocation
j operations
collaboration
withU the
promoterjfield
and
.
,
,
_
T
I
U
X
T
T
^
I
U
i
jresearch
Applied Economic Research New Delhi to
assisting developing countries to introduce
new
examine the social context of unmet need for
contraceptive methods in their family planning
contraception in rural India
programs
IT • •.. cs* f A- ^ /- ^,
T- -i r,. • ^
• •
Umversity of Cape Coast, Cape C** Gh«»
State Farmly Planrung Commission,
^oooforacoUaborativestudywiththe
Beijing, China
Mm,stryofHealthofGhanaandthePopulation
$32,500 mfinalsupport of a project
Councu on ideational change and reproductive
demonstrating the advantages of an enhanced
behavior in Ghana
rural family planning system that integrates
, i , r
,,
Women'sEnvironmentandDevelopment
improved methods of contraception with better
trammg of local family plannmg personnel
$25,000 to collaborate with developing-country
...
women mrepresentmg women s reproductive
temromKtme,
Add* Ababa, Ethiopia
health interests at me 1996 World Food Summit
(£ a rf ^
in Rome and at other international meetings
consequences of recurring femme m northern
World Population Foundation,
Ethiopia
Hilversum, Netherlands
T ^ » . .for
r iInternational
» ^ icEconomics,
•
, „
Institute
$75,000 to strengthen European
Washington DC
nongovernmental organizations and improve
$4O)OOo for'a project to examine the goals,
media awareness of population issues
organization and financing of United States
World Population Foundation,
foreign
aid programs over the past few years
Hilversum, Netherlands
and make recommendations for future
$311,800 to mobilize European donor
assistance to bilateral, multilateral and United
assistance for population activities in developNations organizations
ing countries by improving the project
development and review processes of NGOs
and donors, and providing information to
policymakers and the public on reproductive
health and population issues.

Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
$50,000 for a study to be conducted in
collaboration with the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, to examine child and maternal health
outcomes and reproductive behavior m the state
of San LuisPotosi, Mexico, and among Mexican
immigrants living in San Diego, California, and
^ ^ ^ ^^
numbers rf ^fromcommumt]es ^ San
T _
"
LuisPotosi
Musa Samba SiUa, Dhaka, Bangladesh
to
a
h descrlb
population pohcy research and dialogue m the
>.
i. vKenya and
j Zimbabwe
iuu
Gambia,
;
ParliamentariansforGlobal Action,
New York, New York
$120,000 for a West Afncan parliamentarian
initiative on population and development
Pe]dng UniversitV) Bel;mfc chma
$23,000 to enable the Institute of Population
T,
\.
« i_
i. i. T T
r
Research to collaborate with the Umversity of
Pennsylvania in the analysis of data collected by
.
„.. ,. n i „,
^
the Chinese State Family Planning Commission
concerning the advantages of an enhanced rural
lamily planning system that integrates improved
methods of contraception with better training of
family planning personnel
Population Association of America,
Silver Spring, Maryland
$25,000 to enable developmg-country scholars
to attend its annual meetings in Washington,
D C , in March 1997
Iyf Shankar Smgh> NeW V°* ^ ^
$18,500 to prepare a monograph describing
the organization
the 1994 United
.-, of,
_ ,Nations
International,Conference
on Population
and,
Development and the adoption of its program
of action
T T . •or^Costa
r ^ .Rica,
u - c Jose,
r Costa
^ *Rica
n
University
,.
/ a study
. , ofCl,theSan
„
' of
, rapid
,
$125,000
for
effects
Qn
^ ^^ ^ ^ from
1984 1 1995
Ahmed Zsyan, Dhaka, Bangladesh
^
monograph describing
how nongovernmental orgiii^tions can best
integrate reproduce health and family
}^ interventions mto their development
programs
Launching a Second Contraceptive
Revolution
MA'OR INITIATIVES
Second Contraceptive Technology
Revolution
xicvumuuu
1996 appropriation of $9,000,000 in addition to
earlier finding for allocation by the officers to
moblhze res°"™for launching a second contraceptive technology revolution that will lift the
wholefieldof contraceptive research and
development
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi Medical University,
Szeged, Hungary
$204,300forstudies at the department of
pharmacodynamics and the department of
obstetrics and gynecology in collaboration
with Gedeon Richter Ltd , concerning
the development of improved and new postovulatory fertility regulating agents
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Albert Szent-Gyorgyi Medical University,
Szeged, Hungary
$29,560 for a symposium organized m
collaboration with Gedeon Richter Ltd on
post-coital and post-ovulatory contraception
held in Budapest in March 1997
rK-i i *, , fp
,1 „• TU^-ChdeanlnsWuteofReproductiveMedicme,
Santiago, Chile
$15,270 for a collaborative training project with
Laboratories Silesia m the deslgn, production
and quality control of devices and formulations
for contraceptive drug delivery systems
M
e College
d of Hampton
r n R
d WNorfolk,
rf H
Medical
Roads,
$37ocTooo for use by ,ts CONRAD program's
consortium for industrial collaboration in
contraceptive research
Family Health International
Research TnanglePark, North Carolina
$297,600 toward the cost of a fellowsh.p in
contraceptivetechnologyresearchprogram
_ . „ ., . f , .
FamuyHedthtaternational
Research
Triangle
, „tor
,a *
.Park,
, and
,North
.follow-up
,Carolinaactivities
$119,680
meeting
_^ * tor
, industnal
, :v .
concerning opportunities
collaboration in contraceptive research
_
,, .. . , . .
Foundation-administered project
$50,000 to cover adrmmstranve costs assoaated
w.th Foundation efforts to foster coUaboration
between pharmaceutical firms and publicsector contraceptive research and development
programs
International Women's Health Coalition,
New/ York, New York
^co.000 toward the costs of a symposmm on
the practical and ethical dilemmas concerned
wth the clinical testing of vaginal microbicides
MNew York
v 1,11
• •„ jvrNewvYork,
T, MNew vYork
i.
University,
$75,500 for use by its School of Law for a
conference at Bellagio to review how product
liabJity and msurance laws and regulations ,n
various countries affect the avadability of
pharmaceutical products and medical devices
Population Council, New York, New York
$300,000forthe development of microbicidal
compoundsformtravagmal use m preventing
the sexual transmission rfthe human immunodefioency virus, and behavioral research in
Thailandrnpreparationforclimcaltnals
ProgramforAppropriateTechnologyin
Health, Seattle, Washington
$71,330 for a study of preferential pricing
practices for contraceptive products originating
in the public sector and licensed to the private
sector and how they affect inter-sectoral
collaboration
Rush Presbvterian St. Luke's Medical
Ste!3S"minors
$125,540 toward the cost of developing vaginal
contraceptives that provide protection against
sexually transmitted diseases
„
. . of,California,
_ , . , . .San
, —Francisco,
.
University
San Francisco, California
$96,600 for the second year of a training
program for developmg-country scientists in
the Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and

OTHER GRANTS
Conceptfoun^on, Bangkok, Thailand
$95,6^0 to assess the interest and capabUity of
pharmaceutical companies m China and India
m developing mrfepnstoneforpost-ovulatory
emergency contraception deslgned to decrease
the need for abortion and improve women's
health in developing countries
.
.
^mst S*enn8 Research Foundation,
erm> ermany
*2f'5°° t"™^*6 cost of a worksh°P»° be
held in November 1996 on post-testicular
new male contraceptive
Population Council, New York, New York
*42>85° for a study of me role of testm ln
Sertoli-germ cell interactions
World Congress on Human Reproduction,
Woodbuf Newjersey
$2^°fora ses*°" °" ** application of
molecular biology to contraceptive develop
mental the IXth World Congress on Human
Reproduce
•••
^^
^^ ^^
p
MAI°R INITIATIVES
Improving Reproductive Health Service
Delivery
j 995 appropriation of$2,300,000 (joint with
Health Sciences) in addition to earlierfunding for
allocation by the officers to support research in
selected developing countries to identify
^
'
"
^ ""^/^ expanding access to and
improvmg the quality of reproductive health
semces- espeaattyfor neglected services and
populations
Association for Reproductive and Family
»«•!*, *»*"> ^gena
^,000 toward the cost of an evaluation
research study of ^ West Afrlcan Youth
Inltlatlve on Adolescent Reproductive Health
in Nigeria and Ghana

Population Council, New York, New York
$186,920 to enable its staff in Hanoi and
Bangkok to prov,de technical ass,stance to
Vietnamese researchers m the development of
res£arch
sm
ductlve heakh and to
assist UNICEF's Myanmar office in evaluating a
pr0]ect promoting reproductive health as a
Lans of preventing the spread of STDs and
HIV/AIDS
Population Council, New York, New York
$591,180 to enable its Nairobi regional office to
provide techn.cal ass.stance to the Farmly
Planning Association of Kenya and the
Zimbabwe
National
Famdy
Council
m testmg n£w
modds
^Planmng
evaluatm|ongomg
reproduce health programs for adolescents
Population Council, New York, New York
$200,000 to enable its New Delhi regional office
to develop further its reproductive health
f"egy a"d to T'l '
*
^
^ TT
local professionals and mstituhons undertaking
reproductive health research
Population Council, New yorfc New yorifc
$300,000for,ts Robert H Ebert Program on
^Cntical
..
_
,
,T ,7 j
„Population
, Issues in Reproductive Health and
Population Secretariat, Kampala, Uganda
$33,780 for workshops to create a research
, ,/•,,.
j
j
ITto^atn o'f d*nct° leveTr'e rodie
hTdZn'tertentions
fo"^^^!^
people

Rural Women's Social Education Centre,
Chengalpattu, India
$75,000 to expand its reproductive health
program for young people and develop and test
indicators that can be used in other settings to
monitor and evaluate community-based
reproductive health services
University
,'of Zimbabwe,
,
, Harare,
, Zimbabwe
.
$89,560 for a randomized study to evaluate
the effectiveness of cryotherapy compared to
loop electrosurgical excision procedure m
treatment of women with precancerous conditions of the cemx to prevent the development
of cervical cancer
_. , , .... ._ .. _.
Farruly Health International,
Zunbabwe National Family Planmng
Research Tnangk Park, North Carolina
Council, Harare, Zimbabwe
«i,84o for a descriptive study to understand
$365,000 for an mtervenuon research project to
^ context °f ™**k abortlon am°"8 adult ^d
^"^ aPPr°P™te. effective and replicable
adolescent women m Ivory Coast and Gumea
mode^ofreproduct.ve health senaces for youth
Family Planning Association of Kenya,
m un a we
Nairobi, Kenya
$281,400 for an intervention research project to
Public Health Schools Without Walls
test a new reproductive health service delivery
I996 appropnanon Of $1,250,000 (joint with
model for YounS people in the small city of
Health Sciences) in addition to earlier funding for
Nyerl>and evaluate existing models in
allocation by the officers to support thefieldMombasa and Nairobi
based, graduate-degree training courses for public
International Center for Research on
health officers in Zimbabwe, Uganda, Ghana
Women' Washington, D C
"^ Vietnam, as well as exploratory activities in
«5,o8o to enable a staff member and Indian
°ther countries
colleagues to participate in working groups on
Foundation-administered project
sexuality and sexual behavior research in India
$30,000 for operational expenses of the Public
Maiilana
Health Schools Without Walls initiative
Mauiana AT»<!
AzaaMrHiriil
MeaicaiCtMraf
Allege,
New Delhl>Indla
Hanoi School of Public Health,
$6o'77° for an epidemiological and sociological
Hano^ Vletnam
study of symptomatic and asymptomatic repro$68,500 to support the development of its
ductlvettactmfections/sexually-transmitted
activities in public health
diseases, and related treatment-seekingbehavlorofwomeninanurbanslumofNew'Delhi
Hanoi Schoolof Public Health,
$60,000 to support further development of its
activities in public health
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Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam
$4,850 to support participation by a member of
its faculty in afieldepidemiology training
program conference for the further developr
,, , , .
memofitsactmnesinpublicbealth
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$50,010 to support George Parryo's doctoral
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$6,500 for use by its Institute of Public Health to
enable thefieldcoordinator of its master's of
public health program to participate in a
workshop
of disease
afocused on using
jdefine
cburden
i control,
andi cost effectiveness
to
national
,
.
I
,
c
priorities
and essential rpackages
r
o ot care
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$20,000 for use by its Institute of Public Health
in support of the activities of the Network of
African Public Health Institutions
Peking Union Medical College, Beijing, China
$39,000 for use by its Union School of Public
Health in support of curriculum development
activities designed to meet the future needs of
public health in China.
Transvaal School of Public Health,
Pretoria, South Africa
$5,400 to support participation by a member of
its faculty in the course "Quality Assurance
Management Methods for Developing
C°untries "
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$206,932 in support of its Public Health Schools
Without Walls' Master of Public Health
training program
Univcrsity of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
$7,500 to enable the management module
coordinator of its master's of public health
program to participate in a workshop focused
on using burden of disease and cost
effectivenesstodefine national control
priorities and essential packages of care
v
v 6
West China University of Medical Sciences,
Chengdu, China
$21,570 to support participation in a workshop
focused on using burden of disease and cost
effectiveness to define national control
priorities and essential acka es of care
P
P B
•••
HrVintheDevelopingWorld
for allocation by the officers to continue to help
developing countnes improve their capabilities for
reducing the spread ofHIV (human immunodeficiency virus) infection as well as other
sexually-transmitted diseases, and to mitigate
theconsequencesofcurrentmfection
Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia
$42,250 for use by its Health Transition
Centre in support of a research project,
"Vulnerability to an AIDS epidemic in South
Asia Bangladesh "
Foundation-administered project
$255,483 to support the development of the
International AIDS Vaccine Initiative

Foundation-administered project
$150,000 to cover Foundation-administered
expenses associated with engaging consultants
to assist with evaluation and other activities
related to HIV/AIDS projects
Foundation-administered project
$200,000 to support further development of
the International AIDS Vaccine Imtiative
International AIDS Vaccine Initiative,
New ybrfc, New Ybrfc
$2,500,000 toward the costs of its activities to
ensure development of safe, effective, prevenfive HIV vaccines for use throughout the world
.^ H j^ University
„.
,. , .
Baltimore,
Maryland
, project,
$150,000
in
support
ofra researchni
«.,
.
0
1
. T- j
Vitamin A Supplementation or Breast-Feeding
Mothers and Neonates at Delivery Impact on
Mother-to-Child Transmission During Lacta
tion, HIV Infection Among Women During
Post-Partum Year, and Infant Mortality "
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland
$10,000 in support of developing country
participation at an international workshop
on clinical trials of STD treatment for
HIV Preventlon
Kenyatta National Hospital, Nairobi, Kenya
$49,450 in support of a research project
"Autopsy Study in HIV- 1 Positive and Negative
Acute Medical Patients in Nairobi, Kenya "
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
$31,720 to enable its Institute of Statistics and
Applied Economics to analyze data gathered on
Ugandan household composition and family
structure in the wake of HIV/AIDS
Swaasthya Project, New Delhi, India
$36,900 for qualitative research on sexual
health and behavior among adolescents m the
Tign area of New Delhi, designed to improve
HIV/AIDS and STD prevention efforts m the
community.
„ .„ _
. ..
Uganda Virus Research Institute,
Entebbe, Uganda
$400,000 to continue support of the STD
control and prevention strategy component of
the Rakai Project
.. ., .„ ,. _.... , E ,
United Nations Children s Fund,
New York, New York
$40,270 to evaluate an intervention project
duct-vehealtheducationandservices
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS,
Geneva, Switzerland
$200,000 in support of the activities of its STD
Diagnostics Initiative
* . . „ . . ,
„ ,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
$25,000 in support of a research project in
collaboration with the University of Nairobi on
genetic and phenotypic characterization of
resistance to HIV- 1 infection
'"

OTHER GRANTS
.
.
usj* la" abon nlversltv>
an erra, us aia
,,....
!f>000 {or^efinalfue °f *e«f '*
Transition Renew to be published by its Health
Transition Centre
,
,
.
StaeT S^D G"
"
$99,^0foranlmjS Evaluation Study of two
of its Better Life Options partner projects in
India — Prerana/Associate CEDPA in New
Delhi and Bharatiya Grameen Mahila Sangh in
Indore — to be conducted in collaboration with
Indlan evaluatlon exPerts
„
, , „ . ,Health
„,,
Commonwealth
_
• Secretanat
„ Regional
• for
r „East,,-.Central,
•
Community
.
„
.
.
,
•
.
and Southern Africa
Arusha, Tanzania
$125,000 to encourage greater integration of
reproductive health and population issues in the
development policies of African countries
Family Care International,
New York, New York
$80,000 for the development and dissemination
of a resource guide for program planners,
decision makers and health practitioners in
developing countries to help reduce the
incidence of unsafe abortion and improve
abortion-related care in ways appropriate under
the laws of their countnes
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$100>000fora Pr?ect to be ^ducted m
collaboration with the Women s Health and
f,ctlon Research Unit, Obafemi Awolowo
University, He Ife, Nigeria, to conduct
formative and lnterventlon research to, improve
the prevention and treatment of sexuallytransmitted diseases among m-school teenagers
m Nigeria
if • A T H /I \r j, r
Karin A. L. Hyde, Nairobi, Kenya
$19'5°° to V^e areP°rt^sexual education
Pr°SramS mj^T" Sch°°ls ***?? be
disseminated widely in Africa and the
United States
,
International CenterforResearch on
, as i gion,
$ff,° to P"*"™ a PaPer onjthe consequences
of adolescent childbeanng in developing
countries for the National Research Council s
Workshop on Adolescent Reproduction in
Developing Countnes to be held in March 1997
McMaster University,
universities to create a conceptual framework
and guidelines for the design and evaluation
of adolescent sexual and reproductive
health interventions
National Institute of Public Health,
Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico
$35,700 in support of a regional meeting for the
Americas on the present situation and future
role of international health agencies
Population Council, New York, New York
$4L<4°° toward me costs of a Pr°Ject m
collaboration with the Egyptian Ministry of
Health and Population to develop an mtervention framework for the improvement of
women's reproductive health
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Population Council, New York, New York
SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL
$20,000 to enable its Cairo regional office to
INITIATIVES DIVISION
design and pretest a national research study
—
that will be undertaken in collaboration with
local universities and nongovernmental
organizations concerning the changing
International Philanthropy
t , r j,
„
,,
,
situation of adolescence in Egypt
Building Foundation-Like Organizations
Reproductive Health Matters,
1995 appropriation of $330,000 in addition to
London, England
earlier fundingfor allocation by the officers to
$25,000 for subS1dized subscriptions or free
support the continued development offoundadistribution of its publications to readers in tion-llke organizations by building individual
sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia
institutions and through sector building activities
SAHAJ Society for Health Alternatives,
Esquel-Ecuador Foundation, Quito, Ecuador
Baroda, India
$50,000 toward the costs of its program to
$10,000 toward the cost of organizing and
promote plulanthropy and civic responsibility
.
i , that
i will,1examine
in Ecuador
conducting
workshops
inrtuduor
„
, ,,beliefs
, r andipractices
collective
cultural
III
, ,., , ,
,
, ,,
concerning childbirth and reproductive health
— ,
c™ ., ,
, t J
m India, and analysis of the data collected at
Development of Philanthropy Abroad
the workshops
appropriation of $200,000 in addition to
earlierfundingfor allocation^the officers to
support the emergence of indigenous philanthropy
in India
National Foundation for India,
New Delhi, India
$150,000 toward administrative and
program costs
••>
International Security
The Atlantic Council of the United States,
Washington, D C
$200,000 to facilitate the next steps in the
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
which is important for the long-term abolition
of weapons of mass destruction
•• •
HumanRightsWatch,
New yorfc New Yorfc
,,
, ,funding
,
$500,000 in addition
to earlier
, toward, to
create new norms and,attitudes
proliferation and use of arms
•• •
Nautilus of America, Berkeley, California
$150,000 in addition to earlier funding to
engage a range of experts in developing ideas
and responses that support nuclear nonprohferation in the northeast Asian region
•••
Asia Society, New York, New York
$5,000 toward the costs of a daylong
symposium on South Asia's nuclear future
Atlantic Council of the United States,
Washington, DC
$25,000 in support of its project "Further Reins
on Nuclear Arms Next Steps for the Major
Powers in East Asia "
Carnegie EndowmentforInternational
Peace, Washington, D C
$27,600 in support of South Asian participation
in the Endowment's 1996 meetings on Nuclear
Nonproliferation
Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
$100,000 in continued support of a project that
would explore the consequences of technology
transfers and dual use technologies in India
Carter Center,Atlanta, Georgia
$100,000 in support of the activities of the
Center's Conflict Resolution Program and
International Negotiation Network

Columbia University, New York, New York
$25,000 in support of the School of
International and Public Affairs' Gulf/2000
initiative, intended to open and sustain lines of
communication with Iran
Council on Foreign Relations,
New York New York
$4g;0fi9 t;ward the CQSts of lts Nudear Pohcy
Revlew pro)ect
_
_
Federatum of American Scientists Fund,
Washington, DC
$88,465 in continued support of the
Fund>s Workmg Group on Bloioglcai and
Toxic Weapons
., • • * ^ • ^
Foundation-administeredrproject
;
$70,000 in additional support
4 ofthe
U Foundationinitiated,activities surrounding
T
i <•
• i
International Security program s work in
security and nonproliferation in South Asia
Foundation-administered project
^QQO for addltlona, support of Foundatlon.
initiated activities surrounding the
International Security program's work in
security and nonprokferation in South Asia
Foundation-administered project
$25,000 for support of Foundation-initiated
activities promoting nuclear nonproliferation
in North Korea
Foundation-administered project
$11,000 to cover the costs of a consultancy that
will assist the officers of the Foundation to
judge the potential impact of Australia's
Canberra Commission on the Elimination of
Nuclear Weapons, and possible avenues of
cooperation with the Commission
Foundation-administered project
$30,000 for additional support of Foundationinitiated activities surrounding the
International.Security '
program
work
in.
° insSouth
_ ,Asia
security'and nonprohteration
r
Foundation-administered project
$20,000 for support of Foundation-initiated
, the International
activities surrounding
Security program's work on the
nonprohferation of weapons of mass
destruction in the Middle East
, , . . „ , ,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$25,000 toward support for a project on the
lessons of Track II diplomacy in the Middle
East and meir ^plicationsforother regions of
conflict
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$19>26°toward me costs of &e A*™3 pr°Ject
on Chemical Weapons
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$35,000 toward additional support for a project
on the lessons of Track II diplomacy in the
Mlddle **st md thelr ""Potionsforother
re8lons of confhct
International Physicians for the Prevention
of Nuclear War, Cambridge, Massachusetts
$25,000 in support of North Asian participation
In IPPNW>S ™ World Con&ess
International Institute for Strategic Studies,
London, England
$9,000 in support of the Institute's interaction
with scholars from the Institute for Internatlonal Maas m Pyongr^S- No-"* Korea
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Lawyers Alliance for World Security,
Washington, D C
$50,925 in support of its "Moving toward
Nuclear Disarmament" project.
Life & Peace Institute, Uppsala, Sweden
$38,825towardthecostsofameetingthatwJl
brmg together Iranians and Amencans to
explore areas of mutual concern and
possible cooperation
MontereylnstituteoflnternationalStudies,
Monterey, Cahforma
$25,000 in support of a project to be conducted
by ,ts CenterforNonprohferation Stud.es, on
RussiaandtheNorthKoreannuclearprogram
New York University, New York, New York
$5,000 toward the costs of its Center for War,
Peace and the News Media's project on media
,
.„„„/:„
,.]_ issues_
coverage
of nuclear
Oxford Research Group,
OxM, Lfo'ted Kingdom
$13,500 toward the costs of a joint seminar with
Chinese counterparts on nuclear weapons
decision-making
Parliamentarians for Global Action,
New York New York
$10,000 toward the costs of a project to enlist
support from world parliamentarians for a
statement on the abolition of nuclear weapons
Regional Centre for Strategic Studies,
Colombo, Sri Lanka
$20,400 toward the costs of the Centre's
publication "Regional Press Digest on Nuclear
Issues m South Asia"
Seton Hall University,
<tn,,tl, rim^n,
jar,™
iiouth
Urange, tj™,
New Jersey
$150,000 in support for its Asia Center's "Seton
Hall Project on Korea "
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
$56,680 toward the costs of a mission to be lead
by the Seton Hall Project on Korea to the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea
Social Science Research Council,
New York, New York
$25,000 in support of a project to gauge the
receptivity to nuclear weapons abolition
among the members of the Amencan nuclear
policy community
v *
'
State of the World Forum,
San Francisco, California
$25,000 in support of the Nuclear Elimination
Initiative of its Global Security Project
State of the World Forum,
San Francisco, Cahforma
$25,000 in additional support of the Nuclear
Elimination Initiative of its Global
Security Project

SPECIAL INTERESTS

Kennedy Graham, Stockholm, Sweden
$75,000 to further define and establish the
concept of "The Planetary Interest" among
American Communications Foundation,
policymakers worldwide
Mltt Vfl'^' Cal/om" ,
,
Koahnic Broadcast Corporation,
$H5,575 to produce 40 three-minute radio segAnchoragei Ahska
ments focusm8on*eareas <f poverty, school
$l20i00°tovfaldcostsof programdevelopreform, race commumty budding and environmentfora new national Native American
ment for use by the Osgood File, CBS Radio
radlosystem
Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee,
Managem£nt Sciences for Health,
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Boston, Massachusetts
f^6° toward the costs of a new nongovern^ ^^ ^ d g m
m£nt
ment organization leadership and management
^^
for
?om
^
couree mat was developed m collaboration with
workers ana volunteers developed m
the Organization of Rural Associations for
_ ., , , ,
,r
Progress m Zimbabwe and the School for InterBang>adesh ^ls beingtested ln Boston
national Training in Vermont
New York Foundation for the Arts,
....
jojNew York, New York
Center for Research and Advanced
Studies
,.
,
. Institute,
$1,125,000
of the National Polytechnic
Jj to enable
,. it. to.conduct a competitive
^ ,
Mex,co City, Mexico
f^f Pr°?amforlocal arts organizations m
$58,650 to enable Miguel Gomez-Lim, a
^
CINVESTAV staff member, to conduct
New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and
research on the production of candidate vac
Tilden Foundations, New York, New York
ones in transgemc bananas in collaboration
$233,071 toward the costs of a project to plan
wlth Charles J A™12611' B°yce Thompson
and implement digital imaging and Internet
Institute for Plant Research, Inc, Ithaca,
access for collection on the African Diaspora
New York
and Africa from the holdings of the Schomberg
Council on Foundations, Washington, D C
er Research m Black Cultur«
$44,600 for general operating expenses
Southern Education Foundation,
during 1996
Atlanta, Georgia
Crime and Justice Foundation,
$100,000 to support planning and related
Boston, Massachusetts
^^f f°" c°mPr*e™ve follow-up to the
,300,000 m support of its Safety First crime
W°rk°f '* Pan£l°n ?fucat,onal Opportumty
prevent.on imtiative
and Post-Secondary Desegregation
EVT Fxlucational Productions, Inc.,
Time DoUar Institute, W^o«, D C
n ..i/
$200,000
Mount
Vemon, \rNew vYorki
„, ,, toward costs of the Strategic
°
$100,000 toward completion and
project
dissemination of a documentary on the African
University of California, Los Angeles,
burial ground m lower Manhattan, entitled
Los Angeles, Cahforma
"Then I>U Be Free to Travel Home "
$150,000 in support of afollow-upstudy on a
Foundation-administered project
survey of Mexican-Americans to be conducted
$4O,ooo to match contributions made by
by ltS ChlCan° Studies Research Center
selected Philanthropy Workshop participants
Women and Philanthropy,
Foundation-administered project
New York, New York
$5>Ooo to cover the costs of the Rockefeller
$25>00°for general °peratmg expenses
Foundation's participation in Grantmakers in
•••
Film, Television and Video
„ . f „ IT . .„
£° v t w vt5''
Foundation-administered project
New York, New York
$150,000 toward the Rockefeller Foundation
$539,847 to cover operating costs associated
Matching Gift Program
w* me preservation and continuing use of
records deposited at the Rockefeller
Good Shepherd Ministries,
Archive Center
Washington, D C
$40,000 toward the College Summit project to
help prepare inner-city students for the college
admissions process
Hispamcs in Philanthropy,
Berkeley, California
$50,000 for general operating expenses
Independent Sector, Washington, D C
$500,000 to increase public awareness of the
role of the independent sector in American
civic life
Independent Sector, Washington, D C
$50,000 toward general operating expenses
during 1996
International Institute for the Advancement
of Philanthropy, New York, New York
$75,000 toward the costs of its National Film
Archive of Philanthropy
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Statements of Financial Position

DECEMBER 31

1996

1995
(In Thousands)

ASSETS

Cash, including restricted bond funds of $1,200 in 1996
and $1,300 in 1995 (Note 6)
$

2,251

Dividends, interest and other receivables

$

2,790

8,692

5,421

2,701,389

2,431,466

—

50,000

Property, net of accumulated depreciation and
amortization (Note 3)

28,149

29,020

Prepaid pension cost and other assets (Note 4)

26,519

21,474

$2,767,000

$2,540,171

i5

$

Investments (Notes 1 and 2)
Loans receivable (Note 7)

Total assets
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Note payable to bank (Note 7)

9,665

—

20,595
50,000

Appropriations by the Trustees, approved for specific
grantees/purposes but not yet paid (Note 8)

63,906

58,196

Bonds payable, net of unamortized discount
(1996: $326; 1995: $339) (Note 6)

28,414

28,921

4,995

3,362

Deferred Federal excise tax (Note 9)
Accrued post- retirement benefits (Note 5)
Total liabilities

17,546

17,126

124,526

178,200

2,642,474

2,361,971

$2,767,000

$2,540,171

Commitments (Notes I and 2)
Unrestricted and total net assets (including Boarddesignated amounts of $213,582 in 1996 and
$189,757 in 1995) (Note8)
Total liabilities and net assets
See accompanying notes.
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Statements of Activities

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

1995

1996
(In Thousands)
CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

Investment return:
$ 300,747

$ 365,842

111,525

96,633

851

489

413,123

462,964

(11,277)

(16,629)

401,846

446,335

104,675

111,497

8,890

10,119

Current

6,145

3,143

Deferred

1,633

2,709

121,343

127,468

280,503

318,867

Net realized and unrealized gain on investments
Dividend and interest income
Other investment income
Investment expenses (including performancebased fees of $1,092 in 1996 and $4,742 in 1995)
Net investment return
Other expenses:
Approved grants and program costs
General administrative expenses
Provision for Federal excise tax (Note 9):

Increase in unrestricted net assets before
cumulative effect of change in accounting principle
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principle
(NoteS)
Increase in unrestricted net assets
Unrestricted net assets, beginning of year
Unrestricted net assets, end of year

16,163
280,503

302,704

2,361,971

2,059,267

$2,642,474

$2,361,971

See accompanying notes.
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Statements of Cash Flows

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31

1995

1996
(In Thousands)
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Increase in net assets

$ 280,503

$ 302,704

1,137

1,090

—

16,163

Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to
net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principle
Net unrealized gain on investments
Net realized gain on investments

(75,581)

(139,185)

(225,166)

(226,657)

(3,271)

181

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Dividends, interest and other receivables
Prepaid pension cost and other assets

(5,045)

(2,777)

(10,930)

7,826

Appropriations by the Trustees, approved for
specific grantees/purposes but not yet paid

5,710

(5,860)

Deferred Federal excise tax

1,633

2,709

420

963

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Accrued post-retirement benefits
Net cash used in operating activities

(311,093)

(345,547)

(30,590)

(42,843)

80,824

42,540

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net sales of investments

(376)

(253)

Property additions

42,164

80,571

Net cash provided by investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

(50,000)

Repayments of note payable to bank
Repayments of bonds payable
Net cash used in financing activities
Net decrease in cash, excluding cash held in
investment portfolio

(505)

(50,520)

(505)

(539)

(1,184)
3,974

2,790

Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year

—

(520)

$

2,251

See accompanying notes.
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$

2,790

Notes to Financial Statements

1. INVESTMENTS

The Foundation's significant investments are carried at fair value or contractual values
which approximate fair value. Fair value is the amount at which a financial instrument
could be exchanged in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a forced
sale or liquidation. The fair values of financial instruments are estimates based upon
market conditions and perceived risks as of the statement of financial position date and
require varying degrees of management judgment. Quoted market prices, when available,
are used as the measure of fair value. In cases where quoted market prices are not available,
fair values are based on appraisals, quotations of similarly traded instruments, pricing
models or other estimates.
Investing activities are reported on a trade date basis. Realized gains and losses
are calculated based on the specific identification method for both financial statement
and tax return purposes.
The Foundation's investment portfolio consists of the following:
DECEMBERS!

1996
COST

1995
COST

FAIRVALUE

FAIRVALUE

(In Thousands)

Marketable securities:
Money market funds
Foreign currency— short-term
U.S. and other government
obligations
Corporate obligations
Common stock
Other investments
Subtotal

$

138,801

$ 166,122

$ 166,034

$ 138,858

—

3,443

—

13,104

344,260

350,590

379,493

398,166

189,456

191,916

193,025

197,745

1,314,491

1,581,246

1,082,010

1,293,218

13,914

12,701

25,044

22,752

2,028,243

2,305,930

1,818,430

2,063,786

363,669

302,128

323,564

242,931

Limited partnerships and
similar interests:
Real estate

129,966

155,615

131,134

132,769

Subtotal

493,635

457,743

454,698

375,700

Pending securities transactions, net

(62,412)

(62,284)

Private equity

Total

$2,459,465

$2,701,389

(8,005)
$2,265,123
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(8,020)
$2,431,466

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

As of December 31,1996, under the terms of various venture capital, real estate
limited partnership and other agreements, the Foundation has commitments to contribute approximately $68.2 million in additional capital over the next 10 years.
2. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS WITH OFF-BALANCE SHEET CREDIT OR MARKET RISK

As a result of its investing strategies, the Foundation is a party to various off-balance sheet
instruments which may include equity and fixed income futures and options contracts,
foreign currency options and forward contracts, and interest rate swap contracts. Derivatives are used primarily to maintain asset mix or to hedge a portion of currency or
interest rate exposure.
The Foundation invests in international securities and therefore is exposed
to the effects of foreign exchange rate fluctuations predominantly in Japanese yen, Swiss
francs, Australian dollars, British pounds, German marks and French francs. Foreign currency options and forward contracts are used to hedge a portion of this currency risk. The
Foundation also employs derivatives to maintain a desired asset mix. For example, S&P
500 index futures contracts are used in combination with cash invested in money market
instruments to replicate an investment in an S&P 500 stock portfolio. This combination
yields the same return, while often providing for savings on transaction costs.
The Foundation's fixed income managers match the duration of their portfolio
to a particular benchmark and use duration analysis to estimate the degree of the portfolio's sensitivity to interest rate changes. When the duration of a particular portfolio of
securities is different from the benchmark, Eurodollar or treasury note futures or options
may be used to adjust the portfolio's duration.
Total margin requirements on deposit for futures contracts were $3.9 million at
December 31,1996 ($9.9 million at December 31,1995).
The underlying contract amounts (notional values) and fair values of the Foundation's derivative financial instruments at December 31,1996 and 1995, are summarized
below; all are held for other than trading purposes.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

1996
NOTIONAL
VALUE

FAIR
VALUE

1995
NOTIONAL
VALUE

FAIR
VALUE

(In Thousands)

Equity contracts to manage desired
asset mix (contracts primarily
based on S&P 500 Index):
Futures contracts:
—

—

$ 46,693

Assets

—

—

32,945

Liabilities

—

—

(24,805)

(157)

127,092

(635)

74,273

81

(58,113)

—

Assets

$

$

53

Put and call options:
4,275

Fixed income contracts to manage
portfolio duration and interest rate risk:
Futures contracts:
Assets
Liabilities

(1,126)

7

Put and call options:
50,000

112

35,000

93

73,198

883

87,898

(3,421)

(319,637)

2,560

(392,761)

16,381

156,058

3,647

183,052

4,811

Assets
Foreign currency contracts to hedge
foreign exchange exposure in
nondollar securities:
Forward contracts:
Assets
Liabilities
Put and call options:
Assets

Changes in the fair values of the Foundation's derivatives are recognized in the
statement of activities using the mark-to-market method, with corresponding amounts
recorded in respective investment categories.
Off-balance sheet financial instruments involve elements of market risk and
credit risk. Market risk represents potential loss from the decrease in the value of offbalance sheet financial instruments. Credit risk represents potential loss from possible
nonperformance by obligors and counterparties on the terms of their contracts. Management does not anticipate that losses, if any, resulting from credit or market risk would
materially affect the Foundation's financial position.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Securities sold, not yet purchased, netted in the investment accounts, were
minimal at December 31,1996; there were none at December 31,1995.
The Foundation's two custodians maintain securities lending programs on
behalf of the Foundation, and maintain collateral at all times in excess of the value of the
securities on loan. Investment of this collateral is in accordance with specified guidelines.
Interest earned on these transactions is included with other investment income in the
statement of activities.
3. PROPERTY

Expenditures for capital items currently in use are included in the property account and
depreciated on a straight-line basis over the lives of the respective assets. At December 31,
1996 and 1995, the property account included the following:
1995

1996
(In Thousands)

Condominium interest in 420 Fifth Avenue
Condominium improvements
Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization
Property—net

$16,555

$16,555

11,162

11,114

3,714

3,509

31,431

31,178

3,282

2,158

$28,149

$29,020

4. PENSION PLAN AND TRUSTEED SAVINGS PLAN

The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension plan (the "Plan") for regular saJaried
employees who are at least 21 years old and have completed one year of service or have
attained the age of 40. The Plan provides retirement benefits based on years of service and
final-average pay, with benefits after retirement subject to increase under a cost-of-living
augmentation formula. The Foundation makes annual contributions to the Plan, as
needed, based on actuarial calculations, in amounts sufficient to meet the minimum
funding requirements pursuant to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974. Plan assets are invested in a diversified portfolio of common stocks and fixed
income securities.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Net pension expense included the following components for the years ended
December 31:

1996

1995
(In Thousands)

Service cost—benefits earned during the year
Interest cost on projected benefit obligations
Actual return on plan assets
Net amortization and deferral
Net periodic pension credit

$

(795)

$

(657)

(3,121)

(3,287)

9,342

15,975

(720)

(9,106)

$ 4,706

$ 2,925

Selected information on the Plan's funded status and the amounts recognized in
the Foundation's statements of financial position at December 31 follows:

1996

1995
f In Thousands)

Plan assets at fair value

$ 87,227

$ 80,560

(46,286)

(43,976)

Funded status — surplus

$ 40,941

$ 36,584

Prepaid pension cost included in other assets

$ 24,989

$ 20,283

Less projected benefit obligation

Assumptions used in accounting for the Plan in 1996 and 1995 as of
December 31 were:

1996

1995

Weighted average discount rate

7%

7%

Rate of increase in compensation levels

5%

5%

Expected long-term rate of return on assets

9%

9%

The Foundation also maintains a Trusteed Savings Plan for regular salaried
employees under which Foundation contributions are made to equal employee contributions of up to 5 percent of pay. The combined contributions are credited to the employees' accounts. These accounts are invested and at termination of employment, the
employee receives the account balance. The Foundation's contributions to this plan were
$361,000 for 1996 and $341,000 for 1995.
5. OTHER POST-RETIREMENT BENEFITS

The Foundation provides certain health care and life insurance benefits for retired
employees. Employees are eligible for these benefits when they meet the criteria for retirement under the Foundation's pension plan. The plans are noncontributory and there are
no cost-sharing features. In 1995, the Foundation adopted Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 106, Employers' Accounting for Post-Retirement Benefits Other
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

Than Pensions, which requires that the expected cost of providing post-retirement benefits be accrued during the years that employees render service. Previously, post-retirement
benefits were recognized as expense as the related insurance premiums were incurred.
The Foundation recognized the transition obligation of $16,163,000 in 1995 as the cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. The effect of adopting the new rules
increased 1995 net periodic post-retirement benefit cost by $963,000 and decreased the
change in net assets by $17,126,000.
The following table shows the two plans' combined funded status reconciled
with the amounts recognized in the Foundation's statements of financial position:
DECEMBER 31

1996

1995

LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

MEDICAL
PLAN

LIFE
INSURANCE
PLAN

MEDICAL
PLAN

(In Thousands)

Accumulated post-retirement
benefit obligation:
Retirees, dependents and
surviving spouses

$(8,810)

$(1,531)

$(11,357)

$(1,681)

Employees fully eligible

(1,559)

(219)

(2,106)

(243)

Employees not fully eligible
Total

(2,466)

(287)

(3,266)

(291)

(12,835)

(2,037)

(16,729)

(2,215)

Plan assets at fair value

—

—

Funded status
Unrecognized net loss (or gain)
Accrued post-retirement
benefit cost

(12,835)

(2,037)

(2,516)

(158)

$(15,351)

$(2,195)

—
(16,729)

1,675
$(15,054)

—
(2,215)

143
$(2,072)

Net periodic post-retirement benefit cost for 1996 and 1995 included the
following components:
1996
LIFE
MEDICAL INSURANCE
PLAN
PLAN

1995
LIFE

TOTAL

MEDICAL INSURANCE
PLAN
PLAN

TOTAL

(In Thousands)

Service cost

$ 259

$ 53

$ 312

$ 287

$ 50

$ 337

Interest cost

862

131

993

1,127

150

1,277

(128)
$993

_

(128)

_

_

_

$ 184

$1,177

$1,414

$ 200

$1,614

Amortization of
net gain
Total
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

The weighted-average assumed annual rate of increase in the per capita cost of
covered benefits (i.e., health care cost trend rate) is 12 percent for 1997 and is assumed to
decrease gradually to 6 percent by 2002 and remain at that level thereafter. The health care
cost trend rate can have a significant effect on the amounts reported. For example, increasing the assumed health care cost trend rate by one percentage point in each year would
increase the accumulated post-retirement benefit obligation as of December 31,1996, by
$1,636,000 ($2,097,000 as of December 31, 1995) and the aggregate of the service and
interest cost components of the net periodic post-retirement benefit cost for 1996 by
$165,000 ($189,000 for 1995).
The discount rate used in determining the accumulated post-retirement benefit obligation was 7 percent at December 31,1996 and 1995.
6. BONDS PAYABLE

During fiscal 1993, the Foundation issued $20,445,000 in tax-exempt term bonds and
$9,815,000 in tax-exempt serial bonds to fund the acquisition, construction and furnishing of a new office facility (the "Facility").
The bond proceeds and related investment income earned are held by a trustee
(the "Trustee") and are disbursed at the direction of the Foundation to fund allowable
Facility-related costs, which aggregated $30,593,000 and $30,510,000 at December 31,
1996 and 1995, respectively.
The bonds are rated Aaa by Moody's and AAA by Standard & Poor's, and are
backed by the general assets of the Foundation. In addition, the bonds are secured by the
Foundation's ownership interest in the Facility, a leasehold interest in the Facility, insurance proceeds with respect to the Facility and certain amounts held by the Trustee. The
nominal interest rates on the serial bonds range from 3.6 percent to 5.1 percent. The nominal interest rates attributable to the term bonds are 5.3 percent and 5.4 percent.
The serial bonds mature in various amounts, ranging from $540,000 to
$880,000 per year, through 2008. The term bonds are due in 2013 ($5,140,000) and 2023
($15,305,000). Bond maturities are as follows (in thousands):
Fiscal year ending December 31:

1997

$

540

1998

560

1999

585

2000

610

2001

635

Thereafter

25,810
$28,740
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

7. NOTE PAYABLE TO BANK AND LOANS RECEIVABLE

In 1994, the Foundation borrowed $50 million from a bank, to acquire, at a substantial
discount, first mortgage notes due from a real estate partnership in which the Foundation
is invested. In November 1996, the loan was fully repaid. The mortgage loan receivable by
the Foundation, which is collateralized by the partnership's real property, has been
reclassified to investments in real estate in 1996. Interest income is recognized by the
Foundation as received.
8. APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Appropriations by the Trustees are considered to be obligations when grants are approved
(awarded) for specific grantees; appropriations not released for specific grantees and the
appropriation for the budget for the next year are considered as Board-designated net
assets. The majority of approved grants are scheduled for payment within one year.
Administrative costs, including investment expenses and excise taxes, account for
approximately 21 percent (22 percent in 1995} of the Foundation's total expenses, and are
charged to operations when incurred.
Appropriations and expenditures for the year are summarized as follows:
APPROPRIATED
FOR SPECIFIC
GRANTEES/
PURPOSES

APPROPRIATED
FORALLOCATION
AND NEXT YEAR'S
BUDGET

TOTAL
APPROPRIATED

(In Thousands)

Balance, January 1,1996
Approved grants, and program and
administrative costs
Lapses and refunds
Expenditures for grants and
operations
1997 budget
Balance, December 31, 1996

$ 58,196

$ 189,757

118,339

(110,288)

(454)

(856)

(112,206)

—

$ 247,953
8,051
(1,310)
(112,206)

31

134,969

135,000

S 63,906

$ 213,582

$ 277,488
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9. FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

The Foundation is a philanthropic organization chartered in 1913 for the well-being of
people throughout the world. The Foundation qualifies as a tax-exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and, accordingly, is not subject to
Federal income tax. Because the Foundation is classified as a private foundation, it is
subject to a Federal excise tax of 1 percent or 2 percent on investment income (its principal source of revenue) less investment expenses, and on net: realized taxable gains on
securities transactions. In accordance with Section 4940(e) of the Internal Revenue Code,
for the year ended December 31,1996, the Foundation did not meet the specified distribution requirements and, therefore, was subject to a Federal excise tax of 2 percent; for
1995, the specified distribution requirements were met and, therefore, the Federal excise
tax was 1 percent.
Deferred Federal excise tax arises from temporary differences between financial
and tax reporting related to investment income and the difference between the cost basis
and market value of marketable securities.
10. USE OF ESTIMATES

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
amounts reported in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Management
believes that the estimates utilized in preparing its financial statements are reasonable and
prudent. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
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Trustees, Officers and Staff
As of December 31,1996

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

OFFICERS AND STAFF

Alice Stone Ilchmau (Chair)
President
Sarah Lawrence College
Bronxville, New York

Peter C. Goldmark Jr.
President
The Rockefeller Foundation
New York, New York

AlanAlda
Actor, writer, director
New York, New York

Ronald E. Goldsberry
Vice President-General Manager
Ford Customer Service Division
Detroit, Michigan

Eia R. Bhatt
Founder
Self-Employed Women's Association
Bhadra, Ahmedabad, India
Johnnetta B. Cole
President
Spelman College
Atlanta, Georgia
David de Ferranti
Director
Human Development Department
World Bank
Washington, D.C.
Peggy Dulany
President
Synergos Institute
New York, New York
Frances FitzGerald
Author
New York, New York
Daniel P. Garcia
Senior Vice President
Real Estate Planning md Public Affairs
WarnerBros.
Burbank, California

Stephen Jay Gould
Professor
Museum of Comparative Zoology
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Linda A. Hill
Professor
Graduate School of Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston, Massachusetts
Karen N. Horn
Senior Managing Director and
Head of International Private Banking
Bankers Trust
New York, New York
James F.Orr III
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
UNUM Corporation
Portland, Maine
Alvaro Umana
President
Centra de Investigaciones Sociales,
Ambientales y TecnoUgicas
San Jose, Costa Rica

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Peter C. Goldmark Jr.
President
Terri Potente
Assistant to the President
Dara Major
Executive Assistant to the President
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
Angela Glover Blackwell
Senior Vice President
Davna Cunningham
Assistant to Sr. Vice President/
Associate Director, Equal Opportunity
and Arts and Humanities
Michael Damian
Program Assistant
Jacqueline Novogratz
Manager, Special Projects
Jo-Ann Benin!
Administrative Assistant
Heather A. Bent Tamir
Research Associate
Carol Mensah
Executive Secretary
VICE PRESIDENT
Robert W.Herdt
Acting Vice President
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE
Denise A. Gray-Felder
Director for Communications
Karen A. Polk
Associate Director
George Soule
Associate Director
Debbie M. Cromwell
Executive Secretary
Susan K. Muir
Production Assistant
OFFICE OF THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY
Lynda Mullen
Corporate Secretary
Cheryl A. Ancnrm
Executive Secretary
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR FOR
ADMINISTRATION AND BUDGET

Irena Dan
Assistant Accountant

Carol Alvarez
Operations Assistant

Sally Ferris
Director for Administration and Budget

KimberlinNoest
Assistant Accountant

Julian Taylor
Operations Assistant

Shirley Johns
Senior Executive Secretary

Maria Zorilla
Assistant Accountant

ReneseVought
Operations Assistant

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER

Ellada Aulova
Intern

Leon C. Briggs
Operations Assistant

Rosalie J. Wolf
Treasurer and Chief Investment Officer

COMPUTER SERVICES

Andrew P. Saunderson
Operations Assistant

Donna J. Dean
Assistant Treasurer and Director of Investments

Fernando Mola-Davis
Manager

RECORDS AND LIBRARY SERVICES

Suzanne Brenner
Associate Director-Investments

Jeffrey Overstrom
Database Administrator

Meredith S. Averill
Manager

Landis Zimmerman
Associate Director-Investments

Steven A. Alter
Senior Programmer/Analyst

Laura Covino
Librarian

Chun Lai
Investment Associate

Jill Cammarata
Systems Analyst

Maureen Manning
Assistant Librarian

Renee Zajkowski
Investment Associate

KathyJoRubendall
Support Specialist

Robert D.Bykofsky
Records Supervisor

Michelle B.Yednak
Financial Analyst

Alma Leathers
Systems Operator

Dorothy M. Lopez
Library Assistant

Althea Harris
Executive Assistant

EVALUATION

David L. Montes
Records Analyst

Anne Peters
Executive Assistant
COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE
Charles J. Lang
Comptroller
Lidia J. Greco
General Accounting Supervisor
Howard Sang
Payroll/Accounts Payable Supervisor
Mark K. Swenson
Grants Supervisor
Aida Arias
Senior Accountant
Amy L. Carroll
Senior Accountant
Charles Yeh
Senior Accountant
Justina S. Figueroa
Accountant
Sandy F.Frisch
Accountant
Loriann Henderson-Manning
Accountant
Eugene Saunov
Accountant
Lusine Seferian
Accountant

Jamie Beck Jensen
Evaluation Coordinator
Rebecca R. L Rittgers
Senior Program Assistant
FELLOWSHIP OFFICE
Joseph R. Bookmyer
Manager
Eileen M. Zanelli
Administrative Associate
HUMAN RESOURCES
Charlotte N. Church
Manager
K. Gale O'Neal
Administrative Associate
OFFICE SERVICES
Cora L. Springer
Manager

Elizabeth Pena
Records Analyst
AFRICAN INITIATIVES
Joyce L. Moock
Associate Vice President
Elisabeth Biemann
Senior Program Advisor
Carol J.Tyler
Senior Program Associate
An Trotter
Program Coordinator
Deborah Green
Senior Program Assistant
Field staff.
Katberine Namuddu
Senior Scientist (Kenya)
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

Cathy Boston
Assistant to the Manager/Production

Robert W.Herdt
Director

Juanita Frazier-Martin
Assistant to the Manager/Operations

Gary H. Toenniessen
Deputy Director

Charles H. Bodt
Senior Operations Assistant

Toshio Murashige
Senior Scientist (California)

Robert E.Campbell
Senior Operations Assistant

Gwendolyn T. Blackstone
Program Associate

John A. McGhee
Senior Operations Assistant

Rita Harris
Research Associate
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C. Jocelyn Pena
Executive Secretary

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND
SCHOOL REFORM

Stefani Janicki-Asma
Senior Program Assistant

Sarah M. Dioguardi
Program Assistant

Julia I. Lopez
Director

Maya Kennedy Radiconcini
Program Assistant

Field Staff

Katherine McFate
Associate Director

John K. Lynam
Senior Scientist (Ken} a)
Malcolm J. Blackie
Senior Scientist (Malawi)
Bharati Patel
Senior Scientist (Malawi)
Ruben Puentes
Senior Scientist (Mexico)
John C. O'Toole
Senior Scientist (Thailand)
Norman E. Borlaug;
Life Fellow

Aida Rodriguez
Associate Director
Maria Ucelli
Associate Director
Chet Hewitt
Assistant Director
Elisabeth Biemann
Sen ior Program Adviser
Raymond Colmenar
Senior Research Associate
Jamie Beck Jensen
Senior Research Associate

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
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Information For Applicants
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• ^ he Rockefeller Foundation concentrates its giving around the nine core strategies described in the
I
Core Strategies section on page 3. Program guidelines supporting these strategies are available and
I
can be obtained by writing the Foundation.
_JL_
The Foundation is a proactive grantmaker; that is, the officers and staff seek out opportunities that will help further the Foundation's long-term goals, rather than simply reacting to unsolicited
proposals. Foundation officers and staff receive more than 12,000 unsolicited proposals each year, 75 percent
of which cannot be considered because their purposes fall outside Foundation program guidelines.
GRANTS

Among the factors considered in evaluating grant proposals are the project's relevance to Foundation
programs and strategies, the applicant's qualifications and record of achievement, and the applicant's
ability to secure additional funding from other sources.
LIMITATIONS

As a matter of policy, the Foundation does not give or lend money for personal aid to individuals,
contribute to the establishment of local hospitals, churches, schools, libraries or welfare agencies, or to their
building and operating funds; finance altruistic movements involving private profit; or support attempts to
influence legislation.
In addition, the Foundation does not normally provide general institutional support or
fund endowments.
RELATIONSHIP WITH GRANTEES REGARDING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The Foundation's Board of Trustees approved an external affirmative action policy in March 1988 for use
with grantees. This policy states:
"The Rockefeller Foundation believes that important issues of underrepresentation of minorities
and women remain unresolved in our society, and so far as possible we seek to play a helpful and constructive part in their resolution. To that end, the Foundation systematically invests in the professional
development of minorities and women and their promotion into leadership roles. The Foundation expects
grantee organizations to engage in similar efforts. Consequently, affirmative action questions will be raised
with grantees or applicants for support when there appear to be opportunities for constructive collaboration
with the Foundation in the interests of improving opportunities for underrepresented groups. In such
instances, as a first step, we may ask these institutions to inform the Foundation of their efforts, supported, as
appropriate, with data on the gender and minority composition of the leadership of the institution."
HOW TO APPLY
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In general, no special form is required to apply for a grant, but the proposal or application should include the
items listed below. Requests for an application for a conference or residency at the Bellagio Study and Conference Center should be sent to the Bellagio Conference Office at the Foundation's New York office. In cases
where any other special form is required, it will be sent upon receipt of the following:
• A description of the proposed project, with clearly stated objectives and plans;
• A comprehensive plan for the total funding of the project during and, where applicable, after the proposed
grant period; and
• A listing of the applicant's qualifications and accomplishments and, where applicable, a description of the
institutional setting.
Completed proposals and applications should be sent to the secretary of the Foundation or to the
director of the relevant division or program, at: The Rockefeller Foundation, 420 Fifth Avenue, New York,
New York 10018-2702 U.S.A.
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